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Dr. Leonard Horowitz, DM. D., M.D., M.P.H., a Harvard
graduate, independent investigator and internationally known
authority in Public Health education, is one of American
health&e’s
most captivating motivational speakers. He has
served on the faculties of both Harvard and Tufts Universities,
and has degrees from Harvard University School of Public
Health and Rutgers University.
He has authored ten books,
including the critically acclaimed Florida dental AIDS tragedy exposi, Deadly Innocence-The
Kimberly Bergafis Case;

Solving The Greatest Murder Mystery in the History of American Medicine; and, most recent&, Emerging Viruses: AIDS &
Ebola-Nature,
Accident or Intentional?

Dr. Horowitz is now on a nation-wide speaking tour and has been the guest
on many nationally renowned radio-programs with hosts such as Art Bell and
Jeff Rense.
I recently met Dr. Horowitz at the Jan. lo-13 Pasadena Natural Health
Show where he was a guest speaker, and he agreed to an interview to be shared
[Please
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partner/owner of the corporation put on a good show
and said that he didn’t want to sell out but would if the
other partners decided that it was a good deal. This
allowed the one partner to buy the complex for about
the same price without having the other partners know
that they just sold to him. This same strategy can work
for you in your day-to-day life. Isn’t it true that people
who appear to have a lot, will attract attention and
trouble? This is an unfortunate situation but it is true.
Keeping a low profile can make your life much more
Peaceful.
Real estate held in a corporation keeps the focus off
of you and on this unknown corporation. Normally, no
one will know who the owner of the corporation is. Just
always remember the saying, “I just work here”, or in
this case, “I just represent Big Corporation In The Sky,
Inc.“, and play dumb. It’s fun and taking this approach
works. You will disappear and this new name will
show up everywhere you used to be spotlighted.
Many states now have statutes where real estate
that is sold is automatically reappraised (Calif. Prop.
13). Well, if a corporation is the owner of the real
estate, and you sell your property by selling your shares
of stock in that corporation, the deed on the property is
never changed. This sale of personal property (the
stock), not real estate, would never be recorded and
therefore, no reappraisal!
Now if every Californian
who has seen his real estate value grow and grow could
offer a buyer a corporation for sale, that would be a very
nice incentive to pay a higher price. This strategy has
many implications with the tax system also.
For these and many other reasons, holding real
estate in a corporation can be very beneficial.
By
protecting what you own, you can save a tremendous
amount in the long run. Plan today for the unexpected
tomorrow.
For information about how Nevada Corporations
can benefit your situation call Nevada Corporate Headquarters, inc. at *oo-398-1077.
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Today’s debt-driven economy will not last forever
and planning for the inevitable should be a part of
everyone’s financial planning. By taking the time to
consider just how the debt load of this country will
effect each of us personally we will find that most of us
have not positioned ourselves for the coming economic
crisis. Nevada Corporations can provide you and your
assets with privacy and protection so that when the
economic tide turns you will be safe and dry.
PRNACY OF YOUR AFFAIRS.
Nevada statutes have developed a corporate strutture unlike any other state. The preferred state to
incorporate in for years has been Delaware. You will
find many of your Fortune 500 corporations residing in
Delaware, but Nevada created their corporate statutes
based on Delaware and went further. They created their
corporate structure to allow investors and owners of
Nevada Corporations to remain completely private.
First of all, most states in this country require you to
publicly file the name and address of a corporation’s
Directors, Officers, and Stockholders.
This information can then be publicly accessed usually via a brief
telephone call to the Secretary of State’s Office in the
state of incorporation.
Well Nevada, in an attempt to
create a private corporate shelter, only requires the
name of the corporation’s President, Secretary, and
Treasurer (not Vice President[s]) and the corporations
Directors. The state does not wish to know who the
investors or stockholders of the corporation are.
This makes Nevada the preferred state for incorporation.

UNCERTAIN

say that a motorist involved in an accident, who has no
fault in that accident, can be partially responsible. If an
injury occurs on a property the injured party will
usually sue the owner of the property. If the owner of
that property has all assets in the same name, all of
those assets could potentially be lost in the suit. Lawsuits need to be a concern ofeveryone today. Real estate
held in a corporation can spread out your risk to the
point where judgments against you, as an individual,
lf a suit
cannot be easily attached to a corporation.
comes up against your corporation, all that the suing
party can go after are those assets held in the
corporation’s name. This can be some valuable insulation!
A corporation also offers great privacy and can
provide you the cover for owning real estate and remaining hidden. With the protection that Nevada allows to corporation owners, it can be very hard to
Let’s use
determine the ownership of a corporation.
this story as an example: Three partners were the
owners of an apartment complex and the partners were
in constant disagreement. One of the partners with the
financial ability made an offer to the other partners to
buy them out. The other partners were being given a
very good price for their share, but would not sell
because they did not want to sell their shares to the
other partner; ego differences, I believe. So the other
partner, being crafty, created a corporation and hired a
man to represent it. This unknown corporation then
came in and made an offer to all of these partners. The

PROTECT YOUR PROPERTIES.
I
There are many, many advantages today for
holding real estate in a corporation.
Corporations
allow owners of real estate privacy and asset protec4
tion. This can make all the difference when that
lawsuit comes up or when the IRS decides to make
you their next victim for whatever reason (usually
they don’t need one). What you will find with most
large land holders, is that they will never hold
property in their own name. If they do, they have not
been in the game for very long.
Liability risk should be on the minds of everyone
today. It has become common today for the court to
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@It’s Tax Free Nevada @
(The last of the “safe havens”)
If you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability,
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through
the sale of stock-taking
just 5 miniutes of your time to
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation
could save you and your company thousands of dollars.
For more information contact:
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jetted to the testimony on the basis that what happens
in the Netherlands is irrelevant to Hall’s case. [End

quotingl

His testimony is certainly an excellent example of
what will be or is already happening here.
:
.
Can you imagine how easy it will be to buy the
‘.
murder of your enemies or someone who has what you
proliferation of amendments, which is the very antith- want?
l/28/97
DR. AL OVERHOLT
The government is already using this method-ill
esis of conservatism,”
said Thomas E. Mann, a
Biookings Institution scholar. [Just another one ofthe or healthy-at
their pleasure, and you want to now put
AMENDMENT
FEVER
Elite ‘s play on words to fool “us slaves” since both it into the hands of ANY doctor??
HITS
CONGRESS
parties are CONTROLLED BY THE ELITE,]
NICOTINE.
COCAINE:
SWISS
But, he added, “It’s a way to advance objectives
Excerpted
from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
SCIENTISTS
NOTE
SIMILARITY
that can’t be achieved in any other ways [especially if
l/12/97, [quoting:]
An epidemic of constitutional amendment fever is they are malevolent, dastardly and selfish objectives
Excerpted
from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
spreading in the corridors of the 105th Congress.
as are the Elite ‘s plans].”
Ofthe 11,000 amendments proposed since the Con- 1112197, [quoting:]
At least two proposed amendments appear to have
Nicotine appears to stimulate brain cells in nearly
a healthy chance of winning approval in both House stitution was drafted more than 200 years ago, only 33
and Senate. One amendment would require that the passed Congress and only 27 of those were ratified by the same way that cocaine does, new research finds.
Scientists at the drug company Glaxo-Wellcome in
federal budget be balanced except in certain circum- the states. [End quoting]
I certainly hope you start working overtime writing Geneva studied laboratory rats that received cocaine
stances and the other would ban flag burning.
A third proposal with wide appeal would broaden letters to, phoning and faxing Congress to bring a halt and nicotine for two weeks. By measuring proteins
in the Elite’s attempt to replace our Constitution with produced by genes activated in the brain, the researchthe rights of crime victims.
Prospects are less certain for amendments that their CONSTITUTION OF INTERDEPENCE OF ALL ers found that the two drugs appear to stimulate those
would limit lawmakers’ terms, require a two-thirds
THE WORLD’S PEOPLE UNDER THEIR NEW areas in nearly identical patterns. Neal Benowitz, a
nicotine researcher at the University of California at
congressional vote to raise taxes, allow prayer in pub- WORLD ORDER.
San Francisco, said the research adds a new level of
lit schools and limit spending in political campaigns.
support for the idea that while nicotine and cocaine
“We’re in a new stage of amendment fever,” said
DOCTOR:
ASSISTED
DEATH
have different effects, they arevery similar drugs. [End
Kathleen Sullivan, a constitutional law professor at
A ‘MORTAL
DANGER’
quoting]
Stanford University. “For the first time in at least 20
If you add to the above information that thev add
Excerpted
from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
years, there are a high number of amendments being
cocaine
to cirarette uauer vou’ll bepin to understand
l/l
l/97,
[quoting:]
taken seriously.”
About 10 percent of the physician-assisted suicides whv it’s so hard to break the habit-I’m
talking from
Sullivan is one who thinks the Constitution
in the Netherlands over 27 years were not voluntary, a experience. With God’s hela, I made it a number of
shouldn’t be changed casually.
“The Constitution should not be used as a bargain- Dutch doctor has told a jury in a lawsuit challenging years back.
ing chip for short-run political gains,” Sullivan said. Florida’s ban on assisted suicide.
ENERGY
PRICES
LOW,
The trial was expected to go to the jury Monday. A
“It was intended”, as Chief Justice Marshall once said,
O’LEARY
SAYS
“to endure for the ages to come”. That’s why the man with AIDS says in a lawsuit he wants to have a
framers made amendments so difficult because they doctor help him die.
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
wanted to restrain us from writing this year’s polls into
Assisted suicide “is out of control” in the Netherthe Constitution.
lands, testified Dr. Richard Finegsen, a Dutch cardi- l/20/97, [quoting:]
The price of energy is artificially depressed in this
“The Constitution has this kind of a mystical civic ologist. “It is a terrible and totally unnecessary actcountry, Energy Secretary Hazel O’Leary said in an
force that is the one thing we all agree upon as the a mortal danger to our civilization.”
bedrock of our system.”
He said a government-sponsored
report in 1991 interview on the eve of her departure from office, and
Oddly, many of the proposed amendments are be- found that about 1,000 of the 11,800 physician-assisted
Americans will not be serious about conservation or
ing pushed by Republicans, who usually take a more deaths of terminally ill patients were cases where people energy independence until they pay more or there is
cautious approach to changing the Constitution.
had not given their consent.
another shock.
She said she tried within the constraints of the
“One of the ironies has been that the ascendancy of
And only 28 percent of the voluntary deaths were
the conservative party to the majority has led to a reported to the government and none of the doctors budget to nurture alternative fuel and energy technolorepotted involuntary deaths of terminally ill gies. The prevailing view, she said, is that “somehow,
miraculously, the market will present itself’ for techpatients, he said.
“Dutch doctors don’t like paper- nologies like fuel cells. [End quoting]
ISMs
What a bunch of nrouaaanda! !
work,” Finegsen said. He has written
CONTACT has given you much information on free
several books on physician-assisted suiFrom a newsclip, source unknown, [quoting:]
energy devices lately. Is this more damage control??cide.
The study depended upon physi- repeating their big lies often enough to convince us to
Socialism: You have two cows. Give one cow
cians being able to remain anonymous willingly pay higher and higher fuel costs.
to your neighbor.
O’Learv even eives us a VEILED THREAT of a
in the report.
near term energy crisis.
Charles
Hall,
a
35-year-old
Beverly
Communism: You have two cows. Give both
THERE IS NO ENERGY OR POTENTIAL ENHills man who is dying of AIDS comto the government, and they may give you some of
plications, is asking a judge for the ERGY SHORTAGE AND NEVER HAS BEEN. WE
MOST DEFINITELY HAVE A DIRE SHORTAGE OF
right to die an assisted death.
the milk.
Dr. Cecil McIver of Jupiter is seek- HONEST LEADERS!! HOW MUCH LONGER ARE
Fascism: You have two cows. You give all of
ing immunity from prosecution if he WE GOING TO PUT UP WITH THIS??
How many of you who have read our articles on free
helps hasten Hall’s death.
the milk to the government, and the government
People assisting
in suicide in energy have been on the phones, faxes, E-mail or been
sells it.
writing letters to our leaders??
Florida can get 15 years in prison.
Finegsen said the Netherlands reNazism: You have two cows. The government
NEXT
3
NEWS BITES excerpted
from
quires terminally ill patients to make
shoots you and takes both of the cows.
an explicit written statement to the phy- CONSPIRACY NATION, Jan. 1997, [quoting:]
sician that their choice of suicide is
Anarchism: You have two cows. Keep both
TSAR ‘NICHOLAS
II OF RUSSIA
voluntary.
cows, shoot the government agent and steal anOther rules, he said, are: The famFebruary 1996: The reburial of the remains of Tsar
ily must be consulted; a second doctor
other cow.
must be consulted; the only cases that Nicholas II is postponed because the Russian Orthodox
Capitalism: You have two cows. Sell one
are legal are when the suffering is un- Church does not accept scientific findings that the
bearable;
and the death must be re- bones are genuine. (London Telegraph Feb. 9) [More
cow and buy a bull.
verification of CONTACT writings denying the murder
ported to the government.
[End quoting]
Hall’s attorney, Robert Rivas, ob- of (Czar) Nicholas II in 1918.1
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Excerpted fronxPCMAGA.ZINE, 214197, [quoting:]
October 1996: Xavier Gautier, an investigative
In a report, a law-enforcement consultant describes
journalist for the French newspaper Le Figaro, found
dead, hanging by the neck in Yugoslavia, had been a scenario that’s enough to make your hair curl. Apparinvestigating
“alleged trafficking in human organs ently, if a virus is hidden in a Java program on a Web
taken from specially selected and executed Bosnian page on your server, unbeknownst to you, and someone
prisoners of war.” I have previously pointed to this downloads the virus, your server can legally be the
Worse,
worldwide organ traffic, but have been told it’s an target of a wiretap and a search warrant.
according to the source, the title [of ownership?] of
“urban folk tale”. [Mbny people we being murdered
your computer can be transferred to the government as
around the world-for
their oraans.]
soon as a hacker uses it to commit a crime. Use a
computer. Go directly to jail. [End quoting]
CLINTOh
ELECTED
One way or another, the Elite will try to control all
BY ONLY
24 PERCENT
computer use to bring in their New World Order.
November 1996: Bill Clinton is re-elected Presi- Worldwide communications have to be gotten under
dent, 49 percent of the electorate actually votes and of their control.
that 49 percent, 49 percent vote for Clinton,
This
means that onlv 24 rtercent of the electorate actually
A CIA
voted for Clinton [emphasis mine]. for those not good
FUNDING
OPERATION
at math, look at it like this: suppose 100 people are
by Gene “Chip” Tatum
eligible to vote, but only 49 of them do so. Of those 49
only 49 percent vote for Clinton. 49 percent of that 49
Excerpted from CONSPIRACY NATION newsis 24. [Cofl t&at a victory??]
e-mail:
No. 93, l/12/97,
Vol.
9
Dogging Clinton’s heels well be Rep. Dan Burton letter,
[quoting:]
(R-Hid.) who will replace Rep. William Clinger as Qigred@shout.net>,
chair of the House Government Reform and Oversight
STEP 1:
Committee.
Says Burton, who publicly doubts the
Find a depository which fits the following criteria:
credibility of the Vince Foster “suicide” investigation,
1. Large cash reserves.
“Nobody’s above the law. We’re going to be diligent in
2. Much of the cash reserves should represent
finding out if there was wrongdoing and if anyone
deposits from an illegal activity (i.e.: drug transacshould be prosecuted.”
Let’s hope that Burton is really out to get to the tions). For this example we will use Banco National de
bottom of things [Don’t holdyour breethflf, which if Panama, a reserve depository which is protected by
Clinton is innocent will work to his benefit as well. Manuel Noriega. The depositor will be Pablo Escobar.
Finding the proper depository would be the timction of the
[End quoting]
CIA, and in this example we will use William Casey.
THE
VERY
STEP 2:
LARGE
TELESCOPE
Arrange for a loan from this depository. We will
From POPULAR SCIENCEMAGAZINE, Feb. 1997, use the name of George Bush in this example for the
person obtaining the loan.
[quoting:]
We will use the amount of $8 billion for this
The very large telescope, [see picture at bottom of
page] to be completed in the Chilean Andes by the end example. Sometimes the depository will not be very
If this occurs, the CIA will coerce or
of the decade, will need very large mirrors. In fact, its cooperative.
four mirrors, each measuring 8.2 meters [approwi- intimidate the depository officials into cooperating.
mutely 27feet] indiameter, are the largest in the world. Ultimately, the loan will be made.
After formation with a new spin-casting technique, the
STEP 3:
mirrors required cooling for several months.
The
Split the loan proceeds in half. One half ($4
European Southern Observatory will use the telescope
to look far back into the universe’s past. [End quoting] billion) will be sent to Iran to purchase “super bills” at
This is quite an amazing feat to accomplish. I sure the rate of two “super bills” for one authentic bill.
wish I could look through this telescope-how
about Thus, $4 billion in cash buys $8 billion in “super bills”.
you? Of course nowadays they don’t look through the (NOTE: A “super bill” is a perfectly counterfeited U.S.
large telescopes-they
use computer monitors. Every- bill. These bills are printed by an Intaglio press which
was sold to the Shah of Iran in the late ‘6Os, early ’70s.
thing is computerized.
The Shah was also given
the plates, ink and paper
necessary to successfully
print U.S. dollars in large
denominations. This was
given to the Shah by the
CIA. (Unfortunately, the
Shah left the press, plates,
ink and paper for the Iranian Revolutionary Councils when he fled in late
1978.)
The second half of the
loan ($4 billion) will be
sent to a CIA launderer
selected
by the CIA
(Casey) for his or her ability to move large sums of
money around the world
as a matter of ordinary
For this exbusiness.
ample we will use the

JANUARY 28,1997
name of Nana DeBusia. (DeBusia is the grandson of
Guyana’s first democratic leader and owner of many
U.S. and foreign banks.)
STEP 4:
Repay original loan to depository in “super bills.”
(Give Banco National de Panama $8 billion in “super
bills” to replace the authentic currency it loaned.)
These “super bills” are placed in the reserve vault and,
as long as they are not withdrawn by the depositor, their
existence will not jeopardize the value of the U.S.
dollar. But, because they are perfect in every way, to
put the “super bills” in circulation would eventually
devalue the U.S. dollar by flooding the monetary marketplace with U.S. currency.
STEP 5:
Arrange to sell Iran something of value for [in
order to recover] the authentic currency used to purchase the “super bills”. In this example, we will use
arms, ammunition and replacement parts for military
equipment. (We will use the name Oliver North as the
example of a person arranging the sale of arms to Iran.)
In other words, the CIA now arranges to sell Iran $4
billion worth of arms and equipment in order to get the
original $4 billion of authentic currency back. Now,
the CIA has $4 billion to use in funding covert activities without relying on Congressional authority and
funding. If caught, the CIA can report the source of
funds as being from an arms transaction with Iran.
STEP 6:
Ensure that the “super bills” are not withdrawn.
This is done through the process of neutralization of
the depositor.
Neutralization is the use of intimidation, coercion
In this example, Pablo Escobar is
or termination.
killed.
STEP 7:
This CIA launderer in possession of one-half of the
original loan proceeds is moving his $4 billion through
a maze of banks which are cooperative with both the
launderer and the CIA. For this example, we will use
the following trail of deposits to banks: a bank in Spain;
the Vatican Bank; banks in Luxembourg.
Then the launderer wires from his London offices
$3.8 billion in laundered monies to private numbered
accounts being controlled by the original architects.
The launderer keeps $200 million for his job well done,
leaving the $3.8 billion in the numbered accounts.
STEP 8:
Neutralize the CIA launderer.
In this example
Nana DeBusia was indicted by the U.S. on 32 counts to
include bank fraud. The CIA stepped up in his behalf
and stated that it would not be in the best interest of the
U.S. to prosecute DeBusia. He was facing several
hundred years in prison if convicted. He was subsequently acquitted on all counts.

CIA TALLY
$4 billion for use in unauthorized blackops* (*black
operations are those covert operations performed without the knowledge or authority of Congress.)
$3.8 billion in private numbered accounts controlled by the architects of the funding operation

SUMMARY OF
THE EXAMPLE
To” summarize the example, the Director of the
CIA, William Casey, approached the Ex-Director of the
CIA and current Vice President of the United States [at
the time of Reagan Presidency], George Bush, with the

JANUARY 28, 1997

CONTACT:

name of a vulnerable depository, the Banco National de
Panama. Vice President Bush then arranged for a short
term loan of $8 billion.
Bush arranged for $4 billion to go to Iran to purchase super bills and $4 billion to go to Nana DeBusia
He
to be laundered into several private accounts.
(Bush) commissioned Oliver North to oversee the Iranian connection.
North delivered $4 billion in U.S.
currency to Iran. Iran gave North $8 billion in super
bills in exchange for the $4 billion in good U.S. currency. North then delivered the $8 billion in super bills
back to the Banco National de Panama.
The loan
transaction is now complete.
There is $8 billion in super bills in the reserve
vaults of the Banco National de Panama, there is $4
billion in authentic U.S. currency in the hands of the
Iranians, and there is $4 billion in good currency with
CIA launderer Nana DeBusia.
North sells the Iranians military hardware and
parts for the amount of $4 billion and diverts a portion
of the proceeds to the Contras of Nicaragua (Iran/
Contra).
Nana DeBusia, in the meantime, is laundering the
deposits of $4 billion through various banks, including
the Vatican’s bank in Italy. After several successful
banking transactions, DeBusia presents $3.8 billion in
the sound deposits to numbered accounts in various
locations.
When the funding operation is complete, there is
$4 billion in CIA accounts to be utilized for covert and
black operations; there is $3.8 billion in private numbered accounts controlled by George Bush and William
Casey. Pablo Escobar, the primary depositor is dead to
ensure no one will withdraw the super bills. General
Noriega is in U.S. federal prison and under constant
U.S. guard to ensure his silence, and William Casey is
dead, leaving $3.8 billion in good U.S. currency in the
control of George Bush.

ity of Japanese (particularly those on Okinawa) would
like to see the 47,000 American troops still stationed
there go home, they can relax. The Japanese establishment has just found a new, socially useful function for
those unwanted Marines. All those who manage to get
themselves killed in the line of duty (or because they
got drunk and drove too fast), and who wind up dead at
military hospitals, can soon donate their organs to
Japanese citizens.
The Japanese themselves have been debating a law
that would permit their own citizens to donate parts
after death. But such a law would involve accepting the
standard of “brain death” -the legal definition of death
in the United States. A committee of Japanese legal,
medical, religious and other experts met over several
years to discuss this issue without coming to a unanimous conclusion.
A friend who was a member of this deliberation
group once told me he had thought the major objections
would come from the Buddhist clergy because of their
belief that the soul takes three days to leave the body by
which time organs can no longer be harvested. But the
major objection was raised by liberal Japanese lawyers
who pointed out that Japan is a group-oriented society
with a strong sense of “inner” and “outer” groups.
They raised fears that a definition of brain death might
lead doctors to make socially convenient decisions,
such as “pulling the plug” on a homeless person.
In the absence of a brain-death law, rich Japanese
who need kidney, cornea or other transplants have been
traveling to the Philippines or the United States to get
them. But now Japanese doctors would like to use
organs that the five U.S. military hospitals in Japan are
willing to make available. Well, I suppose it’s nice to
know the Marines are considered good for something in
Japan.
But the absurdities of the United States’ insistence
that we must maintain these forward-deployed troops at
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***
Views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of
Nation, nor of its Editor in Chief. [End
quoting]
This is what you call CREATIVE financing, or
how about VIRTUAL MONEY??

Conspiracy

WANTED
ONLY
FOR
OUR
BODY
PARTS
Excerpted from THE ST. PETERSBURG
TIMES,
1 l/7/9.6, [quoting:]
If the Pentagon has been worried because a major-

From
Carmel,

GUIDEPOSTS,

P.O.

Box

1479,

NY 10512, [quoting:]

Your task, to build a better world,
God said. I asked Him how?
This world is such a large vast
place, so complicate! now,
And I so small and useless am,
there’s nothing I can do.
But God in all His wisdom said:
Just build a better you.
-submitted by Bob Oakes,
Weyers Cave, VA

nonkddb
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all costs (rather than arranging for access to Japanese
ports for our naval vessels) does not end here. A
meeting was recently held in Washington to discuss
Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto’s promise to develop Okinawa as a free-trade zone and turn it into “a
second” Hong Kong.
A State Department spokesman said at this meeting, “It would be an unnecessary complication to in any
way raise U.S. commercial interests” as part of the
ongoing U.S. effort to retain military basing rights on
Okinawa. In other words, the United States continues
to “delink” economic and military matters where Japan
is concerned. This means, among other things, that we
are defending a,nation to which we are going into debt.
It also means that whenever we do finally get tossed
out of Okinawa-and
this is likely to occur sooner than
anyone in the Pentagon would like to think-we
will
have no economic leverage, no business concerns in
place to take a piece of the new action.
When President Clinton attends the APEC summit
on Now. 25, it will be at the former U.S. naval base at
Subic Bay. The Americans were thrown out of Subic
in 1992, after a large majority vote of the Philippine
Senate. The Pentagon had said that the 7th Fleet could
not survive without the Philippine facility, but it seems
to have managed.
The Pentagon also swore that the Filipinos would
be sorry when they lost all those base jobs. But instead,
Subic Bay has become a thriving free-trade zone, an
Asian hub for Federal Express and other international
This is exactly what Gov. Masahide Ota
concerns.
intends to achieve for Okinawa.
But meanwhile, by all means let us supply body
parts to the Japanese. They seem to be more acceptable
than California rice, Florida oranges or Detroit automobiles. [End quoting]
Greedy, evil people will take or steal anything to
maintain their lifestyk.
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with this disease, to some extent, which has reduced
their self-esteem and, in essence, has reduced their
immunocapacity to even fight off infectious diseases,
That’s a part of a very large picture of this illness. So,
to tell the truth about the origin can help sociologically
for healing.
Secondly, scientifically, if you know the origin of
AIDS and, very clearly, one of the research uroiects
that I failed td mention is also-besides
testing the
vaccines for contamination and doing look-back studies-we could actually reproduce the circumstances
under which these early laboratory experiments were
taking place, recombine the viruses that they were
recombining, and look and see what the relationships
are to the simian-immuno deficiency viruses, which are
related to HIV and HIVs, HIV-l and HIV-2. So, that
type of research, Dr. W. John Martin would-like to do
and is in the current process of writing up a grant
Page]
proposal to do that. And the purpose, ultimately, is to
help develop treatments because if you know the gene
sequences and you know how they came together, and
you’re now in the research science beginning to learn
thatrelateto specific
and safetyand ask sOme very serious the specificamino-acidsequences
as: Are we bringing ourselves death molecular changes within the ceil that are causing
trusting the people that we’ve been disease-so, there is hope that you could develop therathe book’s purpose, in the long range pies, be they genetic therapies, be they other therapies.

by with our health
questions, such
and disease by
Martin:
Let me just begin by thanking YOUon trusting? And,
behalfofall CONTACT readersfortheinvaluablework
politicalsense,istodevelopagrass-rootsefforttoraise So, that’s-scientifically, I think it’s an important
YOUare doing in exposing the tremendously diabolical
public awareness to act at state, local, and federal levels question also, and I think I have a fair consensus in the
and, unfortunately
successful, cover-up concerning
to, essentially, take an issue that has been virtually scientific community about that.
the despicable development of viruses such as AIDS covered UD and have a solid. indeaendent ConsresThe next reason is. ethical and moral. Number one,
sional investigation into all of.the published facts*yinto if this epidemic began (which in my opinion it didj
and EBOLA.
analyses of the vaccine lots; into FDA reforms, so that through *contaminated vaccines and through sloppy
It was a
the FDA is allowed to tell health scientists the truth science, and perhaps even by intent, then there is no
pleasure to
about what the risks are associated with vaccines, so doubt in my mind that learning that truth could help,
meet
with
that they can then tell health professionals and the not only help reduce the spread of AIDS as it may be
you and lispublic to call for an investigation of the vaccine lots continuing to be spread, both through accidental conten to your
that, most plausibly, spread AIDS to the world; to call tamination of vaccines, as well as, perhaps intent.
presentation
for look-back studies into the populations who re- Then you could help reduce the epidemic by telling the
at the Pasaceived these contaminated vaccines and, in that ef- truth about it and finding the facts about its origin.
dena Natural
fort, hopefully bring the truth to light. And I say
Martin: Speaking of evil, let’s talk about one of
Health Show
hopefully because, in the past, these types of efforts, your favorite people, Dr. Robert Gallo, and I do say that
this
past
even after they’ve gotten to Congress, have been literally with tongue-in-cheek.
Who is Dr. Gallo and
weekend.
either censored or Congressional investigating com- why is he so important to the American public?
As you indimittees have been-particularly
in this area of bioDr. Eorowitz: Rick, let me just finish my one last
cated in your
logical
weapons-directed
by
the
Rockefellers
and
the
comment.
Is that alright?
talk, AIDS
Rockefeller Foundation and the Rockefellers’ comMartin: Sure.
and EBOLA
mittees investigating these type of things, and that’s
Dr. Horowitz:
The last part was the ethical and
are just the
like putting the wolf in charge of the chicken coop.
moral.
tip of the iceSo what the purpose of the book is-and I think
Martin: Yes.
berg with realso, there is kind of like a subtle, I guess spiritual
Dr. Horowitz: So, and that fits into the spiritual.
spect
to
purpose to the book-the purpose is to not only help
Martin. Yes, it certainly does.
retroviruses
save lives but to look at the issue of man’s inhumanity
Dr. Horowitz: That’s exactly my concern, the Big
that
are
towards man, and to recognize that the people that are Picture. The people who have perpetrated this, be they
available
really at the very top of all of this appear to be blind scientists working for the government or Satanic
and, indeed,
extremely evil. Not only, in my opinion, are they forces...
being
utiblinded by ideology, in a sense, this appears to be, to
Martin: Right.
lized
in
many people whom I’ve consulted with, a symptom of
Dr. Horowitz: . ..working for Satan...
many contaminated vaccines.
Martin: Yes.
We have a lot of ground that I want to cover with the forces of good VS.theforces of evil on the planet.
Dr. Horowitz: They really have to be exposed and
you, and since we have published literally hundreds of And it is really playing out, very interestingly now and
pages of information on the development of AIDS, as very quickly aow, to what appears to have been pre- they really need to take responsibility, and theyneedto
well as extensive interviews with JoyceRiley and Peter dieted for centuries now with the prophecies, as well as be accountable.
And, I mean, I’m not looking for
Kawaja, in addition to printing voluminous material what the Book of Revelation discusses. In fact I tell blood. I’m just looking for the truth and to stop what
on the very key issue of &popufatioB of a planet, I people, after reading the book Emerging Viruses: AIDS appears to be so insane. And that’s a spiritual quest,
and that’s why I’m really-what’s
moving me to do this
would like you to begin by giving a fairly brief general & EBOL4 to go back and reread the Book of Rev&introduction to what you are currently trying to expose, tion, particularly Chapter 18. And the parallels are so work.
Now,,with regard to Dr. Gallo, you want to know
and then there are some very specificquestionsI would striking that even scientists who understand the scriptures and who understand, who have at least dabbled in about Dr. Gallo?
like you to expand on in great detail.
So, let’s begin with, generally, what is the main the Bibie, have to come to a conclusion that it is very
Martin: Yes, in detail.
Dr. Horowitz: [Laughing.] Well, I can tell you the
plausible that what we are witnessing here has been
topic of Emerging Viruses: AIDS & EBOLA?
story about what happened at the 1 lth International
Dr. Horowitz: It’s the man-made origin of AIDS truly predicted and this is really God’s Plan unfolding.
and EBOLA. It’s virtually who made these viruses, And I think that that is a purpose, also, that has very Conference on AIDS in Vancouver, if you like?
Martin: Sure.
when they made these types of virus, how they made uplifting benefits.
Dr. Horowitz: During that conference I was inThe three reasons why the book is extremely importhem. Because most people could never imagine this to
be true, we’ve reprintedthe government contracts so tant in terms of uncovering and disclosing the true vited to participate and ask Dr. Gallo questions in an
Open FONm that he was conducting.
you even how much the bioengineers were paid for this origin of AIDS & EBOLA is, number one, sociological.
Martia: Now, for our readers who don’t know who
type of research. And the purpose of the book is to take The people who have been blamed for this epidemic, the
Gays and the Blacks have clearly been wronged. They he is, who is Dr. Gallo?
a very close look at what we are doing in biotechnolDr. Horowitz: Dr. Gallo is one of the world’s
have been wrongly blamed. They have been persecuted.
ogy, what we are doing in vaccines, vaccinationstake a very close look at those peoplewe’ve entrusted They have taken on the guilt and the shame associated leading AIDS scientists, AIDS experts.
He is the

CONTACT readers. That interview tookplace
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world’s
preeminent
retrovirologist,
expert
in
retroviruses.
He used to work at the National Cancer
Institute, and now he’s been given the Institute for
Human Virology at the University of Baltimore or
affiliated with the University of Baltimore, in MaryThis scientist,
allegedly,
discovered
or
land.
codiscovered the AIDS virus with Dr. Luc Montagnier
from the Pasteur Institute. What ultimately was shown
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is that Dr. Gallo committed, at minimum, scientific
misconduct, and more likely, scientific fraud in cloning Dr. Montagnier’s isolate. People in Gallo’s lab and
Gallo cloned the isolate that Montagnier had discovered, and then called it his. And then he decided that
this viruses was in his family of discovered retroviruses,
the HTLV-1, 2, and he called the AIDS viruses, initially, HTLV-3. France ended up suing the United

7

States for,about a decade. The lawsuit was not so long
ago settled and, as a result, France is now sharing the
royalties with Dr. Gallo and the Americans.
At the 11th International Conference on AIDS,
knowing that Gallo and his research affiliate at Litton
Bionetics Research Laboratory-whose
laboratory operations were active both in the Bethesda area, as well
as Northwest Uganda.
Martin: Litton is one of
my questions further down
but they’re all linked, so keep
on talking.
Dr. Horowitz:
Well,
Litton Bionetics is a subsidiary or was a subsidiary, actually it still exists, it is a
subsidiary-actually,
it’s no
longer Litton, they’ve sold
it. They sold parts of it to
Medpath-they
are a very
large laboratory organization, and Medpath, I believe,
is still owned by Dow Chemical or Dow Corning. They
were a subsidiary at the time
of the mega military weapons contracting firm, Litton
Industries, at the time Litton
l HIV and Ebola are most likely man-made?
was vying for 6th and 7th
place of the world military
l The leukemia/sarcoma/lymphoma
AIDS cancer
market providers.
They
were-they
are currently
complex, never seen in humans prior to 1978,
11th. Litton Industries is
had been the primary focus of National Cancer
currently the 1lth top military
Institute viral research during the 196Os?
weapons supplier for the world.
And so Dr. Gallo worked
l Cancer virus experts who protested
sloppy
with these folks at the Nascience, and predicted outbreaks as well as the
tional Cancer Institute and
current epidemics, lost their jobs?
what they did-I’m sorryat Litton Bionetics AND the
l Viruses continue to contaminate
some of today’s
National Cancer Institute,
and what they did is they
most commonly used vaccines due to risky
took monkey viruses that
outdated FDA regulations?
were considered human benign and they recombined
l The World Health Organization,
National Cancer
them with virtually every
Institute, Centers for Disease Control, Merck
animal cancer virus known,
Pharmaceutical Company, the Department of
and there
were many.
Among the things that they
Defense, NATO, and the CIA may hold the real
recombined
were viruses
truth of the origins of these diseases and will
such as feline leukemia, vinever share it with you?
rus RNA, and chicken Ieukemia sarcoma virus RNA,
they combined these with
Dive into the first real exploration the
monk&y viruses and thenchicken
leukemia
virus
origins the world’s deadliest viruses;
RNA, for example, caused
immune suppression, wastAIDS and Ebola, and discover the
Reference Hardcover; 592pp; Illus., ISBN o-923550-12-7; $29.95
ing and death.
And, of
outrageous and chilling facts about
course, cat leukemia virus
This fascinating expose is now listed in every bookRNA produced a laundry list
how, when, where, and why the viruses
store in North America and available through most
of symptoms virtually idenlibraries. The author served on the faculties of both
that now threaten humanity’s survival
tical to what AIDS patients
Harvard and Tufts Universities and has degrees from
suffer from, and then, even
were made and broke out!
the Harvard University School of Public Health and
at that point, thatvirus could
Rutgers University. Dr. Horowitz is also the author of
not infect humans. It needed
Fax: 508-546-9226; Outside U.S. : 508-546-6586
Deadly Innocence: The Kimberly Bergaiis Caseanother major mutation beE-mail: tetra@tetrahedron.org
Solving the Greatest Murder Mystery in the History
fore it could do that. And
now you’re going to begin to
ofAmerican Medicine.
see why it was Dr. Robert
Gallo’s speculation that it
was an African Green Monkey that bit a man, or was
eaten by a human being. And
then, of course, there were
other rumors that men began to have sex with African
Green Monkeys the size of
chickens. Now you’re going

Sure AIDS came from African monkeys, but
what they don’t tell you is what they did to the monkeys!
Did you know that:

of

http://www.tetrahedron.org
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to see why all of that was totally ridiculous, scientific
hogwash, because to get this mutant virus, to get these
recombinant or what we call hybrid viruses to infect
humans and go from monkey to humans, they cultured
it in human white blood cells in some studies, in human
fetal tissue cells in culture in other studies, so that it
would adapt. You know, it would develop the GT-120
proteins on the external envelope, it would develop
perhaps not the specific proteins but very similar GP120-like proteins, on the external envelope, so that it
could attach to the human cells, be carried across the
cell membranes, enter the gene of the cell and then do
virtually everything that the AIDS virus does. Now
knowing that, and then knowing how most plausibly
the AIDS epidemic began was through the 1974 experimental hepatitis B vaccine that was developed, partially, in Litton Bionetics-supplied contaminated chimpanzees and Rhesus monkeys, and that this vaccine was
tested simultaneously in 200,000 human subjects in
New York City and Central Africa by 1974. I went to
this conference wherein Dr. Gallo was speaking and I
asked Dr. Gallo a question. And that was, “Dr. Gallo,
are you at all concerned that your early research in
taking monkey viruses, such as SV40, in the presence
of Simian foamy retrovirus contaminants”-and
Simian foamy retrovirus contaminants, Dr. Gallo knew,
contain that unique enzyme called reverse transcriptase
which, virtually, makes the AIDS virus work. And then
I said, “and then recombining these viruses with cancer
viruses, such as feline leukemia virus RNA and chicken
leukemia sarcoma virus RNA, and then culturing them
in human white blood cells in some studies, and human
fetal tissue cells in culture in other studies, might have
given-rise to the AIDS virus or its progenitors, which
might have contaminated vaccines by way of contaminated monkeys and chimpanzees shipped by your colleagues at Litton Bionetics to the vaccine manufacturers at Merck, Sharp & Dohme.”
Well, to make, I guess, a short story even briefer, he
got very angry with me. He told me that he never did
this work; he couldn’t have done this work, and that I
need to go back and get a grade lOl-level of biologic
science training, high-school level.
Martin: Did Gallo really say to you that AIDS was
an accident?
Dr. Horowitz: When I pressed him, when I pressed
him on my thesis and I said, “You mean to say it’s not
possible” -now this was on July 30 during a conversation, he phoned me.
Martin: Was that last year?
Dr. Horowitz:
That’s last year [1996], and he
allowed me to tape it. And I think probably for your
readers it might be best if I stop here, go out to my
camper, get the specific quote, and then call you back
with it, so you get it right.
Martin: That’s fine.
Dr. Horowitz: Ok, give me two minutes. [Then,
after a pause:] Ok, recording?
Martin: Yes.
Dr. Horowitz:
Specifically, with regard to the
response, when I pressed him on it and I said, “So
there’s absolutely no po’ssibility these types of experiments, and not necessarily in your, lab, present the
building blocks where hybrids were being created that
might have given rise to the HIVs?”
Dr. Gallo replied, quote, “No. I cannot say no to
you. I don’t say no to you. I said that we don’t have any
virus that we know of that has homology to HIV-l, to
say this became HIV- 1 except for the monkey virus SIV
or the human virus HIV-2, which is essentially exactly
the same
_. as the strain of SIV. We just don’t have any
virus that has those sequences in it. Now, if you say to
me, could it be an unidentified virus that mixed with A,
with B, with C, then I would say, yes, that’s possible.”
End quote.
Then, a little bit later on in the conversation-let’s
see if I have that quote here, too-l have that in another
document.
Martin: That’s ok, I have quite a long list of
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Dr. Horowitz: In essence, what he said was this,
with regard to the accident: When we were discussing
the plausibility of the theory that I have advanced,
though he said that he could not argue with it, he did
say that I was barking up the wrong tree, but that he
could tell me, even more plausibly, how it might have
happened by accident, at that time. Now, that is not a
direct quote. That is, virtually....
Martin: Paraphrase7
Dr. Horowitz: Paraphrase, yes. 1 have the direct
quote in another document.
Martin: What is DNA provirus menus? And then,
also, endonuclease?
Dr. Horowitz: Well, in very simple terms, what
DNA provirus means, it is virtually the result of a very
unGodly procedure. It is-virtually
God created all of
human life, the natural, healthy cells to operate based
on taking the blueprint of life called DNA, and from
that developing RNA, messenger RNA and transfer
RNA, to play a major role in protein manufacture
within the cell to help the cell develop health cell
structures and healthy new cells. After you get infected
with this retrovirus, this unique enzyme, reverse transcriptase, virtually calls for life to operate in reverse. It
calls for the making of provirus DNA by transcribing
the RNA that the virus provides. So it’s virtually a
backwards process of life. And so you have the term
reverse transcriptase to describe the enzyme. And this
provirus DNA is then aided by another enzyme that the
virus delivers called endonuclease. It’s a scissors-like
enzyme that cuts open the normal gene sequence within
the healthy cell and allows this foreign destructive
provirus DNA to be inserted into God’s magnificent,
perfect creation. And so then what happens is that as
the cell now tries to reproduce itself, it reads the
blueprint of life and it gets fooled. Instead of developing only healthy new cell.structures, it begins to develop viruses, and new AIDS viruses, as well. And
these viruses then bud-off of the white blood cells. In
doing so, they take little pieces of the outside proteins
off the healthy, or now infected, white blood cells, and
the body mounts an immune response, develops antibodies not only to fight off the viruses but, it again gets
fooled because little pieces of the normal cells are
attached to the viruses, which now the body recognizes
as foreign. And that becomes, then, an autoimmune
disease which is why, in most cases, antibodies are
helpful to tight off diseases. With AIDS, the antibodies
are formed against the normal body’s white blood cells.
And that’s why, although you may have only one out of
thousands of T-cells infected with the AIDS ‘virus,
which is one of Dr. Peter Duesburg’s arguments, one of
the major ones...
Martin: We’ll get into him in a minute here.
Dr. Horowitz: Ok. But, now you see, you have the
entire immune system generating antibodies against
your normal white blood cells. So, you know, you really
have a major problem going on that is not just associated with an AIDS virus infection, it’s associated with
anything that can reduce your immuno-capacity or
immune-resistance.
That’s why the AIDS virus infection is a cofactor in the disease process.
Martin: Good answer. Why is the date Feb. 12,
1962, so significant?
Dr. Horowitz:
That is the day that the Litton
Bionetics Research Contract began for NIH Contract
7 12025, titled The Investigation ofViral Carcinogen zsis
In Primates, and primates, of course, are monkeys AND
humans. And that day is extremely important because
that’s the day that Litton began the project under which
numerous AIDS-like and EBOLA-like viruses were
developed, and that all of this was conducted under a
highly funded, largely secret, cancer research program
that predated Nixon’s war on cancer by a decade. And
it was- called The Special Virus Cancer Program. And
that program was the direct result of well over 100
million human beings being inoculated with Salk and
Sabin’s polio vaccines that the authorities realized had
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just delivered cancer viruses.
Martin: Now, this was in Africa we’re talking
about?
Dr. Horowitz: No, all over the world, particularly
Russia. Mostly in Russia. The trials for the polio
vaccines continued largely in Russia, but in other areas
also-also
in America. By 1960-6 1, we were already
administering the Sabin vaccines in tests, and we were
delivering-our
authorities were delivering-Simian
Virus 40, Simian Foamy Retroviruses, Herpes Viruses
from monkeys such as cytomegalovirus, such as Epstein
Barr viruses, those are some of the viruses that are
associated with chronic fatigue. And they were delivering these viruses and the authorities at Merck, Sharp,
& Dohme and the National Institute of Health, particularly Maurice Hilleman, went to Sabin during a meeting, and he says, “You know, I’ve got a problem with
your vaccine.”
And Sabin says, “What’s the problem.”
Hilleman says to Sabin, “Cancer.”
He says, “What are you talking about?”
Hilleman says to Sabin, “Well, you’ve got a cancer
virus, I believe, in your vaccine.”
Sabin says, “Nab.”
Hilleman says, “Yes, I’m telling you.”
So, at that point-now
this is about 1960-61there was a HUGE internal stir at the National Institute
of Health, at the highest levels. And from that, they
then began to develop secret monkey virus cancer
research studies, in an effort to develop vaccines to
prevent the plagues of cancer that they suspected were
going to come about as a result of the contaminated
vaccines. And, as they were doing this research, of
course, because much of the funding was the military’s
and they were interested in using these as biological
weapons -then you had funding for biological weapons
by the same researchers who were involved in investigating this for humanitarian reasons.
Martin: Ok, since you brought up biological weapons, I’m going to jump ahead. You’ve written at great
length about Henry Kissinger’s involvement. In your
research, speaking of biological weapons, what have
you uncovered about George Bush’s role in the development and dissemination of deadly retroviruses and the
like?
Dr. Horowitz: In the book, Emerging Viruses:
AIDS & EBOLA, I go into George Bush’s role as being
the initiator of the population control agenda. He was
the principal, initial promoter in Congress when he was
still a Congressman from Texas, of population control.
And at the time, they were just focusing on population
control in the Third World, and their motive was
economic and national security. Well, it turns out that
Henry Kissinger, his New World Order-and
most
people have no clue as to what the New World Order is.
People have heard about the New World Order but
they-few people know that the contemporary evolution of the New World Order, that is, over the past 45,
let’s say 40 years-has
been Henry Kissinger’s 1955
Harvard Ph.D. thesis, entitled m
wherein he lays out the need for ongoing small wars
around the planet to maintain the economic alignment
of the superpowers. And, of course, the military warsnot only are we seeing those continue today in Bosnia
and the Middle East, but we have seen an increase in all
of the other small wars, like the war on AIDS, the war
on Cancer, the war on Drugs, the war on Crime, the war
on illegal immigration, the war on illiteracy-all
of
these wars which we’re continuing to lose, and that it
doesn’t matter because they’re still being funded by,
and making vast fortunes for, the military medical
industrial complex. And so, Henry Kissinger is directly implicated in my book Emerging Viruses: AIDS
& EBOLA because he virtually ordered the development of these types of viruses. And the story goes, in
1968, when Kissinger took over as NSC adviser under
Richard Nixon-and,
by the way, he was being considered for that position for that post, along with Roy Ash,
the President of Litton Industries. Well, Kissinger got
/
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the job. Roy Ash got over S billion dollars in military
contracts the next year, of which Litton Bionetics
would soon receive 10 million dollars for the development of immune system-ravaging viruses for germ
warfare. At any rate, when Kissinger took over as NSC
adviser, he almost immediately ordered Melvin Laird
to do a reassessment of America’s biological weapons
capabilities. You see, he was looking for alternatives
to nuclear weapons. How he got to that position, as
nuclear weapons guru of the world, was through his
relationship
with Nelson Rockefeller.
Nelson
Rockefeller made Henry Kissinger the Nuclear Weapons Study Group Director for the Council on Foreign
Relations. And here again, most people believe that the
Council on Foreign Relations is a government organization.
It’s not. It is run by the world’s leading
industrialists and military industrialists.
And so-of
course it’s a Rockefeller-led type of an organization
now-Kissinger
plays a major role in this organization. He was instrumental in choosing the option for
developing these viruses and he was also, horrifyingly,
involved inProject Paperclip, which was the exfiltration
and importation of Nazis out of Germany to America to
work for American intelligence and American industry. And among the people-besides
Klaus Barbi and
Joseph Mengele-that
they imported (that is, Kissinger
and General Bowling and others at American intelligence) was Eric Traub, and his assistant, Hitler’s top
biological weapons developers; and Eric Traub was one
of the world’s leading virologists.
And they came to
work under the Central Intelligence Agency for the
United States Navy Biological Research Laboratory,
which is affiliated with the University of California,
both at Berkeley and at Irvine, and that’s exactly where
Dr. Peter Duesberg is.
Martin: That was one of my next questions. Let’s
talk about Peter Duesberg for a while.
Dr. Horowitz:
Sure. Well, my concerns are
seriously legitimate concerns regarding Dr. Duesberg.
And my concerns stem from what Dr. Duesberg did in
1986 when, in science, he parted company with Dr.
Gallo. All of a sudden he became the principal alternative AIDS expert saying that HIV does not cause AIDS.
And you have a vast number of people in alternative
health care that listen to him and believe him. And 80
percent of what he’s saying, perhaps 90 percent of what
he’s saying, is absolutely true, irrefutable scientific
fact. The problem is, the 10 to 20 percent that he’s not
telling you is more important than what he’s telling
you. The fact is, he was intimately involved in the
development of these types of viruses with Dr. Robert
Gallo. In 1971 during a conference, when asked by Dr.
Gallo, “Peter, do you think if we took Type-C cancer
viruses and recombined them, and then,” (paraphrasing his comments to Dr. Duesberg), “if we take these,
and of course do all of the manipulative procedures and
get them to be infectious for humans, do you think we
could cause cancer in humans, using these types of
Type-C cancer viruses?”
And of course the AIDS virus goes through a TypeC cancer virus morphogenesis to become the AIDS
virus. And Peter Duesberg responds to Dr. Gallo, in
1971, he says, quote: “That’s absolutely right.” End
quote. This was, of course, in front of a large symposium.
So, my concern, knowing that, number one, Henry
Kissinger and General Bowling brought in Eric Traub,
a Nazi directly out of Hitler’s work groups-that Project
Paperclip infiltrated or exfiltrated some 2,000 Nazis,
900 medical and industrial scientists, and that Project
Paperclip, although on the books it may have ended, but
the fact of the matter is, all of the Nazis, virtually all of
the Nazis survived and thrived after the war. They got
out with all of their money. Their futures were
intact and supported by Central Intelligence, and
that, I suspect strongly that Peter Duesberg may be
one of those Nazis. I believe that, even if he did not
come over directly under a Project Paperclip contract
wherein they paid Nazi scientists $65,000 a year,
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beginning in 1948, plus benefits, and that was a fortune
in 1948.
Martin: Good salary.
Dr. Horowitz: Even if he did not come over during
that time, and even if he didn’t come over until the
1960s-because
President Bush, during his presidential campaign, was funded by the Nazis that were
brought out, as well as their heirs-and
that Project
Paperclip, in that sense, therefore has never ceased.
We are still exfiltrating Nazi scientists who carry a One
World Order, New World Order agenda out of Germany, to work for both American intelligence and
American industry. I suspect that Dr. Duesberg, given
what he’s saying and not saying, is actually a perpetrator of counterintelligence.
And what he’s doing is
identical
to the traditional’ Hegelian method of
disinformation.
What he’s doing is providing the
antithesis to Dr. Gallo’s thesis.
See, in Hegelian
counterintelligence,
what you do is you provide a thesis-such as like Dr. Gallo, HIV causes AIDS-and the
antithesis, Dr. Duesberg, HIV does not cause AIDSand in the process, everybody gets confused. You have
synthesis. In mass confusion, people don’t know what
to believe. They tune out. They go to sleep. That’s
exactly what we have.
Given the fact the media in America are so strongly
controlled, and personally I have evidence that, on at
least three occasions, clearly my work has been tensored. You have The New York Times wire services,

ORDER

Associated Press wire services, you have The Washington Post and L.A. Times wire services, you have Dr.
Duesberg filling virtuaily a hundred percent of all of
the alternatives. They have Dr. Gallo and HIV equals
AIDS thesis, eighty percent of the limelight and the
twenty percent that remains, for alternative debate, is
given to Dr. Duesberg. And as a result of that, you have
a mass public that goes to sleep. They tune out. So, I
see Dr. Duesberg playing a very important role for
counterintelligence,
and for that reason I suspect the
worst. And I would like to be clearly shown that I am
mistaken. But until I am, I can not in good faith trust
Dr. Duesberg.
Martin: Where is he now?
Dr. Horowitz: He’s still affrliated with the University of California.
Martin: At Berkeley?
Dr. Horowitz:
Yes, at Berkeley, I believe. And
what we are told is a sob story that Dr. Duesberg is
forlorn, and he’s out of the mainstream, and he can’t
get research funding. But meanwhile, The New York
Times book reviews ran a two-and-a-half-page
spread
on his latest book. Now, I find that unbelievable. I’ve
never, ever read that long of an article about a single
book in The New York Times before. And as I read this
review, it wasn’t a bad review. In fact, it didn’t even
take an alternative position to it until the last paragraph of the review. So, I don’t see that Duesberg is so
down and out. . ..To be continued.
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either. She will get well if she doesn’t drop out on us,
however. She, like all of us, have to have a while to
heal and the right care and attention to heal properly.
She needed help rather than being alone to attend
medications, etc., and that help has come, at the moment, with Nora. People, when you are debilitated you
have to have some HELP. Most medications which are
given for pain and chronic symptom relief have some
bad side effects. Some make you nauseated and you
will get totally malnourished. Some cause great “confusion” and some cause you to ACTUALLY FORGET
you have had a dose of the medication and keep you too
confused to allow you to even “count” to see if you have
already taken something. I don’t want to butt into a
physician’s business-but
there are some things running around that can begin to clear up “terminal” stage
cancer. One of them is an inexpensive compound
called Hydrazene Sulfate.
Now, you will .have to
CHECK ON THIS because you will hear every Tom,
Dick, and Harry calling it “something else” from
Hydralazine, Hydroxyzene to Hydroxylene, etc. CAUTION! These are NOT the SAME THING. You should
be able to find this substance in a current Physician ‘s
Desk Reference (PDR) but the doctors don’t like this
much-BECAUSE
IT WORKS. Perhaps Rick could
check with the Medical Clinic and Dr. Freeman.
This is especially good in conjunction with irradiation treatment and chemotherapy. There are no untoward side effects yet found and it will work wonders
WITH THE COLLOIDAL FLUSHES. I use “flush”
because if you are getting IV infusions of the colloids
and Gaias, you are being “flushed” as in “through the
b1ood system”. This sulfate works well with almost
every other medication to enhance its action. Why? It
is a derivative of extremely high frequency (octane)
fuel. Just as you can derive a basically inactive carbonic jelly (petroleum), so too can you pull off derivatives from carbon-based petroleum products. These
have to be incredibly carefully handled, so don’t do
anything silly or foolish. This is one reason I’m only
giving you enough information to check into possibilities so that you go FIND OUT ALL INFORMATION
regarding the substance before you even consider touching it. I expect that in Mexico you don’t even need a
prescription, but in the U.S. and elsewhere?
Who
knows?? Is this NEW? No, only HIDDEN. You all
have to understand something, readers: YOU DON’T
HAVE TO DIE JUST BECAUSE YOU ARE TOLD TO
DO SO. I sincerely hope that Zita hears also!

BewareSuperBugs
ThatSeemMild
l/24/97 #1

HATONN

BEWARE,
AND
THE
YOU
YOtiR

FORGET
PARABLES.

ARE
OWN

MUTATING
BUGS

NOW

improve much over the first week and she increased her
colloids intake to the point of having to have a LOT of
acidophilus. The congestion never improved much and
could be handled with an antihistamine capsule so not
much has been thought about it until THIS week. BUT,
even though she is functional and seemingly STILL not
very ill, the congestion and irritation in the lungs has
moved from bronchial irritation to a productive pneumonia.
I am thinking about it and sharing with her and
with you-don’t
let it get out of control! I am insisting
that she have quadruple amounts of especially the
silver and titanium-EVERY
DAY. Remember that
the colloids are NOT LONG-ACTING, SLOW-RE-

Especially you with ongoing chronic problems, and
children, are processing onstart microbes that are go- LEASE SUBSTANCES.
They move quickly through
ing to give you a really bad go of it next time around. the body-so use them several times a day. A teaspoonThe initial thrust is pretty mild in that YOUwill find you ful four to five times a day is far more effective than one
are more nearly symptomatic of “a cold”. However, it dose. She has been careless and when she would think
is a virus which is of the new mysterious influenza about it, she would take a “blop” but that is not intellivariety of bug. This invader is not a common form of gent management.
This is also just about the most
“flu bug” and it is leaving healthcare persons in a real contagious one bug to ever come along but it is also the
quandary for neither does it respond to typical treat- most untreatable one to hit in a very long whilement modalities.
because nobody ever seems to get well from it.
In Florida a very, very busy physician in College
If you take colloidal vitamins and minerals-get
Park, Florida says, “What I am seeing starts with the some additional coverage. If you can get liquid multicommon cold and progresses to chest congestion and vits and minerals, do so. Get some liquid antioxidants
then to a bacterial superinfection.”
Thefactsarethat and vit-E with some liquid or CRYSTAL vit-C. Then,
the onstart of the problem is usually SOmild as to cause take juice or Melloream or a non-milk (milk produces
no particular attention to the dis-ease until symptoms mucous) drink of some kind, load it about 5-g drops of
increase as mutation of the generations of the microbes each item AND VORTEX IT, AT LEAST TEN TIMES
increase. There will often be no fever or only “spurts” and drink a quart of that, minimum, a day. You can add
of fever which present as “hot flashes”, flushedface several drops of each of the colloids, i.e. silver, etc. as @*~YL~Ic~
po~-s*oTsMO
2134.
~LILLI*I=*‘.
and skin, and a congestion in the lungs that begins at well. This will fling the vit-min particles into the juice
the lowest part of the lungs and becomes pronounced
like homogenization and allow the body to better aswith deep breathing. This causes people to breathe in similate the supplements. If you are on a suppkmental
very shallow breaths and, before the host realizes it, regime-CONTINUE
IT BY ALL MEANS AND INthey are SICK but still the symptoms are not severe. CREASE SUCH AS VIT-C. Pineapple juice is about
Severity comes in about 2 to 3 weeks and is slow in fully the best juice medium as it has enzymes which also
blossoming.
This causes physicians and patients to assist in assimilation, but anything, even water, would
assume there is a separate causative element.
do as a vortex medium.
I am going to tell you a parable about Dharma now,
SoME
-l-HINGS
I know, you will want to know where I was LAST
because she has to remember that,we had had a meeting WEEK when you needed me. Well, sometimes we have
SUPPOSED
-ro
LAST
just prior to the day of John’s memorial service. I to learn to think for ourselves BEFORE we get so sick
actually used up her voice and she ended up with voice and have difficulty getting well.
THE
REST
OF
loss to great extent and a bit of a “rough” throat.
You also want an update on Zita. Well, her “canMY LIFE
Neither were much of a bother. However,
it didn’t cer” is not the problem these days, but she is not well,

THlS
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THINK ABOUT

IT!

On December 14, 1996, V.K. Durham filed 18
U.S.C. Criminal Charges against the Social Security
Administration, individual, employee, agent, assignee,
delegee, appointee, etc., Oliver M. Holmes, et al., and
the appointor pursuant to the Federal Advisory Committee Act.

THINK ABOUT

IT?

Appointor:
The President of the United States
does today): “Insuring the economic status of AmeriThe Federal Advisory Committee Act
can industry, manufacturing, jobs, income, producer,
etc., will not be overpowered, or overcome by the more
FOLKS,
YOU
HAD
BEST
experienced European nations”, thusly causing the de- Appointee:
Department of Health and Human Services
struction of the American economy. This is the reason
READ
THIS
for the contracted seven articles, for allowing the trade
provisions.
Beyond those seven, Congress, the Sen- Managers of:
AND
THINK
ABOUT
IT!
The Social Security Administration
ate, and even the “Prez”, are prohibited entry into the
Public Trust Monies
Bill of Rights.
also known as
An acquaintance of mine, Ron Wheeler, sent me a
Old Age Pension and Disability
fax last night, and I know Ron well enough; he thought
THINK ABOUT IT!
“Treasury Trust Funds”.
I would hit the ceiling after reading his epistle written
by the anti-constitutionists.
Well, he was right, I’m
still up there and steaming!
All of you know about the Herman Estate. You
ARE YOU THINKIN’?
also know about VK. Durham’s long running battle
trying to obtain a prosecution for Mr. Herman’s
THINK ABOUT IT!
V.K. also invoked the Master/Servant Laws. So, it
murder.
First, V.K. must obtain the prosecution of
the murder before the Estate matters can be re- appears with the President already up to his eyeballs
in criminal activities, the Old Boy is going to haveto
How many times have you listened to malicious solved.
V.K. has so far been unable to obtain the services explain the following (as will Congress and the Sengossip about someone, something, or you guys and gals,
listening to your (jealous) friends who began to pick of law enforcement agencies, attorneys general, state ate, governors, FBI, attorneys general, state senators,
on a sore spot about your wife, your husband, your part- attorneys, FBI, etc., for the investigation and prosecu- congressmen, etc.):
(1) 18 U.S.C., Sec. 4, Misprision of Felony, by
ner, your associate, or anything else coveted by that tion of the murder of Russell Herman. Then the Soparty? You and I know, this is the first bastard to be in cial Security Administration could not gain access to concealing a homicide.
All information, including photos (prima facia eviYes,
bed with your wife/husband, or your ex-partner’s new the estate(s), and cut off V.K.‘s SSI-Disability.
partner! That is the way it works, folks. Never seen it they were bold enough to put it into writing on SSA dence) were sent by certified mail;
(2) 18 U.S.C., Sec. 1512, Tampering with a Witletterhead.
fail!
V.K. turned around and filed Ancillary Jurisdic- ness or Victim; attempting to prevent a criminal act or
This is the way it works. We listened as the President of the United States, and the Vice President, told tion: Murder charges into the U.S. District Court, on suspicioned criminal act from being set before a U.S.
those young college students out West: The old Con- November 6, 1996. The U.S. District Court seemingly District Court Judge, by a victim or witness;
(3) 18 U.S.C., Chapter 96, Sec. 1962, The Rico
sfifution is outdated, outmoded, and is in need of change has its own problems: one of Clinton’s appointees got
and doing away with. The same goes for this New Age caught taking bribes from attorneys and attorney firms Statutes, murder incorporated, extortion, threats, cothinking of global control. It happened in Germany, (this was one of the judges in the primary case filed ercion and intimidation by appointees of the Appointor, etc.;
(4) Social Security Administration’s employees of
Poland, Hungary, all across Europe-and
even the into the U.S. District Court by V.K. on her Aunt’s estate, which suffered so much political influence it was Medicare/Medicaid Insurance, U.S. Treasury (appoinchanges in the welfare system. Yep, the same thing.
First, control was obtained over the courts (Ger- unreal. The SSA got into the action demanding access tee by the Appointor) trust fund, who paid for the murman Bar Association).
Next came mob rule of the to the Herman estate, after V.K. had told them in writ- der, which occurred in a federal facility; employees
mobster elite (business syndicates). Then, in order to ing that a murder was involved, and the information is refused to conduct an autopsy that could be used in a
court of law (and were so damned sure of themselves,
rape the profits from big industry, minimum wage and “none of your damned business”.).
The Social Security Administration, individuals, they put it in writing; V.K. recorded it off Public
slave labor of prison inmates was implemented. Next
thing that happened, prices soared. Those who had employees, appointees, delegees, agents, and agencies Record).
jobs, worked either as slave labor or prison inmates. kept on “keepin’ on”, abusing, misconstruing powers
So many restrictions were placed on private manufac- of Offrces of Public Trust monies. Then, they put it in
tured goods, farm products, manufacturing and indus- writing: V.K. “owed them $12,118.68” (and this is a
THINK ABOUT IT!
try went down the tubes, so did farms. Those people quote):
looking
for new jobs went in mass migration
The Fed could not get the estate(s) by following
(preplanned by the mob rule elitists) into the cities, Dear Mrs. Durham,
We are writing to let you know that we have paid the law. They tried to sneak in the back door and take
only to freeze to death without jobs, heat, food. Some
died from diseases because no doctors were available, you $8579.50 too much Supplemental Security Income the estate(s) by misconstruction and abuse of powers
or the doctors were also being persecuted and on the (SSI) money. The overpayment happened September of Offices of Public Trust.
proverbial hit list because genocide was the primary 1994 through November 1996.
You are over paid because we cannot determine the
objective. Genocide was conducted; no law could stop
ARE YOU THINKING
it. The German Bar Association, and other Bar Asso- extent or the amount of the estate that you are the exciations across Europe had systematically done away ecutrix for.
ABOUT THIS?!
This new overpayment is in addition to the old
with the old constitutions which were patterned after
our Constitution and assisted by Ben Franklin, Tho- overpayment of $3539.18 already on your record. (End
mas Paine and other notables of the design of our much quote.)
V.K., knowing a conflict of interest prevailed in
admired grandfathered Constitution. You didn’t know
the U.S. District Court appointees and the Appointor,
that did you?
who has exceeded and abused his powers of Office of
Sure! The seven articles of the grandfathered ConPublic TN& and the Federal Advisory Committee Act,
THINK ABOUT IT!
stitution give the right to conduct international trade
did file in the U.S. District Court to call forth a duly
business! But, it cannot impede the rights of the people
constituted, fully informed, Article IX, constitutional
in the conducting of those international trade agreeV.K. has received no money from the estate(s). common law grand jury, to investigate, determine and
ments. This is the prime reason for the general wel- V.K. has found it necessary to borrow money to finally prosecute the perpetrators.
/s/ Grandma
fare provisions, The general welfare meant (and still get the estate(s) into the U.S. District Court.
12/17/96

GRANDMA
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To Press

JANUARY 28, 1997
Let us consider a short writing which reads:
Like sheaves of corn He gathers you unto Himself.
He threshes you to make you naked.
He sifts you to free you from your husks.
He grinds you to whiteness.
He kneads you until you are pliant;
And then He assigns you to His sacred fire,
that you may become sacred bread
for God’s sacred feast.

SomeThoughtsOn
HearingAnd Choosing
cornorwhe
Sounds good? No, it is NOT like that even though
the parable may wear quite well in the processing of

He does NOT thresh you to nakedness.
If you
become naked it is of your doing and God wants you
NOT as naked bodies or souls. You have been- graced
with that which allows you to clothe selves and never
does he want you naked-only
in recognition of an
Editor ‘s note: Readers, please keep in mind that and follow through. If I appear to complain or am sharp ab sence of human ego that interferes with your receivthere is currently quite a long delay, due to lack of and you feel it personal, and often it is extremely ing of NEW CLOTHES, You must prepare soul and
funds, between the time that we announce the latest personal to you who must be depended upon for the best hod y f or receiving and that often requires removing the
Journal here, only now completed in the writing sfage function of the whole, then look within and FIND my old and allowing for the new.
and ready to go to press, and when that new Journal is meaning for 1 will not jeopardize anything for blatherHe does NOT sift you to free you from your husks.
actually printed and available.
ing endlessly and telling you exactly what to do. This HE ALLOWS YOU TO SIFT ANJj GRIND AND SIFT
is now or ever, unless it is mandatory. If we give our AGAIN, YOUR OWN WORTHINESS FROM THE
l/20/97 #1 HATONN
enemies nothing with which to torment us, we are less DECLARATIONS OF EGO UPON SELF THAT BIND
tormented.
YOU LIKE THE GLUTEN IN THE LOAF OR THE
FOREWORD
You are each given Passage through living in the LEAVEN IN PUFFED CAKES. The facts are that most
physical to have ability and responsibility to think, of you are totally EMBARRASSED by God’s presence
WHAT
YOU
DO
reason, select (choose) and act. Some of you have such f or mankind has made God to sound like trash from the
CRITICAL roles of acting that I have to remind you 1.tps in the obscene manner of assumption of power
I have a little thought-provoker for you who have from time to time to LOOK, LISTEN, SEE AND HEAR! through greed.
the writings flowing through each day and enjoy the Especially when my people are tired and hopeless to
He does NOT grind you to whiteness. Suppose you
sharing of minds as we venture through our collective point it out and consider the seriousness of circum- are blue corn or whole grain? You will NEVER be
Sometimes it is harsh in stances and load. I can KNOW that each of you have “white” but you can be the BEST of that which you ARE.
and ;ingular ad-ventures.
rectp :ion when you tarry long enough to listen and times of these endless, nagging, and painful decisions,
He does NOT knead you until you are pliant. He
misunderstand messages. For, unless you tune your but lashing out at one another when both are weary is allows you to be that which you will, and do that which
unacceptable. Each of you think that in some measure you will, and hopes that some day you measure self
“hearing” within, you will always MISUNDERSTAND.
Let us for just a short moment suppose that you are YOUR task is less/more, easier/more difficult, less against His own image and in that reflection you BEresponsible, and so it is. But let me COME that which is wondrous. This only cOmeS in the
in sickness and something is Wrong with you to the responsible/more
extent that your own body doesn’t, say, know when to remind you that all men expect God to make a show- KNOWING of His perfection and your ABSOLUTE
go to the bathroom and relieve self or there is medica- and-tell while GOD, ON THE OTHER HAND, SENT LORECEIVED.
tion that needs moving through the system by allowing YOU. God sent YOU to do that which is your appointed
I watch you who claim to love one another, but what
flow. Now, suppose I tell you that you need to urinate task and it overlaps and, yet, there has to be a “buck you do is focus on self and resent the other for not also
at least 18 times a day to move medication through the stops here” person in every slot lest NO ONE TAKE focusing on YOURself. You blame the other for not
system so that it bathes all the inner surfaces of the RESPONSIBILITY
FOR ANYTHING-WHICH
IS expressing, sharing, guiding, whatever.
You want
urinary tract. Now, I observe you have missed a couple MAINLY WHAT LIFE INSISTS YOU DO-TAKE NO explicit homage without offering that which is needed
of hours and I say, “XX, go to the bathroom now; you RESPONSIBILITY,
in the other to solicit the offering of “self’.
I choose to nudge each of you into THINKING, not
have forgotten.” How does this look in written form in
You can NEVER know that which is in the heart of
your enemy’s hands and reprinting? It will read, “See, laying forth a plan already written in cement. All I ask another-even
if readers of minds become availablethey don’t even go to the bathroom unless he tells you to do is think, OR, I will nudge you to act, I also nor can you demand it change IN THAT OTHER.
have to ask you who are very close, to, for goodness
them.” DOES ANYONE GET MY POINT?
If you are not careful IN YOUR EXPECTATION
I do not “spell” out things because, yes indeed, I sakes, ease up on one another, allow breathing, and OF LOVE, vou will err. You will reach out unto that
expect YOU to get and hold your messages, THINK, give us a break already.
which is within the OTHER to take it unto self and rare
is the man or woman who simply accepts the other for
its being. So, negotiate those things of life which are
physical and can be valued but compromise not TRUTH
or SOUL KNOWING. For, if this is demanded, Love
perishes as ice before the fire. And taking that thought
a bit further, remember that if the ice exceeds the
measure of your “fire”, you shall be swallowed and
extinguished by the water from the ice.
RESPECT, ESTEEM, and REVERENCE are the
key words properly defined, which God wishes FROM
YOU and FOR YOU. WORSHIP is a non-word in
God’s vocabulary. For as a REFLECTION of God you
must worship self to worship God, and that is a WRONG
The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities to offer
concept if you would ever respect, esteem and/or revere
them at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our financial resources. At
SELF. You can worship the grain but in so doing you
cannot
also have the loaf.
this time we need financial assistance to help cover the printing costs of the JOURAnd herein lays the secret of LOVE for one anNALS. If you are in a position to assist, please call PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBUother. You cannot THRESH the other to suit your
wishes or to make you naked, so to speak, and have the
TORS, INC. at (800)800-5565 and ask for Brent.
Other long respect you. You cannot sift the other to
We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you who have helped us achieve that which YOU have decided is perfection of
texture. You must not grind the other until you have
so greatly in the past. Without your assistance we would not have come this far.
lost all color of expression lest you end up with nothing
of value whatsoever and learn to hate the other for what

WE NEED

YOUR HELP!

PLEASE CONSIDER SPONSORING
A PHOENIX JOURNAL

JANUARY 28, 1997
YOU have done to her/him.
And, no matter how nice it sounds in a book of
verses, you cannot knead the other into something
pliant in your hands for all you will have left is a wad
of soggy dough and that is what you deserve in its most
expressive form.
You can ONLY LOVE another for what they already express and present and, if you find you must
require them to be something ELSE, you will have lost
the very joy you sought in the first place.
When you want to reflect perfection, look unto God
in that mirror. When you want a reflection of selflook and see what man has done to mankind. If there
is perfection in SELF-then
imperfections in another
are unnoticed.
Let me example in relationships with another as in
couples: Do you love and adore, cherish and care for the
other WITH all their differences?
If there were no
trappings of pleasure save companionship, can you still
“love” and adore? Friendship MUST COME FIRST,
with RESPECT, and then two people can hope to thrive
as TWO-never
ONE. Even God is perfect duality in
the WHOLE, not just “one”.
And when you seek
actions from your “other”, be very careful that you
seek LOVEfrom self in behalf of that other lest you be
only seeking your own pleasure and gratification. And,
further, when you are responded to badly-get
thee
away for you trod beyond the friendship that binds you
and into the USE of another. When you pay the lightbill to get electricity, I suggest you take time to turn on
the switch.
I will offer you some thoughts now, on BEING that
which raises you above and beyond the drudgery of
physical demands and seemingly necessary “things”.
What do you think about these “things”? Do you
deplore the “things” gained through living? I hope not,
for they are as necessary as the march through living.
But at what level do you serve them versus them serving
you? Do yo;r get and demand comfort for the body to the
exclusion of peace and joy’fitling the soul’? In addition
to this question, I ask another one: Do you tend those
things of physical acquisition that you be worthy of the
tending, by God, of self?
Or in the words of the prophet: “Do you have only
comfort, and the lust for comfort, that stealthy thing
that enters the house as guest, and then becomes a host,
and then a master?”
Are YOU the master or are
THINGS the master? “Verily the lust for comfort and
pleasure murders the passion of the soul, and then
walks grinning in the funeral.”
Who will walk in
YOUR funeral-laughing
at your silliness?
[From The Prophet, QUOTING:]
And an orator said, Speak to us of Freedom.
And he answered:
At the city gate and by your fireside I have seen you
prostrate yourself and worship your own freedom, even
as slaves humble themselves before a tyrant and praise
him though he slays them.
Ay, in the grove of the temple and in the shadow of
the citadel I have seen the freest among you wear their
freedom as a yoke and a handcuff.
And my heart bled within me; for you can only be
free when even the desire of seeking freedom becomes
a harness to you, and when you cease to speak of
freedom as a goal and a fulfillment.
You shall be free indeed when your days are not
without a care nor your nights without a want and a
grief, but rather when these things girdle your life and
yet you rise above them naked and unbound.
And how shall you rise beyond your days and nights
unless you break the chains which you at the dawn of
your understanding have fastened around your noon
hour?
In truth that which you call freedom is the strongest
of these chains, though its links glitter in the Sun and
dazzle your eyes.
And what is it but fragments of your own self you
would discard that you may become free?
If it is an unjust law you would abolish, that law
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was written with your own hand upon your own forehead. You cannot erase it by burning your law books
nor by washing the foreheads of your judges, though
you pour the sea upon them. And if it is a despot you
would dethrone, see first that his throne erected within
you is destroyed.
For how can a tyrant rule the free and the proud, but
for a tyranny in their own freedom and a shame in their
own pride? And if it is care you would cast off, that care
has been chosen BY YOU rather than imposed upon
you.
And if it is a fear you would dispel, the seat of that
fear is in your heart and not in the hand of the feared.
Verily all things move within your being in constant half embrace, the desired and the dreaded, the
repugnant and the cherished, the pursued and that
which you would escape. These things move within you
as lights and shadows in pairs that cling.
And when the shadow fades and is no more, the
light that lingers becomes a shadow to another light.
And thus your freedom when it loses its fetters
becomes it&f the fetter of a greater freedom.
[END OF QUOTING]
The point7 For you to discern THE POINT! But a
good rule of thumb in making passage through this
world of contradictions is to NEVER TURN YOUR
BACK TO THE LIGHT OF GOD, lest all you ever find
before you are the shadows in the dark.
We chuckle over cute jokes and cliches such as
“Who knows? The Shadow knows.. .” No, the SHADOW
does NOT KNOW. Only Light and Realization KNOW.
The shadow is but the LIGHT WITH YOU IN THE
WAY.
When we bring Light upon and within the darkness, there can be no evil for there is need for evil to
.flourish in dark secret places and thoughts-and
actions presented in those dim places wherein ones hide
their nakedness and dark thoughts, only then can a
world flourish in goodness with each being equal in
RIGHTS to another.
But as long as you bring things to light, of illdoing, and then bless the doer, as yes, a Newt Gingrich,
you pay more dearly than you can imagine for the evil
which will grow from the evil allowed to continue. You
will have only given nourishment to the growth of a
bigger evil-and
this is without exception.
DON’T ANY OF YOU REMEMBER OUR WRITINGS ABOUT THE FACT THAT NEWT GINGRICH
IS THE ONE WHO MANDATED, SOLD AND THRUST
UPON YOU UNSUSPECTING CITIZENS A BINDING
OF THE MOST IMPRISONING LAWS (EXECUTIVE
ORDERS) OF YOUR HISTORIES? IN ONE SWOOP
ALL THINGS, ACTIONS, POSSESSIONS, FREEDOM
OF TRAVEL. CIRCUMSTANCE AND EVERYTHING
YOU CONSIDER FREEDOM IS TAKEN FROM YOU
UNDER THE GUISE OF LAW AND UNDER THE
FACADE, NOT USED MUCH ANY MORE, OF EMERGENCY OR CRISIS. IT IS A FACT, NOT JUST A
POSSIBILITY.
YOU CANNOT TRAVEL FREELY,
YOU CAN OWN NOTHING THAT CAN’T BE REMOVED THROUGH TAXES. AND VOTING-YOU
HAVE NO FREEDOMS!
Even your THOUGHTS are
now governed and you may NOT THINK THAT WHICH
YOU WILL, BUT RATHER, THAT WHICH IS ORDERED. THE LIGHTS ARE TURNED OFF, PEOPLE,
AND I CAN ONLY TELL YOU HOW TO TURN THEM
ON-I CANNOT TURN ON THE SWITCH AND MAKE
MIRACLES.
How long can I stay among you and ask you to
“think” and tell you “how it is”? Until YOU show me
that you will not see and hear and then I will GO, or, I
will take you with me on the greater journey. God does
not come uninvited and He does not make imprint if
unasked. Just because you leave HIM and HE never
leaves you is not the point. The point is that when asked
to leave, when denied, when we are thwarted with full
allowance by our very so-called “friends”, then we GO.
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Then, you are left to your consequences of choices-for
always, unto the ENDING of your play, you will be
LEFT TO YOUR CHOICES EVEN IF THOSE CHOICES
APPEAR TO SELF TO BE “NO” CHOICE AT ALL.
You either are moving TOWARD GOD or AWAY
FROM GOD-there is no static positioning save in the
“voidance” of a split moment in perception while you
change your “charge”. When and how does a particle
called “electric” change from a positive into a negative?
Ah, but don’t you see, readers, THESE are the
things we are BANNED from sharing with you. THIS
is the basic information of God and Life in LIGHT, that
we cannot write lest my scribe be tossed into the prison.
There are not other suitable ways to present TRUTH.
There are many ways to arrive AT TRUTH-but TRUTH
is expressed in only those ways understood by ALL.
Could I not give the messages in Arabic or Aramaic
or Biblical lingo? Yes, and have! But YOU must have.
it translated into language you can recognize and understand. If I am disallowed repeating, paraphrasing,
or diagraming because it happens to match a copyrighted volume by some author who even claims to have
received it from HIGHER sources, we are bound to your
imprisonment, for why would I cause my people to bear
a cost so high when the message is not wanted, and
THEY ALREADY KNOW? WHO DO YOU THINK
YOU ARE THAT WE WOULD FORCE TRUTH UPON
YOU WHILST WE ROT IN PRISON FOR THE PRIVILEGE OF SHARING KNOWLEDGE7 We serve GOD,
we are NOT STUPID!
And to such as my dear friend, Bertha L., I suggest
you think very, very carefully about your “friends”.
When a person tells you that they are bothered by
“plagiarism” or some other thing, but read not any
other than received by selves-BEWARE.
They are
uninformed and misinformed and they set themselves
higher than you. Further, they will speak incorrectly
for they have become set in their own limitation and
have fallen into the trap of self-perceived shackles.
God is ALL; God IS freedom, and if your work be
chosen to be spoken as a lesson for all-the.1 your
HONOR is beyond measure. If you be disallowed from
evidence and consideration of information, you CANNOT GROW TO KNOW TRUTH-FOR
TRUTH 1.9
THE KNOWING. Those who espouse the limited input
of “elementals” are using the uninformed and most
unknowing resources of the Earth. We can honor those
little beings who offer intuition and service, but THEY
are here to LEARN FROM US AS WE OFFER TRUTH
AND GREATER KNOWLEDGE FOR ALL. YOU
MUST JUDGE THE WORD AND NOT THE SPEAKER!
And, if you continue to attach self to these seemingly
harmless but enjoyable messengers-you
deserve the
lack of growth which results. Even the most NEGATIVE aspect has its POSITIVE aspect as well. And
hence comes the saying: “You have to kiss a lot of frogs
to find the prince.” And, you have to journey wherein
TRUTH ABIDES if you want to find TRUTH. Not all
the transient fortune tellers in the world can give you
truth unless it happenstances its way through the messages and, at that, it is the offerer’s truth, but it rarely
is THE TRUTH.
Today is your U.S. Coronation Day and does anyone see anything wrong with the pictures flowing forth?
How about the starving and sick citizens in a society
wherein Welfare is being cut and every service to
citizens is cut-and in Washington, District of Criminals-millions of $$$ were spent on a fireworks shownot even on the day of the crowning. It is shown around
the world as the biggest and most elaborate fireworks
showing ever in Washington D.C., even bigger than the
celebration of FREEDOM on your 200th Birthday, Is
Billy Clintonistaand Billiary worthy of such idiocy and
YOUR MONEY? Well, you put them in there-and
now you.are stuck with them. Is this the reward for
criminal activities and immoral actions against youthe-people?
Go back and re-read/the first of this
writing and answer your own questions and quit asking
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me what is YOUR job. What do YOU think is your job?
I am not going to tell you when to go to the bathroom
and have the ridicule of the enemy around about you for
you, in human form, have to accept the burden, blame
and/or reward-I
CANNOT. You have come to REVERSE everything beautiful, goodly and precious into
foolish folly and I do not intend to participate in such
lessening of self-worth of my precious and wondrous
people. If you do not understand a message, think about
it, ponder it, speak of it with another or others, and it
will come clear: The meaning!
Do not, either, put ANOTHER into your failure to
understand.
If you do not understand God’s message
then ASK GOD UNTIL YOU UNDERSTAND-NOT
SOMEBODY ELSE. If you are able, share with others
who might discern or differently interpret and come to
conclusions of rightness-but
do not dump your load
onto the back or soul of ANOTHER.
Everyone, each of you, is a receiver and each of you
a farmer: BUT HOW MANY WEEDS AND THISTLES
DO YOU ALLOW TO GROW? Be very careful as to
HOW you respond to this question for it is very telling
indeed, ON SELF.
How can I example so that there is understanding7
Sometimes I am left with nothing which is “generalized” enough to be a good parable. But let us consider
that you are in this place, this location. Suppose you do
not like this place and disagree with the people already
here and functioning-even
if badly. You made a
choice to come here-so
you have to make a choice
whether you stay or go. You can make contributionbut you are NOT welcome to come forth and demand
that you be the new King or Queen. If you prefer to
build a new “whatever”, then you get your funds, your
blueprint, and you can then go into competition if you
have t 1 remain in OUR SPACE, or you can go forth and
buila elsewhere and perhaps we will even help you to do
so if we find stability and prosperity in our own place.
To stay and assault, denounce and damage will
merit you, in the final acts of the play, your downfall.
We will NOT act without goodness for that is OUR
MISSION; therefore, if the adversaries lie, cheat and
steal from us or about us-they are WRONG in concept
and TRUTH and they WILL fall. Even if we are
abolished-THEY
SHALL FALL. Truth stands alone
into infinity-evil
is only of physical character and
destroys the one it parasitizes and condemns to endless
torment.
Is it a “lonely” way for those who simply serve God?
Are you kidding me by asking such a foolish question?
Of course it is NOT LONELY-there
can be NO loneliness in GOD, only the perception of being away from
others of your manifest species and the self-imposed
“guilt” of not wishing to abide the silliness of the
masses. In solitude WITH GOD CREATOR WITHIN

THE CREATION is the JOY and. PEACE your SOUL
SEEKS EVERY MOMENT OF ITS EXISTENCEWHICH IS ETERNAL. Boring? Come now-what is
“boring”?
Boring: One that is dull. And, To tire with dullness. DO YOU REALLY THINK GOD AND CREATION TO BE DULL? If so, then you need that
attitude adjustment immediately because you are in
really serious trouble.
Do you really think that a roil in the hay with a
prostitute (either sex) to be more exciting than to soar
through the eternal knowingness of cosmos and all that
IS? If you answer “yes” or “maybe” in serious intentget thee to a psychiatrist who, you will find, is a halfcrazy nut treating a half-sane nut (you).
“Peace” is never birthed from violence. “Joy” is
never brought forth from evil chaos, LOVE is never
birthed from inborn and inbred HATE. Pretense is the
name of that game which calls hate-“love “, and “absolute”, “unconditional”.
Hate is often the parasite eating away at self that
presents in the form of endless toutings of “unconditional love” while actions speak the TRUTH, and
ignorance and refusal to see and hear lead the blinded
being into the trap of “another’s” ignorance or shrewd
manipulations. And again I say to you, THE CHOICES
ARE FREELY GIVEN BY GOD AND WITHIN THE
CREATION-TO
CHOOSE YOUR PATH AND YOUR
DESTINATION.
JUST DON’T INTERPRET YOUR
DESTINATION INCORRECTLY LEST YOUR PATHWAY BE STREWN WITH PAIN AND DISAPPOINTMENTS THAT NEVER SEEM TO “WORK OUT”
WELL. THOSEAREOFYOURDOING-NOTGOD’S.
If you follow the WRONG LEADER, you will
follow him right into his own HELL. Follow the facts
and truth, always’available if you seek and look, and
you shall prevail without depending on or selling out
“self” to the ingrate usurpers and users. Choices are
never-ending experiences, from the next breath you
breathe to the greatest thing in participation that you
can image or vision. Life is made up of nothing save
CHOICES, for life physical is a schoolroom for that
which is soul-through
learning in consequential re-
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YOU decide, through
sponses FROM CHOICES.
choices, your journey, your lessons, your pathway, your
perceptions, your discernment and your destination. It
behooves you, if you really seek Truth and Knowing, to
choose carefully and, as with parents and children, if
you want wise and goodly children-YOU
MUST BE A
WISE AND GOODLY PARENT, When the sins of the
father are rested upon the son-KNOW
THAT THE
SINS SHALL COME BACK TO HAUNT THE FATHER. Just as your child will reflect that which is
YOU, YOU will reflect that which is YOUR FATHER’s,
right on up the line to Father God!
Worse for searching man, he is usually so late,
wise. This causes a most uncomfortable set of new
choices and regrets that old choices were not better
made. This is called “life”, friends, and in actuality it
is: THE WAY IT IS, no more and no less. Yesterday’s
choices are GONE, even if you are experiencing the
residual consequences-your
only capability is to NOW
make a better choice and better and better and....
You did what you did-move on! You may be able
to rectify some errors but basically you are right where
you ARE, and you had best consider carefully the
lessons, choose better, and MOVE ON. And it pays to
move into LIGHT lest all you see before you ARE
SHADOWS.
Salu and good morning.
Let’s call the journal:

A WALK THROUGH CHOICES
We walk through life perceiving things and holding
ideas and even ideals, which we seldom understandand less willing are we to know truth regarding the
things we “accept”. Life is but a walk through the
residuals and consequences, good or bad, ofour choices
as balanced against the choices and actions of others.
When our choices reflect God and The Creation, in
balance and harmony according to those never-changing LAWS of.e both. we have “arrived” at our most
glorious destination.

WhatAreThePhoenixJournals?
Many people have asked us what the Phoenix Journals are. They contain the true history (his-story)
of mankind on this planet as well as detailed information about the most asked about and wondered about
subjects (i.e., Spirituality, E.T.s, our origin, our purpose here on this planet, etc.). Commander Hatonn,
and the other Higher Spiritual Teachers who have authored these Journals, weave spiritual lessons and
insights throughout the unveiling of lies which have been deceptively forced upon us, throughout time,
by the Elite anti-Christ controllers. These Journals are the “Dead Sea Scrolls” of our time. Their
importance for the growth of mankind cannot be overstated. They are the textbooks of understanding
which God promised us we would have, to guide us through the “End Times”.
Here is what Commander Hatonn has said about the Phoenix Journals. Quoting from Journal #40,
THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE, Vol.11, pgs. 47 & 48: “Some day in the far recesses of the future
experiences of another human civilization- these Journals will be found and TRUTH will again be given
unto the world manifest so that another lost civilization can regain and find its way. God always gives
His creations that which they need when the sequence is proper. It is what man DOES WITH THESE
THINGS which marks the civilization.
WHAT WILL YOUR LEGACY BE????? I focus on current
activities which might turn your world about in time to save your ecosystems and your sovereignty as
nations and peoples. You cannot wait to be filled in on the lies of the generations, lest you wait until too
late to take control of your circumstance presently within the lies. YOU ARE A PEOPLE OF MASSIVE
DECEPTION AND WHAT YOU WILL DO WITH THIS INFORMATION IN ACTION DETERMINES
YOUR PURPOSE AND GROWTH IN THIS WONDROUS MANIFESTED EXPERIENCE. WILL YOU
PERISH PHYSICALLY OF THE EVIL INTENT, OR WILL YOU MOVE INTO AND WITHIN THE
PLACES OF HOLY CREATOR7 THE CHOICE IS YOURS.”
In case you didn’t know, Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc. can automatically send you the latest
Phoenix Journals as they are printed. This gives you an extra discount on new Journals and you don’t
have to keep remembering to order. Call (800) 800-5565 for details.
See Back Page for ordering information.
Brent Moorhead
Business Manager
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were places for God, like in cursing, hiding, in the
name of, etc.) only knows what will happen then. So,
down with the teacher and down with the messenger
and hail to the chief-grave
robber.
Then it was decided to make religion the powerful
THING to bind the people. They decided to make it
nasty and terrible and use all sorts of unacceptable
things to lock people into it like sacrifices, mandatory
telling on oneself, paying penalties to unseen or seen,
drinking blood and eating flesh and if that was a bit too
much, substitute crackers of unleavened nature and a
bit of squashed grapes-and PRETEND. Then, get on
your knees and grovel and pay, pay, pay, pay-to who?
The church authorities while they call it sharing with
God. Grovel to who? THE PRIESTS AND THE SELFAPPOINTED “WISE” MEN WHO TALK TO GODBUT DON’T LET ANY OTHER PERSON TALK TO
GOD FOR THAT WOULD BE “EVIL”. You just dance
with chickens, pretend to drink blood (grape juice),
commune with a MAN’S stated icon of invisible voices
and beings which ONLY HE CAN ATTAIN ATTENTION, and pray-pray for self to be better able to pray
for others, especially the MAN IN CHARGE.
Don’t you catch the “catch words”? “Let us pray
that America continues on her path to growth and
glory.” Say what? You are on your path to growth and
glory? For whom? Immorality is rewarded now, note
Newt the lizard. Immoral and criminal actions merit a
CROWN on Coronation-er-ah-a-Inauguration
day.
Even the “first lady” (and man, that is the LAST “lady”,
ask O’Brien) must have a more costly and finer dress
than the original trial coronation day while the grovelers and Royal “Watchers” long for equal rights to
squash themselves just to get close enough to be graced
in the same TRAIN TERMINAL with the clowns on the
stage. One young man put it well-he said, “I was st
the parade and couldn’t even SEE the people on the
stage-the paraders got in the way. And then I got to
go to the Tennessee Ball in Union Station but I never
did see anyone except the expensive dress of the lady in
front of me with the big hair and I got bumped znd my
drink spilled on her dress-and I really didn’t ha re any
fun after that.. . She said the dress and her boyfriend’s
(a Senator yet) Tussdo (whatever that is) had been
rented and red pop probably wouldn’t come out and it
was awful. But I had to rent a tuxedo to get in also, to
watch the stage acts and kids in the band, be in rippedout blue jeans and slop-shirts.” Perhaps it was the only
honest and truthful experience of the day! DO YOU
EVER JUST SIT AND PONDER WHAT GOD AND
HIS TROOPERS REALLY OBSERVE?
Many times in our more leisure time visits I am
asked what we do for entertainment?
WATCH YOU!
And then, listen, while you call US non-existent minds
Guard WHAT? I consider
and boring “guardians”.
most of you to have non-existent MINDS and even
worse deteriorated brains. Is this an insult? YOUGO
LOOK AT THE PEOPLE CRAMMED TO SUFFOCATION UP TO A PODIUM AWAITING A CRIMINAL
TO COME AND SMILE ON YOUR LITTLE UPTURNED AND DROOLING FACES! IT IS AN INSULT TO GOD FOR YOU ARE TO BE A REFLEC-
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PARABLES
Once upon a time, long, long ago, it was a dark and
dreary day. The Sun had not shown for a long time and
creeping through the crowd was a sinister feeling of
having the fit hit the Shan-and
there came upon the
scene a TEACHER. Now this teacher looked just like
everybody else although there was something different. And so the story went on and on as expressions of
great lessons poured forth in artistic and, sometimes,
even eloquent, stylized professorship-but
nobody
understood a damned thing the teacher said. Then one
day, the teacher left. Well, he left by rather abrupt and
strange means of transportation-in
an invisible ship
of some kind-which
the crowd didn’t understand a bit
better than the lessons. He just up and ascended into
nowhere and disappeared. Then came forth a teacher
who presented like everybody else presented, as a
handicapped babe with inability to do anything except
stay alive at the mercy of everyone around him. He
then set upon being a bigger nut than the first. He
actually said he was of Higher Learning and that things
were a bit screwed up on Earth and Man had gone about
as far as he could go and ever expect to have an
invisible ship come ascend him off to parts unknown
but surely of glory and cloud-sitting.
Have you heard of mysterious mysteries and unsolved things? You know, beans from the heavens
falling all about? How about fishes from the sky? How
about the infamous little frogs? Well, did it ever occur
to you that perhaps if you ascend in the wrong intent
you might turn into a frog or a fish or a bean? No?
Well, you tell little people that if they err and do this
or that or the other, that they will turn into a frog or
something terribly worse.
It is a fact that if a human somehow manages to
ASCEND to distant clouds that that same human will
COME RIGHT BACK DOWN TO EARTH AND THE
LANDING IS MOST NERVE WRACKING. Or is it
that the human ascended because he was blown to bits
and had to ascend as something equally small in space
takeup.
Does this all sound like I’m playing games with
you? Well, how do you think I feel about YOUR
ATTITUDES?
What do you think I think when you
gobble up some nutty story about Mars’ rocks and
moon cheese? What think you that I might think when
I see all of you bow to the King of immorality reviewing
his troops of gladiators on Coronation Day? Then,
let’s get serious: What do you think I think when next
it is demanded of me to provide the same impatient
people, who vacillate like the wind in even their own
soul belief, with riches and abundance? GOD is ABUNDANCE-I am the result of hard work and I, just like
you, have to earn my abundance the OLD FASHIONED
WAY: I HAVE TO WORK FOR IT!Anyway, back to the new teacher: He wised up
more quickly and saw that no one could look at them-

selves with any possibility of truth in their reflections.
So he had to tell them tales of this or that for, like, the
children were dumbed down, just as today. Times had
come upon the lands where kindergarten stuff was all
that remained which could be understood. The people
had, however, learned about the big bad wolf who
insisted that if you made a rabbit stew you had to give
the wolf two-thirds of the stew and pay the wolf not to
eat you too!
Ah, but those were the “practical” things of living.
What took place in the everyday living experience?
You asked permission to relieve self, marry, bed, eat,
and if you paid enough to the power wolves, you even
got to go to the market and try to sell whatever you
might have had permission to grow or make-and you
could sell IF YOU PAID A HEAVY FINE TO THE BIG
WOLVES FOR THE PRIVILEGE.
All this took place while there WERE SOME
SLAVES who didn’t have to even work-they were fed,
clothed, sheltered and PAID to just “take”. They would
have children, who were also paid for-and nobody of
that sect worked at all. Ah, but you found that THEY
were being fattened for the kill in the gladiator’s pits.
So, you withdrew your feelings, buried them and thanked
the wolves to just be allowed to work and slave for their
pleasures and trinkets.
I have a warped mind? LOOK AROUND YOUAGAIN. And what did that “teacher” have to do with
anything? Well, he spoke in parables which EVEN
YOU COULD UNDERSTAND-you
know, if you kill
somebody it is going to be wrong because you will
undoubtedly get some terrible thing in return-like
killed. He also said you better honor those parents who
tried to do what they could to make you understand the
ropes surrounding the boxing ring. He said it is better
not to take your neighbor’s stuff or your neighbor
would be really p-er-ticked-off
at you. He also said
things like “leave your neighbor’s wife alone because
the stubborn old coot won’t like that even as much as
taking his stuff’. This was a far-out, probably from
space-er-a-ah-er,
spaced-out weirdo, it was evaluated, but my goodness, the wolves said, this dim-wit is
going to get the rabble roused and God (oh yes, there
B.C.
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TION OF GOD, CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE, AND
YOU ACT AS IF YOU ARE NOTHING, DEPENDING
ON THE CRUMBS TOSSED FROM THE FEASTERS’
TABLES THAT EVEN THE DOGS WON’T TOUCH.
D6 you realize that only SHEEP would crowd into crazy
and dangerous places and lap at the poison pool because
somebody else did it first? But even the sheep won’t
STAY.
Did you ever think you would live to see the dayAND DID YOU EVEN SEE IT MONDAY, THE
BLACKS SHOUTING IN EVERY GESTURE IMAGINED, TO “SCREW YOU”? Ah indeed, the band and
prancing gladiators-with
every vulgar gesture they
could bring into their “dance” program. And the crowd
and spectators and the King applauded and shouted and
threw salutes and kisses-and I wondered if Clintonistas
even realized they were naked, for the emperor had no
new clothes to the real viewers of the charade of prancing robots.
So then, in parable form, of course, does God
measure your growth, intentions, and how much HOPE
can be given for a world in such chaos? HE AND WE
ARE REQUIRED TO WATCH IT ALL AND MEASURE IT ON A SCALE OF ONE TO TEN. AND
BROTHERS AND SISTERS-YOU
ARE AT ABOUT
MINUS 6.142 MILLION AND MOVING-BACKWARDS.
Did ANYBODY hear Newt Gingrich talking about
his gains and their hard work listing off accomplishments AMONG WHICH W.AS THE PUTTING ASIDE
AND TAKING OUT OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAWS
TO BETTER SERVE A BETTER WORLD? ANYBODY OUT THERE? WE FIND ALMOST NO “INTELLIGENT LIFE”! And yes, it was SAID and this is
“taking credit”, this mighty servant of Satan’s troops.
Later someone actually called into C-SPAN and wanted
to set up a fund to help Gingrich pay his fine, that the
old Constitution HAD TO GO! Well, it WENT! And
yes indeed, right out with the IN of the Executive
Orders that Gingrich saw to it went into power over
LAW.
So what happens next? Let me ask YOU? WHAT
HAPPENS NEXT? How many of you are waiting for me
or “us” to somehow make it different for you? How
many of you even understand a whit of what you want
or expect? Why? How many markers (chips) have you
earned and set aside against the day of abundance for
payoff and reward. Oh??
Some of you have joined something you didn’t even
think was “real”, shared a while and moved on to better
trappings and some receiver or voice you better liked
for your personal permission to do nothing. Then you
rush back when the original cast-offs seem to be maybe
getting something in reward for THEIR work and faithfulness. B.S., GOD WORKS HIS ABUNDANCE ON
HIS PEOPLE-THE
ONES WILLING TO WORK FOR
HIM IN THE LEAN TIMES. Nobody is coming back to
reap great riches and self-indulgence off the backs of
those who EARNED the abundance.
If you WENT

YOUR WAY AND NOW YOU PRETEND OTHER- circumstance-borrow
your own assets and that places
WISE-PLEASE
GO BACK TO’ WHEREVER YOU you “in debt” which protects your assets from the
WERE OR WHEREVER YOU WENT.
Wolves mentioned above. Pay for your loan up front so
I don’t care if that be California, U.S.A. or South that usury is NOT A PART OF THE PROGRAM. Then
Africa! ! I certainly HOPE my friends and people keep your loan collateralized by a commodity in value
HEAR THIS PARABLE!
which can grow and keep you protected as to holding
You will stop your silliness about tossing out God’s both the venture capital for your projects AND in
abundance. Set your business to structures so private something the wolves won’t confiscate-i.e.,
their own
that nobody, number one, knows except your PART- collateral, for allowing you to stay alive!
NERS-and
sometimes, not even your partners in the
I agiee, team, even parables are often HARD TO
project. I don’t mean happenstance spouses, family, UNDERSTAND. Therefore, it is good to arrange, soon
friends orbusiness terrorists. PROTECT THAT WHICH after ability to afford time and assets to do so-let us
IS GIVEN INTO YOUR CARE-CAREFULLY
AND consider GETTING TOTALLY INFORMED.
TO THE VERY BEST OF YOUR ABILITY.
Let rqe point out in parable format something of
If you were wise in early structure-YOU
MADE preference: Nobody wants to be showered with billions
NO STRUCTURE. If, however, there were those who of anything, especially dollars, which can be stolen,
helped, prayed with and for, and diligently KNEW that confiscated, accounted to taxation, etc. What you want
in reward for WORK they could patiently wait for that is use of value for building that which is pleasing and
which would come in exchange for THEIR PERSONAL profitable, offers jobs even for the wolvlettes and hyINPUT.
enas, and keeps you in a wonderful position of “alive”
Let us assume that a man named Simon went forth as useful slaves. So, what you want is to have access to
and found someone who would offer funds toward billions of, say, drachmas or centavos, the Queen’s
venture projects, based on purchase of contracts, or gold, or the Smith’s silver, to back each centavo, so that
even just wanted to help-say
someone in another you can purchase the use of the funds while still procountry-for
whatever reasons. Now, there should be tecting the centavo through banking collateral which
“commission” (your word which best fits) for arranging they hold as cover for your loan. They are of the wolf
the opportunity; then Simon may wish to input some pack so they will not want you to lose or the government
“commission” onto some who integrally helped HIM or anyone else to steal that asset collateral. You, then
and the project assumption. But what of the hangers- are in debt so you owe not even taxes at this time. If
on? Do THEY simply GET for being in existence and your project thrives and blossoms and you succeed,
possibly even speaking out and serving against you? tlien you need to pay proper taxes on commercial
No. If they have SERVED YOU in your ongoing products like the CONSTITUTION says. Or, even then
service and/or business and there is sharing to be you may wish to keep investing in other projects under
done-it will be to pay for “markers” for prior indebtedness for service, labor or, if there is a good
project for which these people have
equally worked toward financingand it appears it can be viable and
worthy of input of funds entrusted
into your hands and for which accounting MUST COME, then you
consider carefully the POSSIBILITY of some venture financing.
NOTHING IS FREE AS IN “FREE
LUNCH”. And WHO gets to make
the final evaluation? The Person
responsible for the transaction and
his most immediate participants
and partners. And, if there is some
kind of a joint corporation involved-then
I suggest that the
most productive participants have
their OWN PRIVATE CORPORATIONS AND THEY THEN DECIDE HOW MUCH GOES INTO
THE JOINT OPERATION. If Mary
or Carol Doe, instead of Simon, are
responsible for the next fundingthen Mary and Carol (separately)
need their own private corporations
and handle their contact returns
better protected.
Nothing like
money turns man against man. If it
,is set forth in protection BEFORE
the envy bursts all the balloons at
the party, it is WISE ACTION INDEED.
And, regardless of circumBooklet Available From:
stances, the funds from Simon’s
farming can be held in total asset
New Gnin
protection until he can build his
P-0. Box 27710
warehouse to house his harvest. At
the same time it would behoove
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Mary and Carol to be doing immediately likewise.
If you have
800-639-4242
corporations, or even individual
industrially-minded
parties in$2.75 (including S&H)
volved here, work out a borrow
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the same general plan of funding. But that comes later
when you HAVE SOMETHING over which to plan.
Once you establish good business acumen you will
find lenders who will understand your stability and
plan of security and you will find abundance flowing. I
didn’t say a rain of money! I said abundance flowingthrough the proper channels of protection and security
and out to waiting projects of value and structuring to
avoid as many pitfalls and wolf-pits as possible while
producing BETTER WAYS, BETTER PRODUCTS,
BETTER BOOKS, BETTER MOVIES AND BETTER
MORAL INPUT TO THE NOW HAPLESS AND HOPELESS MASSES OF THE WORLD GONE INSANE. If
YOU, our people, simply toss out the earned rewards
upon the heads of unworthy “wanters”, you err for you
are paying for further demands of such “welfare”.
Many of you have exceptions wherein disagreeable
people, family members, and friends, have simply stayed
out of your business and allowed you to do your work.
These merit high rewards for they have freed you to do
your proper work. If their intent is incorrect then they
may receive the reward for being out of your hair, even
if disagreeable, and go their way, or come aboardwhichever is suitable. And THEN is when the personal
choices become hardest. Why? Because the ones who
dealt you the most misery won’t want to take their
winnings and go-they will want to stay and get the rest
of bigger shares of your earnings.
“TUFF!” HAD
BETTER BE YOUR RESPONSE.
GOD CHOOSES
THOSE WHO ARE “FOR HIM” AND NOT AGAINST
HIM. AND, WORSE, YOU OR ANYONE, IS EITHER
FOR GOD OR AGAINST HIM-NO
MIDDLE OF
THE ROAD ROOSTERS.
Remember: GOD REWARDS SERVICE IN KIND.
If you have served and worked in goodness-goodness
will come back many, many fold. If you have doubted,
then God will allow you to continue in your doubts
while the abundance flows all about you except TO you.
If you have worked against us, even if it be for a while,
but no evidence of true change is apparent, you will end
up in that negative position.
If, for instance your
spouse has hated you and badgered and belittled youthe best reward is to deliver that one from the pain of
your presence!! When people don’t like you, sue you,
pester and drain you and still won’t take leave of youthen you are going to have to arrange things so you can
take leave OF THEM. If they steal from you-get back
your assets or cause them to pay the damages. THAT is
what the laws were originally for-to protect you in
TRUTH. The LAW was originally FORTHE PEOPLEnot the judges and lawyers, criminals and thieves.
I use the term “wolf’ and “wolves” so abstractly
that my parables are less than perfect-BECAUSE
WOLVES IN THEIR OWN SPACE, WITH YOU BUTTING OUT, ARE THE MOST GENTLE, ORGANIZED,
PROTECTIVE, AND LOVING SPECIES OF ANIMAL
ON YOUR GLOBE-BUT
YOU KILL THEM JUST
LIKE YOU KILL EVERYTHING ELSE.
So, my friends, consider your responsibilities, your
labors, your deliverance (I did not say “salvation”) and
your capability of being good stewards and, better yet,
good and honorable business cdleagues;and
let us see
how best to handle possible venture capital if and when
it comes. And remember to always “get your own house
into order”, get that snow off your own doorstep and
realize that “charity” starts right at home wherever you
ARE. Get stable, get organized and then, only then can
you see further and into possible extensions of your
work and better yet, evaluate people who would have
your abundance for themselves and JUDGE the work
they are apt to produce and products thereof which can
allow you to flourish or is simply “down the drain” to
feed some “beingness” of misinformed reality.
The main reason I am so confounded unpopular is
that I am not going to pour milk and honey into your
hair for just “being” less than my outright enemy but
ignorant, none the less, of acceptance or consideration
of the possibility of truth. I tell it like it is; I serve you
who wish to find a way to better serve self and mankind

about you, and who, frankly, at the least, believe me TO
BE. And, you can BELIEVE me that you DO NOT want
milk or honey in your hair for, unless you add peanut
butter, you will never get the honey out and as it drips
to the street and under your toadies, you will stick like
glue forever more. Honey may well go well with
bananas-but
make very, very sure you use it carefully
to protect the bananas from invasion of spoilage and
not to ferment the fruit and lose it to the waiting ants
who will intoxicate themselves and KILL AND BURY
YOU.
Ah, yes indeed, the MASTER Teacher was a wise
old soul even if presenting as a very young man. When
you come to the realization of KNOWING, you have
learned much about respecting OLD SOULS and interpreting parables and taking that tale within self for
circumspect evaluation. This is true of growing bananas to reaping Gaia’s abundance in Spelta. Taking
it further: is there some reason you cannot go forth and
develop a bee-farm and produce YOUR OWN abundant
supply of honey? What about milk? Do you want cows,
water buffalo, goats? Goats are excellent for they offer
the least allergens in the milk and in the whey you have
all the mineralization offered by their incredible diets-even tin from the tin-cans.
I am in FAVOR of worm farms and goat herds,
cheese factories and goat whey products for sensitive
tummies. But make sure you can offer food and shelter
for each thing-that
too, means from bananas to worms
and goats. You cannot separate the idea from the
conclusion of the project. The IDEA is the blueprint for
every project-so
the finished product is the only true
measure of a project. However, you have to beginAFTER THE BLUEPRINTING PHASE, don’t you?
Therefore, you take your natural things, such as seasons, and incorporate them into the start-up so that by
time for sheltering you can afford to build the shelterPROPER SEQUENCE IS NOT JUST FOR GOD,
FRIENDS, IT IS FOR YOU!
And, if you want to raise worms or goats-LEARN
HOW and then present it to a venture capital party with
project laid forth and convince the “steward” of the
capital-HOW AND WHY IT WILL WORK AND WHY
YOU ARE THE ONE TO DO IT. Then and only THEN,
do you have a capable co-ADventure worthy of notation
by other business observers.
In every endeavor you must plan, and put to paper,
the entirety of the project that COULD and WOULD be
presented to the local banker and gain his wish to
venture with you. Nobody is going to give anything to
pre-determined FAILURES. Show me how your project
is worthy of consideration, in other words of parable
format.
I can go more explicitly into a picture presentation.
Why should I produce a computer set-up for someone
who studied to be a computer whiz-but that one goes
off to build houses or tinker with soccer or whatever,
and shows no intention or wish to go get a job using
computers or otherwise. That is stupidity on my part to
even become involved in such nonsense. Parents are
often caught in these predicaments between the insecurities of children looking for their nests independent of
the parents.
But SOMETIMES, PARENTS-IT
IS
NECESSARY TO PHYSICALLY KICK THEM FROM
YOUR NEST AND INTO FINDING ONE FOR THEMSELVES. THIS IS NOT MEAN-THIS
IS LOGICAL
LOVE AND RESPECT FOR THAT GROWING MINOR-BIRD. Self-esteem can only come from selfproduction and self-worth accomplishments-parents
can only offer roots and lessons-hopefully
which produce wings. However, no matter how wise or how
bright or how much a failure-wings
are there as gifted
by GOD but each individual must use them if they wish
to fly. The CHOICE is always with the individual with
the wings of self.
Remember something very important, students:
Abundance in Earthly consideration such as funding,
money, business, etc., is a physical commodity of physical plane. It must be dealt with as such. Only THE
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WAY to accomplish is of Higher Power-so KNOW the
difference and handle the assets in the most expeditious
and secure manner you can conjure for you will also be
utilizing it in a physical manifest world. How another
uses THEIR assets is not really any of your business, so
do not mix assets and you won’t have quarrels in
intended use of same. Next, shelter everything so that
no brother is brought into distress by YOUR singular
choices. Then go for it. The remainder is none of your
business-money
is not good or bad-MONEY- IS.
And, you can hope and even draw guidelines and rules
for joint holdings-but
butt out of the business of one
handling his OWN share of earned gratuities.
The most important lesson right now, however, IS
TO STAY OUT OF THE BUSINESS OF THE HIGHER
LENDER LEST YOU BUTT INTO SOMETHING
PURELY MISERABLE AND UNWANTED. WHAT
THE PROVIDER DOES IS HIS BUSINESS AND YOU
SIMPLY CAREFULLY DO NOT GET INVOLVED;‘
HANDLE YOUR AFFAIRS AS IF YOU KNEW NOT
ANYTHING AND MAKE IT SO. THE BANANA
FARMER’S OTHER BUSINESSES ARE NONE OF
YOUR AFFAIR AND, UNLESS YOU ARE GROWING
BANANAS FOR THE FARMER-BANANAS
ARE
NONE OF YOUR AFFAIR. WHEN YOU UNDERSTAND THAT, PERHAPS THINGS CAN MOVE
ALONG A BIT MORE SMOOTHLY. IF, IN FACT,
THE PROVIDER FARMER HAS CONNECTIONS
WITH YOUR WORST ENEMY’S BANK WHO SUPPLIES THE PLANTATION WITH ASSETS FOR EXPANSION OR RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES-ALL
THE BETTER, AND IT IS WISER TO STAY OUT OF
THE BUSINESS OF BOTH “OTHERS”.
YOUR
WISHES AND CURIOSITY ARE NOT HIS DEMAND
OR NEED TO PROVIDE. SO BE WISE AND DO NOT
ASK, EXCEPT TO REMIND HIM THAT HE REALLY
DOESN’T WANT ANYONE ELSE TO KNOW HIS
BUSINESS, ESPECIALLY YOU WHEREONLY BUSINESS IS INVOLVED. YOU CAN SHARE EVERYTHING AND ANYTHING
IF YOU BECOME
TRUSTED FRIENDS, BUT HIS OR YOUR .NDISCRETIONS ARE NOT ONE ANOTHER’S BUSNESS
UNLESS EITHER GETS THE OTHER INTO UNLAWFUL CIRCUMSTANCES.
TO PROTECT SELF IS,
THEN, THE ONLY WAY TO ACCOMPLISH THIS
FOR IN THIS WORLD OF CORRUPTION IT IS
LIKELY THAT NEITHER YOU NOR HE WILL KNOW
EVERYTHING. SO, METICULOUS ATTENTION TO
DETAILS FOR SELF-PROTECTION NEEDS TO BE
CAREFULLY ATTENDED ALL THE WAY ALONG
THE LINES OF COMMUNICATION AND ACTIONS.
Now for those people who have been growing pretty
good crops of bananas, say in Hong Kong: HARKEN
UP. Things are going back to the dark ages of the
Chinese control-shut-down, especially as regards monetary matters and business interactions. The Chinese
have already announced they are going to wipe out the
new rules and go back to the OLD Constitufionol
regulations of the Chinese as before Hong Kong was
taken and developed by the English.
ZICGY/ By Tom Wilson,
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I hope THIS PARABLE makes lots of sense-to the before offered unto you.
course it means “you who have assets in the area”. If I
Banana farmer, for July is the deadline given by the
Have I gone nuts? Yes indeed. And next we will speak of currency what could I possibly mean? Well,
Chinese land-owners for digging up the plantation and have a story about growing nuts. Good morning.
many things, among which would be to shift assets to a
cqnfiscating all the assets while shutting down banana
more secure area while you watch and see what hapfarming altogether. It is time to pay attention and get
l/23/97 #l
HATONN
pens. With banks, etc., that would give an opportune
your harvest into security. Make sure your Hong Kong
time to be shipping all the currency that is regularly
offices and branches of operation are sheltered and that
WOW!
FOR PARABLES
exchanged-back
to headquarters and keep it in shipyou do not fall to rhetoric, but to facts, and the facts are
ping or storage as long as is possible and to the greatest
that it is already announced the Chinese are going to
I have never had such a sudden rush of inquiries extent possible. It also could mean a great and simple
revert, confiscate and dismiss all interim regulations of regarding topics covered in my “Parables” writing. opportunity to temporarily back other agreements, conConstitutional nature. If you have working relation- The method of illustrating circumstances and being tracts and business opportunities while awaiting soluships with the powers that be-fine, but consider this a heard is obviously the way to go. However, a whole tions to Hong Kong holdings. It could also mean to
FINAL WARNING-type of parable for international
bunch of stories may be more interesting if I happen to work out coverage with the very Chinese who will be
businessmen to pay attention.
Shift and secure is touch on something either in the news or in your watching and already are controlling great shifts in
probably the lesson here for if you shift and secure you personal lives. Certainly it would appear that it would either currency or merchandise. Remember that Hong
will not be left to the looters. So, let us just allow this keep poor Dharma out of trouble with the would-be Kong has been one of the MAJOR commercial/banking
controllers of truth and circumstance.
centers of the world for a long time. Therefore it works
to be:
THE BIG ALERT TO HONG KONG BANANA
Could we do that? Yes, of course, and without out well that you work with the powers to be to allow for
DEALERS AND GROWERS!!!
doubt the resulting information would be far more protective shipping and cover during the time of holdAnd yes, you can form coalitions and get your quickly and easily understood. But would it be techni- ing. How long will you need to hold? Perhaps forever,
assets into purchased security, and with the knowledge cal? Of course, but it would also probably appear to be perhaps only six months or so until a working plan is
instituted within the takeover regime. Protection would
you now have about gold mines and takeovers, you can what it is: too simple for most technically-minded
get those assets into a holding position- right in still people to appreciate.
need to come through use of product lest the commodiLet us take a phrase that sits here on the desk in an ties simply be pirated or “Shanghaied”.
the most secure place on your globe, the good old USA.
Perhaps a lot of the crop products can be very
And yes, indeed, I think even Mr. Bush and his Twigs article on Hong Kong and 1997. See, I had only
will understand the VALUE of such a move-after
all, referenced Hong Kong yesterday to, hopefully, parties quickly returned to their origins for Chinese need to eat
he wants a market for his gold-doesn’t
he? Greedy old who might well heed my warning of great changes and also and they are already depleted in minerals and
men, even, need to eat and have a market for their hard controls in that area, starting immediately in July. vitamin foods that are best provided, i.e., potassium
products-even
to fence stolen goods. And no, do not I have had a deluge of responses and it couidn’t be through plantains, etc. These are examples but will
“off hand” simply TRUST SOMEONE; use intelligence
Dharma because she thought Hong Kong was to revert help explain parables integrated with knowing or realand deal always in such manner that you don’t have to to China in 1999. That is the year of our Lord, 1999. ization of current information which may well pass
simply “trust” someone. Then, as friendship and actual Surprisingly enough, to you who thought this to be the your attention as you move closer to deadlines. You
abilities to assist one another grow-you
can do all time of Satan, you can go right back and the signs and have less than six months to finalize and move prodsorts of brotherly things without ruining a good friend- symbols of power and the beginnings of the endings ucts.
I guess I am in appreciation to all of you who have
ship or relationship.
And always abiding withitr and would be represented in full-Satanic outcropping from
rushed information to my attention although my intent
accoriing to ALL LAWS of LAND AND GOD.
the upstart of 16661
Can this be so? Of course, and it is simply that the has not been to write or speculate on Hong Kong’s
If you, for instance, have businesses in Hong Kongreturn to the Chinese. With that return also comes
get prepared for the worst-by
JULY, 1997, and then Satanic influence of force, evil intent, and enslavement
any good will only be frosting on your cake-not
the of humanity is all reflected in the Protocols of major horrendous amounts of MISINFORMATION WHICH
entities of such intentions. The Plan 2000 is a good for- IS NONE OF MY BUSINESS, JUST AS IS THE REconfiscation of your whole bakery-.
So HOW does God serve? He serves in this man- instance. But, remember God resurfaces with some big TURN OF HONG KONG TO CHINA ACTUALLY
ner-and
you use your head and physical hands! And bangs in HIS own arsenal in 1999 and GOD ALSO HAS NONE OF MY BUSINESS.
we all live happily ever after-in
places of wondrous A PLAN 2000.
There are MAJOR banks in Hong Kong that will be
things and ideas and ideals, for we will have earned
I haven’t liked speaking in PARABLES when we stuck in this changeover as in every national turnover
those wings with which we are allowed to fly across have so much valid documentation to back up any there is always chaos of some sort. You will find,
forever.
And plantation owners, workers in the re- statements, such as Lake as Head of the CIA, Hong however, Federal Reserve banks and operations already
search fields, banana farmers, and banana extract in- Kong reverting to hard-line China and propaganda in Chinageneral, as well as those in Hong Kong, along
sect repellant makers all live happily together forever running rampant about all major players in this tie-up- with British Banks, all now coming under the internaand ever more.
the-world game of hard-line getcha.
tional type of Federal Reserve. They will be needing
Some of you only want good story tellers and
some attention to getting assets, which can be confisrevelators who do not use another’s ideas or TRUTH in
cated, off-shore some way under guise of replacement,
NOSTRADAMUS
any manner lest they go to jail. IS THIS MODALITY
recycling, etc. Things may well APPEAR stable for a
BETTER SUITED TO SOME OF YOU? How about:
There was a well RECOGNIZED and honored while but the underlying restrictions will be coming
“And God looked down and saw chaos and saw His prophet and seer by the name of Nostradamus.
He into placement.
people striving to overcome the chaos and save them- predicted, and could somehow see, accurately, many
No, this doesn’t mean that “Ah, he is a fortune
selves that they might build anew and abetter way. And things, but had to state them in such a way as to keep teller after all!” No, I am not-1 am intelligent and can
He smiled and said, ‘we shall serve you who will come anybody from knowing what the heck he was talking SEE and HEAR and have experienced so that I KNOW
forth and participate and listen to TRUTH’. But few about other than the ones who understood his cryptic WHAT HAPPENS. If you don’t want to be caught with
came and some came only to gain abundance-but
they codes.
the dreaded “pants down” syndrome, you make sure
serve so they receive great and greater rewards for the
I could say, for instance, that in my crystal pencil your belt, suspenders and whatever else, like buttons
service-and
God said, ‘THIS IS GOOD-’ and then I see a great and horrendous red cloud of intensive and zippers, are in full functional operation and do it
they lived happily ever after!”
thermal energy bursting over the area surrounding before you need them-well BEFORE you need them.
I hope you will treat this story as your morning Hong Kong. The Elite have prepared for the time of And, like good insurance coverage-you
won’t have
reading instead of your bedtime put-you-to-sleep tale total immersion into toxic times. The merchants think them falling down on you at the last and most crucial
for your comfy further sleeping. It is WAKE-UP time, they have agreements which protect this New World minute. Pack and prepare NOW, and ship out in May,
whatever time your clock might click off for your Order misfit [China] but they have not fully realized say.
The Chinese and Russians really celebrate May
passage.
that the prophets of earlier times KNOW this to be the
I am but your alarm clock which annoys you-but
time of a great “warning” and terrible upheaval as this Day (May 1st) and it would behoove all of you to
I hope you on the Hong Kong Circuit of clock watch- again strong nation rises to its feet to overshadow the consider May Day your important new holiday, in that
ers-consider
that this alarm is sounding-LOUDLY.
entire world. It will come the moment when it is best April is a good month for handling and shipping offAnd to the rest of you who sit with me or stand to have currency upon the seas and out of ports, along season goods. It is past winter freeze and commodities
watch with me and labor in our vineyards-may
our with perishable merchandise. If you are in the fruit and ship well.
Who does Joe Blow, USA/Hong Kong deal with?
wine be sweet as you heed the warnings of the weather plant redistribution or plantation growing business,
men and bankers who tattle and prattle and do false i.e., citrus, plantains, cattle, etc., you will want to try Come on readers, I’m not going to tread on serpent toes.
deeds unto you. Get our wine into secure barrels and to have a harvest of same onto portable transports and, Look who is coming to power and use intelligence. Use
make sure the pipelines from one vat into another are at the least, parked off-shore.
whatever backup you have to show your capabilities
secure and without leakage and get ready, please, for
Now, how many got the message? And how would and take it from there. I can give you writing after
the new crop of wine and the new variety of grapes I explain that I have, as example, just said that if you writing on the topic, and probably shall, since there are
which will surpass all sweetness of all species of grapes can work out a plan to get assets off-shore, that of so many inquiring minds now surfacing from your own
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local political morass. Somebody, for instance, has
already sent over a New American article on the subject
from January 20, 1997 because it seemed to fit my
writing on Parables.
Let’s offer a bit on this topic and give appreciation
to this publication for graciously sharing. Valid information? You are now grown enough to sort information into possible, probable and surely valid vs. garbage
and mis-, dis-information.
If you are truly interested in Hong Kong circumstances, then get all the information from everywhere
that you can, and study it carefully. The word is, I am
told, that surely enough, Hong Kong would revert to
“prior” rules, laws and regulations. That is a SERIOUS
statement, readers-IF
YOU LEARN WHAT WERE
THE “PRIOR” REGULATIONS.
Where would one look to see what this current and
modern rule might be or become7 Well, look at, of
course, the people being placed into power-slots right
now to achieve the changeover.
Therefore, we need to look at Tung Chee Hwa,
don’t we? Stay with me, readers, DON’T WE? You say
in response, “Well, I never heard of Tung Chee Hwa!“?
Frightening all of a sudden, ISN’T IT? After all, silly
people, it is the claim of great prophets and seers that
IT WILL BE THE CHINESE WHO WILL MARCH
ACROSS THE WORLD, TO THE NORTH, AND PUSH
ISRAEL INTO TURKEY AFTER CROSSING THE
“DRY” EUPHRATES RIVER. Remember?
So, let us concentrate on Hong Kong and Tung.
And no, “Tung” is NOT his first name-you
have to
also understand Chinese.

bailout of his shipping business, and, notes the New
York Times, “even today he will reveal no details other
than the size of the capital infusion from China, Mr.
Tung declined repeated requests over the last two months
to be interviewed.” For many residents of Hong Kong,
NEW ORDER
IN HONG
KONG
the implications of the bailout are obvious: They’ve
]H: This might well be giving some hone of not been bought and sold for Beijing’s GOLD. [II: Hummbeing fatallv wounded if vou work for the New World nn-n-n. Whose gold? Indeed I would suggest that
Order but if there is not cement relationshins with Mr. Bush’s CFR-protected gold needs a market and
tickets in hand to the Bush, vou might want to really some people may even need some collateral backup.
consider, verv carefullv. nrenarations which nrotect And perish the thought of Mr. Bush not having
your front side, back side, and all uoints in between. access-after all, he has had Scowcroft, Eagleburger
You can work within the situation and not become AND GOOD OLD KISSINGER working TEAT marthe situation but you really have to pay attention, ket for years and years and years. By the way, please
don’t you? By the way, your new director of the CIA, note that it was Kissinger Associates and GENERAL
your Secretary of State and other new appointees ELECTRIC who first made major business inroads
are all VERY, VERY prominent in the New World IMMEDIATELY upon the end of Russia’s cold war.
Order Council on Foreign Relations-whether
they Why, Mr. Gorbachev became, instantly, president
of Kissinger Associates, Moscow. You see, you don’t
be Republican or Democrats, British or whatever.]
“Why on Earth would the
[Ii: Here it comes:] Tung has promised that iris really need parables.]
Chinese want to lend so much money?” asks Emily Lau.
government
will “ensure a stable, equitable, compas“That mere fact speaks loudly.”
sionate and democratic society”, one which produces
a population
Uglobal in our outlook” and that enjoys
COMMUNIST
PARTY
TO RULE
“a life free from the anxiety of crime and disorder”.
[II: Gosh, perhaps he should become king of the U.S.
JH: REMEMBER: WHO ARE THE COMMUand Africa?] Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichen,
who presided over the selection committee, hailed “Com- NISTS?]
rade Tung’s victory” as a ‘?iew dawn for democracy”
According to Foreign Minister Qian, although the
for Hong Kong. The new “democratic” order in Hong
Kong announced its presence immediately after Tung’s Chinese Communist Party “will not have a direct interselection: the Christian Science Monitor noted that ference with the daily administration of Hong Kong,”
“Street protests against the selection of Mr. Tung by a the Party “will set overall Chinese policy toward Hong
Beijing-appointed committee resulted in police detain- Kong”- leaving Tung and the Beijing-appointed rubing dozens of pro-democracy advocates, including Emily ber-stamp legislature to work out the quotidian details.
Qian has not explained what role Hong Kong’s clanLau, a legislator recently elected by popular vote.”
had an estimated
According to Newsweek, “Tung seems to share the destine Communist Party-which
play in
mainland view that those who criticize Beijing’s poli- membership of 6,000 in the mid-1980s-will
cies are unpatriotic.” USA Today correspondent James the management of the island. The Wall Street Journal
Cox reports that during his candidacy Tung portrayed notes that “the local, underground branch of China’s
himself as a “consensus seeker” and “urged Hong Kong Communist Party-a political force many fear-could
In China, party seer:tsries
citizens to think less about their rights and more about be highly influential...
their public ‘obligation”‘.
(H: Isn’t this always the outrank governors or mayors, and the Party’s power is
way it comes around?] He has declared that “groups considered supreme, even above the nation’s constitusupporting independence for Taiwan or Tibet MUST tion.”
Not surprisingly, Tung has displayed complete subLEAVE HONG KONG.” He has also hinted broadly
that he will not countenance the expression of “anti- servien -e to the Party. The December 12th New York
China” opinions or “personal attacks” upon political Times reported that Tung has made no secret of his
leaders in Hong Kong’s media.
intention “to abolish the elected legislature and to
Tung’s perspective on press freedom is apparently enforce a more authoritarian executive government”.
dictated by Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichen, China has already drafted a plan for the abolition of
who told the Selection Committee on November 10th Hong Kong’s Legislative Council and its replacement
that ?umors” and “personal attacks’* would be banned by a Beijing-appointed body, and Tung will put that
under Hong Kong’s new government,
Qian has also plan into effect at the stroke of midnight on June 30th.
informed the Asian Wall Street Journal that future
[END OF QUOTING]
commemorations of the Tiananmen Square massacre
would be forbidden on the island after China assumes
control in July.
Now, you ponder this confusion of spoon-fed garChinese foreign ministry spokesman Shen Guofang bage and you might well get upset. Not if you look at
insists that concerns about the end of press freedom in what it SAYS. You KNOW that the New World Order,
calls a duck an
Hong Kong have been exaggerated. In language that in all its Satanic reversal-imaging,
could have been adapted either from Joseph Stalin’s elephant and gets away with it. What did the CommuSoviet Constitution or the UN’s International Cov- nists start to call the changing party in the Soviet
Union? Right, Democratic. The lies are to cause you,
enant on Civil and Political Rights, Shen explained:
“Hong Kong people will have full freedom of expres- especially business persons, to continue to work unsion, but all freedoms must be within the limits allowed afraid and carelessly while calling Communism Deby law.” Those limits will preclude criticism of Tung’s mocracy, and Socialist Fascism is coming aboard with
the changeover and nobody, in the world, will realize
background and politics.
Tung was born in Shanghai and educated at the it! The Fed(s) and the Fed are all just sitting on timeUniversity of Liverpool. He spent a decade working for bomb kegs waiting and this is WHY you are getting the
General Electric in the United States before relocating dregs of an open society being placed into highest
to Hong Kong to work for his father’s shipping busi- ranking placement. NOTHING is changed except the
ness, Orient Overseas (International) Holding Ltd. LABELS.
What does it matter to me’? Well, a great deal., I
[II: Wow-again!!!.]
Following the death ofhis father
in 1982, Tung learned that Orient faced a financial have, actually, very little interest in the subject or, for
crisis. Seeking to prevent the liquidation of the family that matter, in the New World Order. My JOB is to tell
business, Tung turned to Beijing, which put together a you what IS, not go and change a world FOR YOU. I do
not, either, become a system to work within a system
S 120 million bailout package through governmentand maintain full integrity and Godliness.
controlled banking interests.
When you people talk about capitalism, for inTung kept silent about the communist-supported

[QUOTING:]

THE RED TIDE
IS ALREADY
FLOODING
A FORSAKEN
ISLAND
OF FREEDOM
On December 11th, 59-year-old Tung Chee Hwa, a
Shanghai-born and British-educated shipping magnate,
was anointed to become the fiist Chief Executive of
Hong Kong when the island is surrendered to Communist China next July. Tung was the overwhelming
choice of the Selection Committee, a 400-member panel
hand-picked by Beijing to choose a chief executive who
will be the instrument of the Red Chinese regime’s will.
Tung’s competition for the position consisted of two
other officials, former Hong Kong Chief Justice Yang
Ti-liang and tycoon Peter Woo. However, Tung’s
candidacy received the special attention of U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Winston Lord, who met with
Tung-but
not with the other candidates-in
Hong
Kong shortly before the election. [H,: Oh my, that is
overflowing with information and intrigue isn’t it?]
Lord praised Tung as “a man of great integrity” [Ii:
How in heck would Lord know??] and “a strong,
independent-minded
individual.” [II: That latter description should scare the pants off anyone without a
full commitment backed by military at ready to
protect your agreements.] Hong Kong correspondent
Linda Chong observed that “Lord . . . noted that his
family knew Mr. Tung well but would not elaborate on
the nature of the realationship.”
[Ii: I bet not!] Lord
was equally circumspect .about another link between
himself and Tung: Lord is a member of the secretive
Council on Foreign Relations and was the body’s president from 1977-85; Tung’s biography proudly states
that the Chief Executive-in-waiting
is a “member of the
INTERNATIONAL
ADVISORY-BOARD
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS...”

ingly, Tung was the preferred

candidate

OF

THE
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elites in both communistic China and the United States.
(H: Still have questions about what is REALLY
taking place here?]
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stance, you now have a fully mis-defined “thing”
abounding. Capitalism in its origin is simply a commodity in exchange for a commodity or service. A
capitalistic system in its pure form works solely on
exchange of goods balanced with return. If a product is
poor in construction it SHOULD not sell well, as an
example. Capitalism is best described as FREEDOM.
That concept went from the U.S., say, many, many
years ago. What you have is a controlled society calling
itself a Democracy.
WHEN YOU WERE BIRTHED
YOUR CONSTITUTION WAS A REPUBLIC. Look
around at the “Republics” and see if you can find even
ONE remaining as a Republic. Even look to the Republit of South Africa or the Republic of China, Russiaor the U.S. So, if you have had a takeover and replacement by another form of government-WHO
IS RESPONSIBLE?
IF A REPUBLIC IS ‘REPLACED”,
WHO AND WHAT REPLACED IT AND CONTINUES
TO FOOL YOU WITH NAMES?
Let us look at the election of Clinton as an example
of how far DOWN you, even proclaiming a Democratic
system, have sunk in order to place a puppet on the
King’s Throne. Less than 46% of eligible voters even
bothered to go to the polls on election day. And of
those, far less than 50% of those voters voted for
Clinton. So did he have a run-away election of preferhow many of you give a
ence7 Of course not-but
damn? You are dazzled with hoopla, ball gowns, new
president (in every way you can name), and the celebration is actually one of “we got in and can now protect all
our criminal partners”, even Newt. Do you think Mrs.
Jones is actually going to reduce Clinton to a slobbering mass of admitted corruption7 This is, after all, the
“open” man who will even put a Republican into his
high-cabinet places.

exploded in the sky-theflash..
. very hot., . very warm.. .
Itfeels like a burning o/everything. Now the sky is very
white... colors... blues, purples... it’s like a huge explosion... and then a warning: ‘Your warning before
Chastisement! ’ Flash, pre, and the voice within you.
The final Warning before Chastisement!”
And so,
while we are on the subject we will share some more
instructions from this resource and note that, as Timothy Binder referred to “Dharma ‘s Photon Belt “,
PLEASE PAY ATTENTION AS WHEN THE RADIATION BELT AROUND YOUR GLOBE IS IGNITED,
IT MAY BE THE VERY LAST THING YOU SEE FOR,
EVEN IF YOU SURVIVE, IT WILL BE THAT WITHOUT “CARE” YOU WILL BE BLIND.
“...As the dayfollows night, so shall this warning
follow soon. Beware of the sunrise! Do not look up to
Beware of the
the sky-at
that time of the flash!
sunrise! Do not look up to the sky-at theflash! Close
your windows; draw your shades; remain inside. Do
not venture outside your door, or you will not return.
Pray! Prostrate yourselves upon your floors! Pray
with arms outstretched, and begfor mercy ofyour God
the Father....

WHAT
TO DO,
WHAT
TO BELIEVE
It certainly doesn’t take rocket scientists to see that
trouble is afoot and times are getting toward being very
troubled. Do you readers remember Jacinta of Fatima?
Do you know who is “Veronica” who speaks ofMother, etc?
Well, there are some pretty good recent things to
consider if one believes God, or Mother speaks to you.
Jacinta said, in Feb. 1920: “There is a secret ofHeaven
and another one of Earth, and the latter is terrifying.
It will seem as though it were already the end of the
world. And in this cataclysm everything will be separated from the sky, which will turn white as snow. ”
Could. this actually coincide NOW with a prophecy
of 1975 which was: “All who remain in the light of
grace will have no fear. They will pass through this
great period of warnings without suffering. “? And
could that last coincide with a statement in 1976:
“There will be a- tremendous explosion, and the sky
shall roll back like a scroll. This force shall go within
the very core of the human. He will understand his
offenses to his God. ” After all, readers, it does fit
1973s description of: u ..;Zt ‘s as though everything has
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UKeep blessed candles, water, blankets, food within
your homes. The candlesofthose
who have remained
in the state of grace shall not be extinguished,
but the
candies in the homes of those who have given themselves to Satan shall not burnf n

l/24/97 #l

HATONN

Now, I need to turn back to the subject of China. A
lot of what we will share we share because we always
agree to take all articles IN TOTAL CONTEXT and the
one we will use is from The New American, Jan. 20,
1997. Much is superfluous and extraneous but, all
together, it paints a very interesting picture. Always
the facts remain, however, WHAT IS THE U.S. AND
NEW WORLD ORDER DOING IN EVERYONE
ELSE’S BUSINESS? Do YOU really think your government is so good as to demand that all nations of the
world have the same kind of enslavement7 The American citizens have become the most blind populace on
the globe as to knowing what REALLY is going on in
your world. You will note, please, that U.S. politicians
run all the way through this paper.
[QUOTING:]

HONORING THE
BUTCHER Ol? BEIJING

CLINTON SHAKES A HAND STAINED WITH
THE BLOOD OF 4,000 INNOCENT LIVES. [H: Well,
it seems he also sits atop a PUPPET throne ruling 265
OK? So, am I the ONLY doomer and gloomer million U.S. citizens destined for and already in a
around? I suggest you who seem to want to “out smart- state of slavery.]
ass” (as I have been described by some) ME, I suggest you look
By William Norman Grigg.
around about yourselves and study your circumstances.
Standing at an honor cordon outside the Pentagon
I am going to write more on the China mess because on December 9th, Secretary of Defense William Perry
I don’t think you understand at all: They are POWER- introduced Communist China’s defense minister as
FUL and they have armed the parts of the world that the “my colleague, General Chi”. Perry did not refer to Chi
U.S. condemns-you
know, Iran, BIG BUNCHES OF Haotian, a 67-year-old leader of the People’s LiberaEVERYTHING TO IRAN, Syria, Libya and, being of tion Army (PLA) who killed American troops in Korea
equal opportunity players, even a bunch to the USAand ordered tanks into Tiananmen Square, as “my
to what the New World Order calls its “enemies of counterpart”, but specifically chose to describe him in
freedom, Domestic Terrorists”. And brethren, YOU collegial terms. This introduction was an apt grace
haven’t seen anything to compare with the Chinese note to Chi’s tour of diplomatic and defense sites in
Washington and across the country, which included a
Mafia. These Chinese haven’t been under restrictions
for they have ignored you and your sanctions. They 19-gun salute [H: A gun-salute is NOT an honorable
is a total salute to WAR and recognition of
have produced fighters, anti-ship missiles, submarines thing-it
to the Middle East “terrorist” states, weapons, chenii- power. For instance a 19-gun salute designates less
cals, biologicals and you name it... And here is a nice salute value than does a tl-gun salute and thus and
picture: “The Chinese have also provided Iran with 400 so.] at the Pentagon and a 20-minute White House
tons of chemical agents -some of which couldbe placed meeting with President Clinton. General Chi’s visit is
in warheads atop Chinese-made surface-to-surface mis- a compelling
illustration
that
the Clinton
siles that Iran has placed along the Strait of Hormuz, Administration’s China policy has moved beyond apTHROUGH
WHICH
ONE-FIFTH
OF THE peasement and toward interdependence.
WORLD’S OIL SUPPLY FLOWS.”
Ever sensitive to public relations concerns, the
Laughing yet? Let us suppose you succumb to my Administration re-scheduled Chi’s White House visit
“stupid” interpretations and actually got some dark from December 9th to December IOth, apparently to
shades for your windows and eyes. Then pay a little bit avoid the irony of playing host to the military official
more attention-and
while you are on the floor passing who carried out the Tiananmen Square massacre on
that first blasting impact and are praying-keep
those “International Human Rights Day”. [H: Was that
eyes covered, shaded, and wrap your head, in addition, Tiananmen Square incident REALLY any worse
in your arms and STAY THAT WAY until things cool than holocausting WACO’s church of Davidians, the
off and darken UD a bit. Then expect it to be REALLY Oklahoma Citv Bombine and inclusive incidents such
DARK in a while. -You will have blown as the Weavers at Ruby Ridge, Idaho? Oh yes
out the electricity systems and probably indeed, sleeping people, those were done by YOUR
will have no means of heat and, while the own so-called protective forces. At least the Chinese
Sun is covered-IT
WILL BE COLD AS just came right out and said they were going to get
THE DAY HELL FREEZES. Is this truly’ control and did it. Yours sneak around while blama JOKE to be laughed at, Mr. Binder7 ing the innocent, crucifying the innocent, and generYour friend George Green even believed ally acting like Satan-heads.]
However, the
it to the extent of running thousands of Administration’s corps of truth-twisters had failed to
extra editions of the discussion. Dark coordinate their efforts. An unclassified CIA biograwelder’s goggles remain pretty intelli- phy of Chi made available just before the general’s visit
gent for many things but to have handy is neglected to mention his role in the mass-murders at
a pretty inexpensive item and, who knows, Tiananmen Square; if the historical record of this
you may need to do some serious welding monstrous crime against humanity is to be put down an
after this nice explosive event.
Orwellian memory hole, why was the White House visit
I’m out of time, space and patience. rescheduled?
Thank you for your attention. We will
An intelligence official attempted to minimize the
get back to China and what is happening omission by explaining that the CIAbiographical sketch
in that arena.
didn’t reflect “classified knowledge”. However, Gen.
Good morning.
Chi’s role in the massacre is hardly privileged informa-
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tion: Time magazine reported in 1989 that “As chief of
staff, Chi bears major responsibility for the violence
unleashed upon Beijing’s citizenry by his troops.” (H:
Now, who is THIS person? No, give me his whole
NAME!
And who was the man we spoke of in
relationship to Hong Kong, yesterday? Ah indeed,
you can? remember from yesterday-do
you REALLY remember anything from 1989? The POINT
is to trick your minds, not inform you.]
Perhaps theClinton Administration’s eagerness to
indulge in Orwellian truth-twisting emboldened the
Red Chinese general to embellish the falsehood even
further. [H: No, there is an ongoing SECRET coalition of New World Order-level tactics working with
China and being worked all around the change-out
of Honk Cong, among other more serious things.]
During a forum for military and diplomatic officials at
the National Defense University (NDU) in Maryland,
General Chi brazenly declared that “not a single person
lost his life in Tiananmen Square.” Eyewitness accounts of the event document that at least 4,000 innocent people were slaughtered when the tanks rolled in.
June 1989. [H: Ah, but WHICH is correct? You
don’t get any other accurate news, do you?] Furthermore, General Chi himself has justified the bloodbath
as a proportionate measure to beat down the “small
minority of people with evil ambition” who supposedly
“instigated the turmoil and spread rumors to provoke
the masses”. [H: Ah yes, af course, your approach is
ever so much more humane and appropriate-just
shoot them dead, children and all, and/or burn them
alive, children and all-especially
if they c&Ii themselves CHRISTIANS. ] But Chi’s audience at the NDU
was satisfied to allow the Communist’s self-serving
falsehood to go unchallenged.
(H: Pay attention, readers, to what is being
offered here and then very carefully consider possibilities of intent of such as TbciVewAmerican.
There
is something pretty creepy about the presentations
of some of their articles so that you can’t tell if you
have patriots or traitors in the journalistic/editorial
hierarchy. No, I am NOT saying anythingother than
exactly what I suggest always: PAY ATTENTION,
lest you just tumble off into deeper yogurt than from
the establishment media.]

ventional Marxist strategic goals and to the use of any
necessary means to achieve those goals. [H: And
where did you tell me Kissinger is?] During a May
1994 visit by a RepubIican delegation to Beijing, an
American official inquired of MO Xiusong, the vice
chairman of the Chinese Communist Party: “Is the
long-term aim of the Chinese Communist Party still
world Communism?” MO responded, “Yes, of course.
That is why we exist.” [H: Lenin also said that they
w.mld take the U.S. and never have to fire a shot, in
fact the Americans will give us the rope to HANG
THEM.] General Chi did not make a similarly sweeping pronouncement during his visit. However, in remarks at the National Defense University he bluntly
reiterated Red China’s determination to use any necessary means-including
armed force-to
conquer the
free Chinese society on Taiwan.
General Chi’s credentials as a Maoist, anti-American hardliner are impeccable. During the Korean War,
Chi was a battalion political instructor in the 27th
Army of the “Chinese People’s Volunteers”. During
the 197Os, he exercised military control over Chinese
propaganda outlets. Shortly after the Tiananmen Square
massacre, Chi gave an interview to the Chinese publication Qiushi (Seeking Truth) in which he defended the
PLA’s role as the military instrument of the Chinese
Communist Party and rejected the idea that the PLA
could evolve into a non-politicized, professional military.
William C. Triplett II, former chief Republican
counsel to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
points out. “In the fall of 1993, General Chi and several
other military officers initiated an extraordinary petition to President Jiang Zemin, demanding a tougher
line against the United States.” That petition asserted,
“Neither the Chinese people nor the People’s Liberation Army will ever forget the interference and bullying
of U.S. hegemonists China has suffered in the 1990s.”
It even claimed that the United States had “threatened
and invaded China with warships and sold advanced
naval and aeronautical weapons to Taiwan to obstruct
the peace and unification cause across the Taiwan
Straits.”
Even more ominously, in June 1993-shortly
after
Chi received his appointment as Red China’s Defense
Minister-the
PLA High Command issued a textbook
entitled Can the Chinese Army Win the Next War?
which identified the United States not as a “strategic
partner”, but rather as “the principal adversary”. [H:
Never forget for one second that the game is POLITICAL and you are NOT going to be given any
notion as to what is actually taking place. All I can
remind you about, is to get PREPARED appropriately to whatever your status or involvement in ANY
way whatsoever and remember that the things are
happening
INTERNATIONALLY
and simultaneously ALL AROUND THE GLOBE. If YOU don’t
have business in Hong Kong, then don’t try to wear
Chinese shoes or English shoes. If you do have
business in any place from SOUTH AFRICA TO
HONG KONG, YOU ARE NOW IN COUNTDOWN
MODE AND THE COUNTDOWN IS FAR AHEAD,
LIKE SOME 3 TO 4 MONTHS, IN AFRICA. The
major shutdown and sift-out measures, however,
will NOT wait for June 301 April is the best month
for adequate coverage for after May 1st is simply
clean-up time-in Hong Kong. Less time is allowed
in South Africa for the shift-out is already underway
as you have been reading from our Bush writings.
Please, friends, look and act carefully lest you be
caught short.]

STRATEGIC

RELATIONSHIP

During Gen. Chi’s December 9th White House,
visit, President Clinton spoke hopefully of developing
a new “strategic relationsbip”
between the U.S. and
Communist China. General Chi, for his part spoke of
“the good momentum that has emerged in the development of relations between the two armed forces and
between the two countries”, and the general’s visit was
intended as the inauguration of a series of military
contacts.

Joseph Nye (CFR), dean of Harvard’s Kennedv
School if Goiernmeni and former Assistant Secretary
of Defense for International Security, is helping to
facilitate an exchange of military officers between the
U.S. and China. [H: See Jiow insanity runs in the
family?] Next spring, a group of Communist Chinese
colonels will visit Harvard and the Pentagon.
Joint
Chiefs Chairman John Shalikashvili [H: Keep in mind
Shalikashvili
is
no longer
IN POWER
(HURUMPTH).]
(CFR) will pay a visit to China in
1997, [H: See how you don’t even NOTICE the takeover?] and a series of “MILITARY consultations at
-vice-minister
level” involving Walt Slocombe (CFR),
Undersecretary of Defense for Policy, will begin next
year as well. In addition, preliminary planning is
underway for joint training exercises between American and Communist Chinese military forces. [H: Wow,
and who do you think merits this kind of coalition?
This is no small potatoes, readers.]
This ambitious program to forge a U.S.-Red Chinese “strategic partnership” proceeds despite abundant
indications that Red China remains committed to con-
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Chi’s visit was not without its detractors. Among
them was Senator Larry Craig (R-ID), who declared
that “the Clinton Administration cauld not have found
a more odious; anti-American . . . figure in the Communist Chinese leadership on whom to lavish American

hospitality.”
Recalling Bill Clinton’s utter abandonment of his 1992 campaign promises to take a less
conciliatory posture toward China than that taken by
the Bush Administration, Senator Craig continued:
“[W]ith the red carpet being rolled out for General Chi,
the Clinton Administration is dropping the other shoe,
moving from surrendering its pretense of supporting
human rights to actively cotirting the most detestable
elements of the Beijing ruling circles. Making matters
worse, this latest capitulation comes at a time when the
PLA is stepping up its activities to acquire sophisticated technology with military application.”
Michael Ledeen of the American Enterprise Institute points out that “just as we opened the floodgates of American technology to the Soviets, thereby
enabling them to achieve a quantum leap in military
power . . . so today we are selling China some of our
most sensitive technology,
at bargain-basement
prices. We have recently permitted the PR6 to
obtain the technology to manufacture its own Global
Positioning System, which is the key to the most
accurate targeting systems for cruise missiles and
other advanced weapons. We have permitted ‘the‘
Chinese to buy technology used to build ‘stealth’
aircraft, and we are permitting them to buy, at
auction, entire defense factories, until very recently
used to manufacture state-of-the-art military components, from advanced lasers to exotic missile skins.”
The December 6th Washington Times observed that
“China has a small nuclear arsenal and conducted a
nuclear test in late July before pledging to abide by a
moratorium on testing.” (The Red Chinese have not
pledged a unilateral moratorium on threats like the one
issued in November 1995 to the effect that they would
nuke Los Angeles in the event of a conflict over Taiwan.) By the year 2000, according to the Times, the
PLA will have laid the foundation of a modernized
military; by 2029 China would become the dominant
power in Asia, and by the centenary of the PLA’s
conquest of China in 2049 [H: Try 1997!], the Red
Chinese regime would be in a position to make a bid for
world military hegemony.
However, from China’s perspective, this time line
may be altogether too modest: In 1994, computerized
war games conducted by the Defense Department’s
Office of Net Assessment suggested that within a quarter of a century a modern’, technologically sophisticated
PLA would be able to defeat the U.S. military. This is
an outcome eagerly sought by General Chi, who is
presiding over the PLA modernization campaign.
RED

WEAPONS

MAGNATE

As the Washington Times pointed out, the PLA is
also “a multi-billion-dollar
international business empire”. A significant element of that business empire is
dedicated to producing and supplying weaponry to
anti-American governments in the Middle East.
While Chi was in Washington mouthing scripted
sound bites about “strategiccooperaticm” with the United
States, China and Iran were nearing completion of a
$4.5 billion arms deal which would send Xian FB-7
strike aircraft, Shenyang F-81 1M and Chengdu F-7
fighters, anti-ship missiles, and submarines to the
Middle Eastern terrorist state. Mark Yost of the Wall
Street Journal-Europe
noted that “China has sold
Iran approximately $3 BILLION in weapons over the
past few years and has transferred weapons technologies as well, helping Iran to build domestic industries
for producing missiles, helicopters and artillery.”
China has agreed to build two 300-megawatt nuclear
reactors in Iran which could be used to produce bombgrade material. The Chinese have also provided Iran
with 400 tons of chemical agents-some
of which, Yost
warned, “could be placed in warheads atop Chinesemade surface-to-surface
missiles that Iran has placed
along the Strait of Hormuz, through which one-fifth of
the world’s oil supply flows.”
The Syrian terror regime has also been a regular
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customer for Chinese weaponry. In June 1996, U.S.
intelligence sources discovered a Syria-bound shipment of Chinese military hardware that included guidante equipment for the Chinese-made M-l 1 surface-tosurface missile. Yost reported that “Chinese equipment may be involved in . . . an underground chemical/
biological weapons factory outside Damascus” similar
to a facility under construction IN LIBYA. The Clinton
Administration has been sanguine about China’s arms
sales to anti-American regimes. When the subject was
brought
up during Secretary
of State Warren
Christopher’s visit to China in November, State Department spokesman Nicholas Burns blithely replied,
“We cannot allow single issues to cancel diplomatic
contacts.”
Nor has the Administration’s ardor for a “strategic
partnership” with Communist China been diminished
by the red regime’s arms sales to domestic gangs in this
country. In May 1996, a Customs Service sting (codenamed “Operations Dragon Fire”) uncovered a Chinese
arms-smuggling ring that had supplied at least 2,000
Chinese-made AK-47s to street gangs in Northern Califomia.
At the center of the arms ring were three
companies operated by the Chinese Government:
Norinco and Poly Technologies, which are operated by
the PLA, and China Jingan, which is run by the “People’s
Armed Police”. The corporate leadership of Poly Technologies includes Col. He Ping, Communist Party head
Deng Xiaoping’s son-in-law.
According to arms broker Hammon Ku, who figured prominently in the ring, the Chinese Government
was completely supportive of the arms shipments to
American “gangs”. The AK-47 deal, according to Ku,
resulted in the promotion of Norinco plant Vice President Guo Cheng Kun. Kualsoofferedagents
posing as
arms buyers for American crime groups a variety of
high-tech weapons, including tanks, anti-tank rockets,
57-millimeter recoilless rifles, various types of machine guns, and Chinese-made replicas of Uzis and M16s.
Most chilling was Ku’s suggestion that the Chinese
arms network could provide criminal groups and domestic terrorists with hand-held rocket launchers and
surface-to-air missiles, known as “Red Parakeets”, “so
powerful that they could bring down a jumbo jet...” [II:
And have!] According to a criminal complaint filed
with the Customs Service, “Ku said that they could take
out a 747, that they were very hard to get and that they
were very effective.” [II: And so they HAVE, taken
out 747s that is.] This statement has an ominous
resonance in the wake of the yet-unsolved explosion of
TWA 800 last July.
In 1994, Bill Clinton supposedly banned the import
of Chinese guns and ammunition manufactured by the
PLA-run arms companies. However, in the aftermath
of Operation Dragon Fire, Clinton Administration
spokesmen took pains to downplay the involvement of
Red Chinese officials in the smuggling ring. When
asked by a reporter if China has been “a big source of
smuggled arms into the United States”, Deputy Attorney General Jamie Gorelick responded: “All I’m going
to say is that we consider this to be a very serious case.”
The State Department’s Nicholas Burps also dismissed
the significance of the PLA arms-smuggling operation:
“I don’t see why this needs to complicate U.S.-China
relations at all.”
Apparently, neither Chinese collaboration with
rogue states nor PLA contacts with domestic criminals
can significantly “complicate” the new “strategic partnership” between the U.S. and Communist China. The
intim& of that partnership was illustrated on February 6th of last year when Poly Group chairman Wang
Jun attended a reception in the White House. The
December 21st Washington Times reported that three
months after Wang’s White House visit, the Customs
Service investigation “was compromised by a media
leak [and] shut down prematurely”. [II: EiummnneCVaski@or, Times?? Is THIS the ‘Mooaie9 paper so
closely aligaed in business with Mr. Bush? Watch

out, readers, you are about to be short-sheeted again!)
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Retiring Defense Secretary William Perry, who has
cultivated contacts with China’s military for two decades, is a major architect of the new “strategic partnership”, and General Chi is not the first Red Chinese
military official whom Perry has taken to his bosom. In
August 1994, Perry invited General Xu Huizi to make
a discreet visit to the Pentagon’s War Room. It was Xu
who issued the order to massacre the Tiananmen Square
protesters that General Chi so competently carried out,
and-as with Chi’s visit last December-Xu’s visit was
timed to coincide with a congressional recess.
Just two months later, according to investigative
reporter Kenneth R. Timmerman, Perry “signed a
ground-breaking. military cooperation agreement with
Lt. Gen. Ding Henggao, chairman of COSTIND, China’s
Commission.on Science Technology and Industry for
National Defense.” COSTIND is in charge of testing
and development of all weapons for the PLA, as well as
industrial and military espionage.
As Timmerman
writes, “Gen. Ding is China’s top weapons scientist
and he commands China’s best spies.” It was Ding,
Timmerman continues, who “proposed to Perry that
they establish the U.S. -China Defense Conversion Cornmission to facilitate technology transfers from the U.S.
to China”. The October 1994 agreement established
that commission, although it has yet to be fully funded.
Perry’s penchant for General Ding created some
tensions within the Clinton Administration-not
because it has compromised our national security, but
because it forced the State Department to affect a
harder line toward the Red Chinese. A congressional
staffer informed Timmerman that by May 1993 uwe
began getting these calls from State, complaining about
[the Defense Department] and China. State was really
upset, because they were the ones who were supposed to
be squishy on China, andnow they were forced to take
a harder line....
State said Perry was the problem,
because he had a relationship with a Chinese general”-that
is, General Ding.
Although Perry will not be at the helm of the
Pentagon in the Clinton Administration’s second term,
he has handed off the appeasement baton to incoming
Secretary William S. Cohen (CFR). Cohen was briefed
about every aspect of General Chi’s Washington visit.
Furthermore, any concerns that Chi might have had
regarding the “stability” of U.S.-China relations were
probably allayed during a December 8th dinner at the
National Defense University during which Chi and
Perry enjoyed the company of FORMER SECRETARY
OF STATE AL HAIG (CFR), FORMER NATIONAL
SECURITY ADVISER BRENT SCOWCROFT (CFR),
JOSEPH NYE (CFR), and other GOP architects of
America’s pro-Red China policy.
STEPPED-UP
CRACKDOWN
Although apologists for the Establishment’s proChina “consensus” insist that the regime is moderating
its behavior, the evidence suggests just the opposite.
Kathy Chen reported in a September 13th Wall Street
Journal dispatch from Beijing that Chinese President
Jiang is seeking “to appoint himself as Mao’s titular
heir”. To that end, Jiang has engaged in an ideological
campaign intended to crack down on street crime and
poli&G nonconformity.
Reports Chen, “To quell dissent in the minority-dominated regions of Xinjiang and
Tibet, the government has cracked down on illicit
religious activities and rounded up people considered
to be troublemakers.”
Additionally, “The government
has begun choking China’s increasingly open channels
of information. [In early September] it blocked access
to as many as 100 sites on the Internet, including those
sponsored by major U.S. media.”

The Red Chinese regime also continues its petsecution of Christians who eschew state-controlled churches
in favor of authentic congregations.
Stan De Boe,
legislative assistant to Representative Christopher Smit
(R-NJ), told The New American, “In the last year, the
Chinese Government has cracked down on the underground churches. Hundreds of clergy and laity have
been arrested and sentenced to ‘reeducation through
labor’. Hundreds more have been beaten and tortured.
Their properties have been destroyed or confiscated.”
Notwithstanding all of this, Establishment “experts” on U.S.-China relations insist that the Chinese
regime has abandoned Communism. Karen Elliot House
(CFR), president of Dow Jones, insists that “China is
not motivated any longer by a messianic ideology or by
dreams of territorial conquest... China is no enemy in
economic terms. Rather, it is an apolitically authoritarian society that has chosen to adopt something like
America’s free-enterprise model-what Beijing calls a
‘market economy with socialist characteristics’.”
Similar sentiments were expressed by Harvard’s
Joseph Nye during an address at the April 1996 meeting
of the Trilateral Commission in Vancouver. According
to Nye, now that “Communism is essentially dead” in
the People’s Republic of China, the U.S. posture “ought
to be the one the Clinton Administration is trying to
express . . . which is the idea of constructive engagement.. . . “After all,” stated Nye, =We coald not
develop the diplomatic coalition to contain China
even if we tried. There is only one country that can
produce containment of China, and that’s China.”
“CONSTRUCTIVE

ENGAGEMENT”

It was in the interest of “constructive engagement”
with China that the Clintonites played host to General
Chi, compelling American troops to salute Chi during
his Pentagon visit and to endure an address from him at
West Point. It is in the interest of that policy that the
Administration facilitates the modernization of the
PLA, reacts with indifference to the PLA’s efforts to
create a fifth column within this country, and ignores
the Red Chinese Government’s persecution of Christians.
All of this is necessary, according to Warren Christopher, in order to advance “our common hopes and
interests”. It is because the American political elite
shares “common hopes and interests” with the Red
Chinese thugocracy that Secretary Perry felt no compunctions about introducing the bloodstained Chi as
“my colleague”.
[END OF QUOTING]
We have gone a long way past convenient space
limitations but let us consider a couple of things in
closing: (1) The bunch of thugs are already in total
cahoots; and (2) when Gen. Chi announces that there
were no Deaths at Tiananmen Square, he may be counting LIKE YOU AMERICANS DO. Remember the
Panama incident in which ONLY 19 PEOPLE WBRB
KILLED? Oh, but everybody forgot to count the THOUSANDS of Panamanians killed. Same thing in the Gulf
War debacle where only some 120 or so Americans
were killed so nobody in the U.S. considered it even a
war. Nobody seemed to remember that hundreds of
thousands of people were killed. And most of YOURS
killed were BY YOUR OWN HANDS.
Indeed, readers, the final major confrontations are
surely at hand. and if YOUare not urepared for this
circumstance, you will NOT make it-through.
Thank you for a long morning. Salu.
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The Four Horsemen

The Four Horsemen
Of The Apocalypse
The Fourth
(Green) Horseman
V, Section

The Fourth
World
Wilderness
Conference
The Fourth World Wilderness
Conference
was advertised
as a
world wide meeting to address global environmental
concerns, and
took place September 11 through 18,
1987, at Denver, Colorado. There
were about 1,500 in attendance, enthusiastic “greenies” such as Forest
Service Personnel (Smokies), the
Findhorn group, New Agers, etc.
However, the conference
was intended to set up a world conservation bank, an idea far over the heads
of most of the “greenies”, giving the
event the appearance of having been
purposely staged to suggest that if
had overwhelming support, Speakers at the conference were David
Rockefeller, Ed.mond de Rothschild,
James
Baker
III, I. Michael
Sweatman, Maurice Strong, and Gra
Harlan Brundtland. Ms. Brundtland
presented a report she had been requested to make by the United Nations on the “conditions
in the
world”. She reported the conditions
were terrible and that what war
needed was a conservation bank. Hei
report also set the stage for unlim.
ited enactments to take over ecology
environmental
and pollution law!
throughout the world. In the opin
ion of George Hunt, a business con
sultant who happened to attend as a
volunteer driver for the speakers al

3
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Of The Apocalypse

Editor’s
note:
The beginning of this series,
Article I, Section I, appeared in the l/16/96 CONTACT
on page 14; Article I, Section 2 appeared in the
lLZ.VM
CONTACT on page 13; Article 11, Section 1
appeared in the 2/20/96 issue on p. 4; Article II,
Section 2 appeared in the 3112196 issue on p. 16;
Article III, Section 1 appeared in the 4/P/96 issue
on p. 15; Article
III, Section 2 appeared in the
5121196 issue on p. 39; Article III, Section 3 appeared
in the .5/28/96 issue on p. 15; Article IK Section 1
was in the 7/30/96 issue on p.2; Article Iy Section 2
was in the 816196 iSSUe On p. 2; Article r/: Section 1
was in the g/13/96 issue on p.l;Article r! Section 2
was in the l/14/97 issue on p.8. ZfeR we continue
with Nora’s research on the Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse.

Article
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the conference, the Brundtland Report is the precipitating event for putting the entire scheme iat0 effect.
Her report was not distributed at the conference and
Mr. Hunt was unable to obkn’a copy. As he said, the
report “went underground” (Ref.: Bulletin to Restore
the Constitution, 2/88 issue). It should be remembered
here that over the years since the 1960s many laws,
lies, promotions and conferences had preceded this one
and prepared the way for it. Not surprihgly
the same

ing at a college level; I have taught business management at a college level; I have 25 years of business
experience, and for the last 19 years, I have been engaged as an entrepreneur of my own business, called
Medical Resources.
I go into businesses, analyze their operations and
deduce what is wrong with them. I take all of the variables into account that I see in a business and come
out with a diaenosis that is correct for their business
in order to save their business. In other words, I’m a

..-__----~-.--~~~~~~
businessdoctor

When I heard the undertones and the nuances and
the double entendres that were going on in the speeches
at this congress, I knew that there was a conspiracy,
where others might have just had the words pass over
their head. gome things were being said at this congress which were not true, because conservation is antipathy to growth and development.
Treasury Secretary James Baker said that “conservation required
growth and development.” Conservation and economits are mutually

exclusive,

as we have unfoflunately

nameskeeppopping up.

learned.
Then when I saw the World Bankers at the ConMr. Hunt became alarmed at the proceedings and
gave two intekews
to talk show host Allan Dale of gress,and a UN Undersecretary General and a SecreKR)JN, San Antonio, Texas, October 1987. The inter- tary General, with whom I had dinner one night, and
views were a week apart, during which time KRNN the Rothschilds and David Rockefeller, and the Secrereceived a threatening phone call saying that, “if you tary of the Treasury and so on, I said to myself, “Why
The
bring George Hunt on the air again, you’ll live to re- are they suddenly interested in conservation?
gret it.” Two weeks after the second interview, the World Bankers are among the ones who have destroyed
the rainforests down in Brazil.” If you look at the hisstation was bought out and Allan Dale lost his job.
The following is taken from material provided to tory of the World Bank under Robert S. MacNamara
me by George Hunt. It is several excerpts from his (he’s the one who designed the Vietnam War), he left
interview with Charles Wheeling regarding the Fourth the Vietnam War in 1967 and went over to World
Bankdom where he eventually became the President of
World Wilderness Conference. Quote:
the World Bank. MacNamara set up massive loans that
were given without the permission of the American
Part I, The World Conservation Bank
Hunt: I was uniquely suited to understand the na- people. Yes, there was a token rubber stamp by Conture of the business transactions being discussed at this gress for these massive loans to go through our World
conservation congress because I have taught account- Bank system into the hands of Brazil and Mexico and
the other Latin American
and African countries, but
we don’t really know how
those monies were spent,
and to whom they were
paid and for what projects.
One project that the
monies were spent on in
Brazil was a highway connecting the inner parts of
Brazil with the coast.
That highway still does
not function properly from
A Collection of Research Articles which appeared
what I understand. It was
in the weekly PHOENIX LIBERATOR
and CONTACT Newspapers
designed poorly, and it
under the heading of Nora’s Research Corner from
floods when the rains
l/28/92 through 4127193.
come. It is not dependable. Billions of money
were spent on that. Billions were spent on dams
work.
don’t
that
Rainforests were lashed
down and ruined, and our
oxygen-generating
areas
of the world were decimated by the very people
who were saying that they
wanted to “save our ecology, save our biospheres
and keep the world safe for
mankind.”
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Order by mail or phone: credit card phone orders to l-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover); Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors,
Inc., P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas,
Nevada 89 126. Please send $6.00 plus $2.50 for shipping& handling; Nevadaresidents,
please add 7% sales tax.

Back to the
Hunt:
World Bank. Well, under
Robert S. MacNamara’s
leadership in the 196Os, an
amassing of, today, $1.1
trillion dollars in ,debt and
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accrued interest, most of which cannot be paid back by
these poor little Third World countries, has accumulated
Four-hundred-billion
dollars of this, according to
David Rockefeller, who says that “nearly four hundred
billion in debt is owed to a number of commercial
banks,” including his own bank, Chase Manhattanaccording to a Brazilian with whom I spoke and who
confided with me on the true Brazilian situation, there
is no way that Brazil can pay these back. These loans
are uncollectible.
Now most of this money is owed to the United
States’ banking system. I understand that we have S 150
billion in equity in our banks that can absorb the shock
of the first $150 billion dollars that is written off. But
after that first $150 billion dollars is written off,
Charles, the next $750 billion dollars, or whatever the
true figure is, will come out of the depositors’ hands
in the banks because their bank equity cushions cannot sustain those losses.
We have been propelled by the World Bank, in our
United States economy here, so that either way we lose.
If we do not have a World Conservation Bank established as a result of this congress that I attended, to
“take out” this debt and refinance it, using the world’s
wilderness lands as collateral, our U.S. (and world)
economies will collapse.
We are at the point of collapse now. The banking
authorities who investigate banks are hammering our
United States banks right now and saying, “You have
to write off this debt. This is uncollectible. The loans
have gone into non-accrual, and the countries have already admitted that they cannot repay, and you have to
write this debt off.” They cannot write the debt off, or
we will go into financial collapse. The bank is evil,
but we have to have it. Either way we lose.
They plan to create a super-super World Bank
which will absorb all the debts that the World Bank
has created. Every bank has to have a capital base. It
might be the equity that shareholders who start the bank
pump into the bank and say, “Here’s a hundred thousand from me and a hundred thousand for this guy,
and let’s loan it out and get this bank going.”
Well, the collateral in this bank is going to be
34% of the Earth’s land surface! Michael Sweatman,
who is designated the World Conservation Bank President, and I had lunch together with the Rothschilds. I
said, “Michael, I have analyzed what I’ve heard in this
congress up to this point and, at this point, I cannot
see how this bank can survive. I, an accountant,
always look for an “earnings engine” in the capital
statement of the bank’s balance sheet. Something
has to produce interest, dividends, and other earnings to keep the bank running and pay the employees and so on, and I don’t see it in this bank. I see
collateralization
for the capital basis coming from
worthleas wilderness lands (and that’s why they are
wilderness lands, because nobody can get any economic order out of it). What’s going on Michael?Sweatnan said, uWe’reworking on that* I said,
“You don’t have an answer as tq how this bank is going to survive and you’re going to the IMF-World Bank
Congress at the end of this month?”
I laid out my fears to Sweatman in earshot of
the others at the table where we were sitting, and I
received confirmation from a person-1 cannot say
their name, but they confirmed that my suspicions
were correct.
*

1

*

*

*

Hunt: “We have the only dollar that’s worth anything,” is what Rothschild is going to tell the United
States economists. “The World Conservation dollar is
the only dollar that’s worth anything because it’s the
only one that’s capitalized and has value behind it.”
But you people know as of this meeting that there’s
no value in wilderness lands. And you also know as of
this meeting that there is no earnings engine in the
World Conservation Bank. In other words, it is a
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fraudulent bank.
Remember when Esau said to Jacob, “I’m really
hungry and I want some of that pottage that you have
there.” And Jacob said, “Will you give me your birthright for it?” That was the first known asset swap.
That was a countertrade
transaction,
and through
“countertrade”
(swapping debts and liabilities),
Rothschild and his bevy of bankers are going to debtswap and countertrade against the United States citizens. Every one of us, every city, every town, every
state, every bit of wealth is going to be countertraded
(anonymously) out of the country and into the Royal
Bank of Canada, which is the collection basin for the
American [Continent] swapping activities.
They are going to come around and say, “You can’t
pay your mortgage and you’re down on your knees, and
you’re going to lose your farm? Here, take a World
Conservation Bank loan, Five years before the first
payment. The payments are low; it’s only 3% interest,
and you’ll be helping Mother Earth.” And that’s another aspect of this thing-a
“religious pride” thing.
Hitler came around touting “The Fatherland”.
Well,
we are going to hear something even bigger than that.
These guys are going to sell this World Conservation
Bank as something that is helping Gaia, Mother
Earth, because there’s a Mother Earth religious cult
coming out of this thing too.
Wheeling: You went to a “wilderness congress”
and suddenly discovered James Baker, who is the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States of America;
Mr. David Rockefeller, who has been rather out of the
news for the last two or three years, but suddenly appears at a “Wilderness Congress”; Mr. Edmond de
Rothschild, one of the foremost bankers of the world,
appears there’?
What I hear you saying is that it’s a Big Cover for
a plan to “save the wealth of the wealthy.” Is that
what’s going on here?
Is it that the powerful people in the world, beyond
any philanthropic feelings or motives they might have,
is it that the powerful, wealthy people of the world have
designed a plan that will save their wealth and power7
Is that what I hear you saying?
Hunt: Yes. The World Conservation Bank is going to be the “Decoupling Mechanism” for the wealthy
to disengage themselves from capitalism and “go to the
back of the bank”, so to speak, become the creditors of
the bank, and then wind up as the world’s Dictators.
* *
PART

* * *

II-CURRENCY

MATTERS

Hunt: “Soft currencies can be created by this bank,
and converted into hard currencies. That is, we can be
debt-swapped (soft currency for hard assets) by the
people who control the World Conservation Bank and
the finances of Brazil against what the U.S. has left in
its treasuries (which isn’t very much). They can take
soft currency, created by an enactment, and trade it for
goods and services from the United States. They will
pay us in the soft currency, and the soft currency will
become “de facto” hard currency in the United States,
creating terrific inflation for us.
We will have a world-currency dollar that’s under
the manipulation of the Rothschilds because, as you
probably know, the Rothschild family sets the price of
gold in London. And now the price of gold will b : a
determinant on the value of the currencies, as of the
June 1988 economic summit in Canada.
The Rothschild family also owns the Eastern oil, and the
Rockefellers own the Western oil, and oil [prices] will be a
determinant in this basket of goods in the new cunency systern.
So we now have families that are directly controlling our
currency. The Rothschilds said 150 years ago, Whoever
controls the currency of the country, controls the wealth of
the people at& therefore, controls the people.”
Wheeling: The economy here will collapse. It’s onlv a
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matter of time and it’s a matter of de&n,
Agentlemanwithwhomiwastalkingafewweelcsago,
after some lengthy discussion said, “I’m Camuban. I’m on
assignment over here on your side of the border. I work for
the Canadian Treasury. There’s new money, you know. We
have it all printed. It’s in the vaults and in wa&nues in
Canada.”
Hunt: Hmmm,Canada. TheRoyalBankofCanada?
Wheeling: I’m trying to put all of this conversation together with what I’m hearing you say this evening. This
gentlemansaidthat”Americansdidnot
havetheexpertiseor
the experience to print colored currency and that it was being
printedbycontractinCatuu4hadbeenprinted,andispresently being held in large warehouses, awaiting the proper
time for distribution.”
Hunt: The next thing we are going to listen to is Baron
Edmond de Rothschild. This-is going to be called the New
Magna MS
World Bank program. According to a
slide presentation at the conference, these enactments are
going to be given the title of “The New Magna Carta”. The
“Old Magna Cart” gave Baronial land rights to Barons in
England;TheNewMagnaCartawillgiveBaroniallsndrights
to the world for Baron Edmond de Rothschild, or so it was
implied.
We’re going to now hear Baron Edmond de
Rothschild,
owner of “Banque Privee Edmond de
Rothschild” of Geneva, Switzerland, announce the creation of the International World Conservation Bank.
It will include a Second Marshall Plan (that’s going to
bail us out here in the United States); it’s going to include a Third World Debt Relief refinance program,
and it’s going to include a new world currency system.
Let’s hear Baron Edmond de Rothschild...
Baron Edmond de Rothschild: Perhaps this might
be the keynote of what you have heard today and what,
perhaps, you might like in some, perhaps, amended
form to help put forward: “At this Conference, recognizing the needs to protect our ecological and environmental heritage within the concept of the World
Wilderness Congress, World Wildlife Fund and all
other bodies involved in the preservation of life on our
planet. We ask the Prime Minister of Norway, Gro
Harlem Brundtland, as one of the world’s leaders of a
Greatly Respected Community [ed.: the Elite], to be
the promoter of this International Conservation Bank.
I have a report which has been widely circulated to
World Leaders. She could follow up this report with
the recommendations to promote a Second Marshall
Plan, a Third World Debt Relief and Finance (currency
and loans) for a stable development.”
Hunt: That’s it, folks. Those three pronouncements have set in motion a one-world economic system with the United Nations becoming the legislative
congress; the Royal Bank of Canada being the banker,
the Federal Reserve, of the world; and the Dictators of
the world being that hub of people in London. London
is the creator of the ills of mankind, I have learned,
and the Commonwealth countries are the ones that have
done us in.
Comment from the audience: Some people might
wonder, if it’s ‘a matter of public record, why people
don’t catch on to what’s going on. The problem is
that the finances that were involved in all these balance sheets are so astronomical that people don’t understand. Newspaper reporters sit through these sessions and don’t catch on. Rothschild speaks and he
says, “This must be the best for us.” The average listener does not understand what’s involved in these financial transactions.
And by the time we do understand, it will be too late. That’s why they can make it a
matter of public record and still get away with things
like this. (Yes.)
Wheeling: Have any of the American businessmen in the United States caught on to this? Or is there
nothing they can do? Or are they just pawns under the
Rockefeller system?
Hunt: They’re pawns under the Rockefeller system. As it says in The Denver Post, David Rockefeller
addressed the Council on Foreign Relations of Denver
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on Monday. He spoke on Sunday at the congress and
addressed the Council on Foreign Relations on Monday. Most of the U.S. industrial leaders are represented
on the Council on Foreign Relations. It is a group of
individuals and corporations that have sworn allegiance
to the Babylonian money system that we have in the
U.S. They’ll go along with anything that happens.
Unquestionably.
Wheeling: There are very close ties between the
CFR (the Council on Foreign Relations) and the Trilateral Commission?
Hunt: Yes.
Wheeling:
And the historic plans and ideals of
the Illuminati.
These are facts. (Hunt nods his head
in agreement.)
Hunt: What I personally believe is that the old
money system that we have, that we carry around right
now in our billfold and in our pockets and purses, is
going to be recalled, as they recalled the French Francs
after World War II. They recalled the old money and
issued new money.
A re-issuance of currency will shake out a lot of
cocaine dealers that are stashing money aside. The
only way that they can get the new currency will be to
turn in all of their old money and get it converted into
new money. Old money would become “verboten”.

an Elitist matter.” Let’s play that:
Lang: “ . ..when the auditor finally gets his hands
into the balance sheet. I suggest, therefore, that this
be sold not through a democratic process. That would
take too long and devour far too much of the fun , to
educate the ‘cannon fodder’, unfortunately which populates the Earth. We have to take almost an Elitist Program that we can see beyond the swollen bellies, and
look to the future in time frames, and in results, which
are not easily understood or which can be, with intellectual honesty, be reduced down to some simplistic
definition.. .”
Hunt: Okay? Next, we will hear David Lang again.
He wants to set up the fraudulent situation to create
additional currency to help the developed countries
seem to be paying off their loans. Go ahead.
Lang: “I suggest that we create an additional capital base so that the income in local currencies, from
that capital base, could be used without encroaching
on other capital. Those obviously are very high ideals, and maybe they’re not realizable. But I fear that,
if you don’t strive for that as your objective, that all
the good will, all the good wishes, and all the good
money will very quickly come to nothing. Thank you.”
Hunt: What I hear him saying is this: The Bank
has a lendable capital base. It has derived its value
from all the world wilderness lands. The lands are the
“capital basis” for the countries to use for their currency and working capital to get the countries running
again. And then Lang suggests that additional currency, beyond the capital base, be created in the amount
of the interest and loans that is to be paid off by these
countries (Note: (presently $1.1 trillion), to give the
Bank an appearance of profitability.
But the Bank won’t be profitable.
It’s a scam, a
“Ponzi scheme”. I know it’s obscure and esoteri~cult
to comprehend-but I was able to catch on to that.
It seemed to me that the outsiders and conserva-

*

*

*

*

*
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tidnists there did not comprehend what was truly being enacted. I spoke to one of the reporters of a large
newspaper. And while I was sitting with him, I said,
“Have you caught on yet to what’s really going on at
this congress?” He said, “What do you mean?” I said,
“Don’t you realize that there is.a one-world dollar that.
is being set up right in front of us?” ‘He said, “No, I
missed it.” So I explained to him;using accounting
“T” accounts, how the capitalization of the bank and
how currencies are going to be created, and he said,
“Is that really going on’?” Well, I saw him a few weeks
ago, and he still really couldn’t figure it out...so... (End
quoting.)
A map showing the designated Wilderness Areas
marked for takeover is attached [See map below]. It
was taken from the Bulletin, Com)nittee to Restore the
Constitution, February 1988 issue.
Please note the heavy plans for Siberia, the Sahara
Desert, South America, Central Australia and Northern Canada. Do not let the lack of “circles, loops and
shaded areas” in the U.S. part of the map fool you.
There are other means now in place for confiscating
Wilderness Areas in the United States. (Ref.: The
Greening, by Larry Abraham with Franklin Sanders,
Soundview Publications, Atlanta, Georgia, 1993 .)
George Hunt has prepared a video tape on his interview with Mr. Wheeling which includes slides taken
at the Fourth Wilderness Conference and much more
information on the nature-cult religion, which is a part
of the plans. He has also collected important material
on the environmental movement and is available for
some public lectures.
Write to him at 95 Camino
Bosque, Salina Star Route, Boulder, CO 80502. Call
(303) 4498781 for information and prices.
Copies of the Bulletin may be obtained from the
Committee to Restore the Constitution, P.O. Box 986,
Ft. Collins, CO 80522; (303) 484-2575.

Hunt: The Bank really isn’t going to be receiving
real money from Brazil and the other debtor countries,
as we will hear from the David Lang tape, but they’ll
have the appearance of being solvent. When
goes bankruot. most of the mortgages of the world will
have been secretlv countertraded and debt-swaooed into
the World Conservation Bank.
People who haven’t been able to make the mortgages on their Alabama Savings & Loan mortgage, for
example, will debt-swap their Alabama Savings & Loan mortgage for a World Conservation Bank mortgage.
The World Conservation Bank, to put it
THESE ARE THE DESIGNATED WILDERNESS LANDS (circles, loops and shaded areas)
succinctly, is going to own mortgages on all
of the wealth of nations throughout the whole
world. And when the bank goes bankrupt,
which I believe it will, the Creditors of the
Bank, as is done in international law, will
move into the bank, take over its operation
and seize all notes and accounts receivable
owed to that Bank, which are your mortgages
and my mortgage and the wealth of nations.
The cities won’t be able to pay their
debts. They are going to get deeper and
deeper into debt to the World Conservation
Bank, so the Creditors of the Bank will own
New York City; they’ll own Boulder, Colorado; they’ll own Birmingham, Alabama.
The Creditors will move in and take over all
those mortgages.
The very wealthy, the
Wealthy Elite of the World, will countertrade
bad World Conservation dollars in for. the
claims on the real wealth of nations. And
when the bank goes bankrupt, we (the Debtors) will wind up serving the ex-Capitalists
today.
No. of
Wilderness
Percent
Total
Wheeling:
The people who pull the
Continent
Areas
Wild
(Sq. Km.1
(Sq. Km.)
strings.
Antarctica
2
13,208,983
13.340.ooo
99.0%
Hunt: Yes, the people who pull the
27.2%
Asia
306
1I ,863,977
43.608.000
strings. The World Conservation Bank will
Africa
437
9,177,662
30,335,000
30.3%
be used as a decotmlintr mechanism for the
89
25.349.000
35.5%
North America
9.006,653
JElitelCaDitalists to become Socialists. It’s
South America
17.611,OOO
24.0%
91
4.222.698
a dirty trick.
94
Oceania a
2.666.315
8,923,OOO
29.9%
We’ve now got the weird experience of
Europe h
741,011
10,498,000
7.1%
31
listening to David Lang, personal friend of
I. Michael Sweatman, who according to his
WORLD
50.887.299
149.664,000
34.0%
1,050
comments considers himself to be an Elitist.
He says that the “cannon fodder which unb
fortunately populates the Earth doesn’t rea Includes all of Australia. New Zealand, and New Guinea.
Includes European USSR and three arctic islands.
ally need to get involved in this Bank. It’s
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Your
Hilarion:Focusing
Emotional(Heart)Desires
Editor 'S note: The following writing is by
the Ascended Master known as Hilarion of the
Fifth Ray, the Emerald (green) Ray ofHealing,
among the seven great ‘Rainbow Masters”
communicating at this time to help us through
Earth-Shan ‘s
planetary
transition
and
rebalancing.
In Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW
MASTERS, Hilarion says:
‘Man- needs the example of imperfection,
that he can relate to perfection.
Do not
suddenly sit on thy pedestal and proclaim
achieved
perfection.
Seek, rather, to be
per$ected
by that Wondrous Energy that
As you are perfected
comes from Perfection.
within, the Light wiN radiate without. Know
perfection as the graces of the Great Spirit,
and seek them.
“Judge not how far thy brother has
progressed:
look within at thy own degree of
Wrap thyself
progressandmove
everforward.
in the Protection of that Perfection, that the
evil brotherhood
is kept without.
Darkness
cannot invade thy presence in Light, unless
thee allow of it.
“Doyou not see that ifit werepossible to be
humanly perfect, there would be no need for
Divine Perfection?
If it were possible
to
contain God on Earth, outside of thee, there
would be no need to pursue Heaven. ”
See Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW
MASTERS, for more background on this
important
group
of teadhers, plus earlier
writings by them. Rffer to the Back Page for
Journal ordering information.

1/25/97
Good afternoon, my friend. It is I,
Hilarion, ofthe Emerald Ray ofcreator’s Spectrum of Light-Thought projection. I have come
this day that a needed message be penned for
there are many in need of THE TRUTH
regarding the nature of their current condition.
Many are faced with the bombardments of
the physical environment at this time. One
major way of distracting a person is to get them
focused on the physical body in which they are
housed. You are being bombarded from every

at this time and, for
direction imaginable
some, these directions are UN-imaginable. Let
us simply list a few of these serious distractions:

(1) Your food supplies are depleted of the
necessary nutrients.
(2) You are being attacked with various
lethal viruses that, on top of the physical
dangers and discomforts, cause further mental anxiety (FEAR!) of the possibilities that
you or a loved one “might” contract such a
disease.

(3) Your medical doctors lack true healing
knowledge, and thus the treatments lack depth
and understanding,

and thus fail in most cases.

(4) You are being heavily attacked with
electronic“pulse” weapons that cause disiupted
sleep, so that no matter how much sleep you
get, you never seem quite rested.

Throughout all ofthis, you ones attracted to
these messages are trying to maintain a focus on
the spiritual aspect of “why” you might be
there.

I have been asked ‘to assist in the
understanding of who you are and the purpose
of the physical experience. I am known as the
Healer because the frequency and wavelength
of my energy field most often will cause a

Treating the body in this case is of little-to-no
value unless and until the MIND is in a balanced

mental state AND the HEART is in a balanced
emotional state. There is an important distinction to be emphasized here: Ones can MENTALLY tell themselves to heal-BUT-if
the
HEART is in conflict, the healing shall not
occur. IT IS POSSIBLEFOR ONES TO HEAL
ANY CONDITION THAT AILS THEM E
THERE IS TRUE HEART DESIRE TO DO
SO!
Many will simply say that they do not wish
to die-yet
they will, in actuality, create a
condition in which they will suffer for years and
be a burden for others as they fight with a
mental desire (USUALLY FEAR OF DEATH)
to live and an emotional desire to escape the
pain.
When these ones can learn to forgive
themselves with the heart, and not with the
mouth, they will begin to turn around the
condition in which they find themselves, and
the miraculous healing will have begun!
This condition is becoming a Dlanue on
your Dlaaet at this time and will continue to
grow in the coming vears due to the imDact
of that which is to come-from
the nrocess of
the cleansinp of the Dlanet herself.

You live on a Sentient, Living Being who
within others of the Heart Energy
Center. I only CAUSE the triggering; the has a right to mentally and emotionally heal
person or entity will do the rest if it is to be herself of the “cancers” that have been allowed
to fester and grow. She will not be denied this
done at all.
The GREATEST killer of mankind is the right, and those who cannot withstand the
inner mental programming of the mind. Put in cleansing process (a frequency shift into a
other terms for clarification: Man creates and higher dimensional existence) shall be the
holds onto the past pains, and allows them to ones who will not survive the impact of this
grow until they literally manifest in the physi- shift!
This will, in effect, he a lot like what your
cal. For example: Ones will hold onto the pain
of past emotional trauma that resulted from the biological scientists call Natural Selection,
“lost” love that they felt for another. They wherein only the strongest survive. In this case
continue to grind on this past emotional trauma it will be only the strongest emotionally ,and
until it manifests in the physical domain as an mentally-those
who have their heart and mind
“incurable” cancer. The condition may even in balance enough to keep up with the frerespond-at
first- to treatments, but it will quency shifts. The chaos of unbalance will not
come back stronger than ever, for you have be tolerated. Those who ref&e to pursue the
decided that you do not want to get better personal responsibility of BALANCING their
and that you, somehow, need to punish self. thoughts and actions, and thereby maintain the
The only way for this type of condition to be emotional wattage (power) that they give these
healed is from the’ inside (inner mind). out. unbalanced. thoughts, will simpti weed them-

triggering
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selves from the play!
The choice is always left up to the individual
in these cases. Each must make their own
choice as to what is the more important heart
desire:
(1) to grow beyond what you are this day
and explore further your potential as a
souled being; or
(2) to succumb, as you are, without knowing what you could have accomplished if you
had chosen to overcome the limitations that you
have placed upon self.

brings us to a most important point: What
comes first: the thought or the emotion?
EMOTION IS ENERGY!
Emotion is the energy that precipitate: :he
thought! Emotion has potential that is focused
with the thoughts, Thus,’ you will have greater
success in healing if you can become impassioned about the healing. When you feel “down
and depressed” over your condition, you are
utilizing very basic (low frequency) emotional energy. This energy is NOT very conducive to healing!

THE PHOENIX
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Returning
now to ‘the point I was
of this
introducing
at the beginning
writing: the ones who are trying to control
your societies are aware that if they can
keep you in an off-balanced condition, with
great mental distractions which precipitate
these lower emotional states, then they will
This same general phenomena applies to keep you sick, mentally stressed, and thus in
ALL your choices in life, regardless of whether a drained condition that is most conducive
or not it is a terminal disease or going through to the suggestive nature of their mind-conabusive relationships, one after another. Unless trol techniques.

Keep in mind that the journeys of the
soul are infinite and that you will again be
faced with the same choice, again, in upcoming experiences and you will have to face
the inner battle, again and again, until you
can find a deeper purpose in making a more
daring choice.

and until you decide that you have punished self
enough, you will continue to subject self to
these tortures.
WHO, exactly, might you think would help
you to stay in this state of self punishment? The
adversary (that which is in opposition to Creator God) knows that he cannot be victorious
and behaves somewhat like an immature child in
that, if he cannot win, then he will make the
game as difficult for everyone as possible.
What causes you to hold on to these past
pains and traumas. 9 Why is it that you can
MENTALLY
see the absurdity of doing so, yet you cannot seem to EMOTIONALLY break free?

Could it be that you are lying to self and
holding onto a fallacy that only exists in your
mind-or
heart? You must get honest with
yourself! This is done by looking within and
seeing yourself as you REALLY are, and NOT
how you “think” that you are.
For example, we see those who will run
around loudly complaining about others, such
as how this or that person gossips too much,
etc. Yet, all the while, these complainers do not
ever stop to notice that they do the same EXACT thing which they claim to despise in these
others.
Ifyou are not willing to confront your SELF,
then you are insuring that you will be repeating
the same unbalanced conditions over and over
again. These experiences are for SELF discovery! God knows your inner potential. It is
YOU who do not realize it, for you are too busy
with your emotional guilt and mental anxieties
to realize that these are the challenges that you
have to face in order to grow into the
responsibility of the position as a Co-Creator in
the infinite expanse of everything that is.
HEALING BEGINS WITH THE ‘HEART
DESIRE TO DO SO! This is the emotional
feeling that precedes the mental desire. This

You can override these traps when you
realize that you do not have to dwell long
in these lower emotional states. DO allow the
honest emotional reactions to a situation to
play out, but DO NOT dwell, for very long,
down in those low frequency depressions.
For instance, you ones have heard that
“laughter is the best medicine!” Why can this
be quite true?
When you laugh, you are altering (raising) the frequency of not just your brain
waves, but of every cell in your body! This, in
turn, will allow for better, more efficient
communication among ALL of the various parts
and systems in the body.
The body will begin to operate more effrciently and you will begin to eliminate the toxins, poisons, and other foreign agents that
will otherwise accumulate due to poor communication between the various organ-coordinating energy centers of the body.
It is like revving up an internal combustion
engine (like your automobile motor) and
blowing out the carbon deposits that will
otherwise just sit there and accumulate around
the cylinder walls and exhaust ports, to the
continual detriment of engine performance. In
a mechanical sense, you can think of the revving-up process as akin to “raising the frequency” of the engine.
There shall come a time when you ones
will not feel much like laughing about anything. You must effort to keep in mind that
the upcoming,
massive cleansing cycle is as
When your planet
natural as sneezing.
sneezes, coughs, and otherwise shakes with
the tremors of a fever, she is doing this out
of a NATURAL healing cycle that will lead
herback into balance.
YOU may perceive
this as a very destructive occurrence, but let
me assure you that it is quite necessary and

quite bemfwial

in

the long run.
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When you are sick and trying to rid yourselves of a viral infection, do you give consideration to the very germs or conditions that
allow for this sickness to persist? If the raising
of your body temperature a few degrees, for a
short period of time, will burn out the viral
infestation, is it not acceptable to do so without
regard for the well-being of the life forms
(viruses) causing the conditions that allow for
the disease to grow?
Your planet shall have the balance that she
seeks, for she is entering a high-frequency light
field (what you ones have named “The Photon
Belt”) that will help facilitate this healing and
transformation. In the process, those who are
adding to the problem (by not putting their
houses in order) shall be “out of sync” with
the cleansing and will, in effect, remove themselves from the playing field.
Remaining in ignorance will not be acceptable, either, because the emotional frequency
and vibration of “fear that is borne out of
ignorance” shall likewise cause these ones to
remove themselves from the playing field.
Under the purging conditions
of this
high-frequency
light
field, holding onto
ANY lower-frequency
emotions will cause
a very rapid deterioration
in the physical
body. Thus ones will have to deal with these
lower emotions in short order. Noticeable
deterioration will take place in a matter of
weeks instead of vears!

Please know that you CAN survive the
upcoming changes. You will have to learn to
release the garbage (the emotional baggage)
that you hold onto so closely.
You will need to be more consciously aware
of how YOUR emotional state affects your
health-as well as affecting the health of others
AND the very planet upon which you live.
These emotional energies are focused with the
mind and can add to or subtract from those
around you.
The general, overall result is a collective
frequency or tonal vibration of the planet
and her occupants.
You EACH contribute
to this overall average and you EACH have a
choice in whether you add to or subtract
from this average.

Find something that you can be thankful for
and happy about, and you will have taken the
first steps toward healing. Get impassioned
about something worth living for, and you will
almost undoubtedly heal. Keep up the “woe
is me” attitude, and you will almost certainly
create a condition that is most unpleasant.
Choose wisely that upon which you focus
your emotional energies for you will ALWAYS manifest your HEART’S desire! Your
actions will always reflect this desire.
I am the Cohan of the Emerald Ray. I am
Hilarion, teacher and wayshower. I come in
the Radiance of Creator’s One Light, which
is Infinite and Eternal. Blessings to you all,
from my heart to yours! Salu.
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say, “but he is African!” Oh, I ask you-but who is
Maurice Strong, his right-hand man on reform of the
United Nations7 Yes, we certainly have written about
him in the past few weeks. Kofi Annon was educated in
the United States, attended McAllister college/universitv in Minnesota and has become an advocate for
making the United Nations WORK. But with such as
Maurice Strong in the real POWER SPOT, how do you
think he will accomplish this task? Further, without
the U.S. paying its dues, along with Russia who is also
far behind, HOW CAN YOU HAVE A FUNCTIONING
BODY? And further, why don’t people who know these
players get information as to alternative financing
possibilities TO THESE MEN? And no, I certainly DO
NOT mean to Maurice Strong.
Where better to utilize a Grandfathered “Grandma”
contract than at the United Nations? They (the U.N.)
wouldn’t even have to come against the U.S. Treasury.
They could get the thing backed by a consortium of all
countries and utilized quite nicely through the Federal
Reserve Banking system. Just one contract would be
more than abundant cover of the U.S. outstanding debt
and give the next years of problems, relief. I fail to see
your problem as to offering some good advice to that
which allows a way THROUGH the maze of problems
because everyone IN THE WORLD does not want Total
demise of a world-it
is actually only a tiny, tiny
handful of political aspirants. And, further, the only
thing that will destroy them more quickly than you-is
to collapse everything, including the economy. This
kind of communication, however, has to be shared with
such as Mr. Annon from someone disconnected to his
current restrictive process that he recognizes all too
well, even as he is being further locked within the trap
of this spider’s den.
The same with Nigeria. Dr. Okilo actually did have
access to one of these “contracts” and guess what? He
gave it on to others in his organization, like Timothy
Binder, et al. Well, these are only copies and, without
attention and cooperation, they are worthless, as the
Treasury will tell you. Ah, but how do the players gain
privatization of such products as is the Bonus Contract
when it is already totally and securely privatized?
Well, as with the taking of three corporations, they try
to divert the corporations which may be involved-for
themselves, and try, as well, other tricks when there
would be plenty if no tricks were played AT ALL.
Where do you think Bush came by all the “silent
funding” to buy up the world’s gold reserves?
It goes far deeper than this, however, for you will
find before we are through outlaying information that
the BANKS around the world are the major shapeshifter money thieves. Moreover, it becomes important
to get some collateral back into the banks to JUST PAY
PEOPLE WHO HAVE PLACED ASSETS WITH THE
BANKS. ALL AROUND THE WORLD-TRILLIONS
OF DOLLARS ARE MISSING FROM BANKS. Oh yes
indeed, we can even publish, AND WILL DO SO,
account numbers. I suggest you not think the local
banker will confirm such “misplaced” accounts-but
they are there, they exist, and the banks are in real big
trouble as are the politicians and controllers who ripped
off you-the-people.
So who has control? The World
Bank, of course, as a facade for the dirty tricks and badfaith dealings. [Please see Nom’s Research Corner
related article, on p. 23.1 So? But what would you say
about Nigeria, for example? Lots, but I would start
with the World Bank’s DEMANDS to Nigeria if Nigeria would survive. Will the leadership of Nigeria “sellout” all resources? Well, of course that is a, probably
decided already, eventuality.
But you still might ask what we would offer Dr.
Okilo who is headed back to Nigeria, THROUGH ENGLAND? He has already been “offered” and he passed
on the offer. This was met by a stone-wall attack by the
George Green Brigade, so where are we today? What
difference does it make? NONE, as to the court cases,
but LOTS to the people of Nigeria, Africa.
E. J. spent long hours on the phone, just yesterday,

NewWorldD,isorder
On SuDerbowl
Sundav
J

1
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SUPER
BOWL,
SUPER SUNDAY,
SUPER
DISTRACTION

MANIPULATION
OF A SPECIES
Watch what you do! Watch and listen to what you
think! If you are honest with self, we can get our jobs
done to perfection. Ah, but what do I mean? What is
there about a world in chaos that can hold our shattered
attention on one singular thing? These are all things
you might well ask as you try to sort the myriads of
topics in a NEW WORLD DISORDER. Check out your
“importance” ratios and see if you fill your task or does
the task give use and excuse for self. Now, you must be
honest with self or the exercise won’t work.
Super Bowl Sunday and how do you feel about
kicking a ball around a football field? Do you even
know who is playing in this “Super Bowl”? While the
distracters are playing a game of “gladiator pool”, the
REAL players are dividing up Nations, grasping control of the last shreds of free-information flow, and on
and on down to whatever YOU are doing today. And,
yes, of course we can example right from under your
noses wherever you might be. We might also be able to
show you why we write on so many different people (yet
always, it seems, they come from within the same
groupies) and on so many subjects.
Even here, where the work looms over everyone,
especially little Claudia, until it must be frightening,
and all the staff who, regardless of the massive piles of

work, manage to get a paper to print every week. And,
Margie sees to it that the products in her oversee are
ready, and others go about their tasks to see who may be
getting by with doing less but perhaps getting more
attention.
But even here all are coming under the
control and enslavement of the New World Order British Israeli takeover of even the most tiny particle of
freedom. Why, readers, you in this day and age are even
given “basic” language limitations. You are required
to limit the scope of even your vocabularies if you are
to comprehend the “Newspeak” dumped on you every
day. Well, Dr. Young is devoted to seeing to it that you
have an exception in YOUR PAPER evolving as a voice
Twice lately he has been offered
in the wilderness.
incredibly important scientific focus change and he has
declined on the basis of needing to attend the paper.
Therefore we can assume, better than with words of yea
or nay, that he is doing what he best wishes to do.
Sometimes we simply have to interject choices and your
responses tell more than you are willing to tell about
self. I believe that there is NOTHING more important
than a paper bearing truth, other than, perhaps, having
people remaining to read it.
As I write and call your attention to varied and
many different topics, we have to suggest you get
information to those who would best USE the information.
Let us example this one a bit. 0-J. Simpson is
certainly going to be more interested in something that
gets him clear of this infernal and seemingly eternal
But Dr. Okilo
torment in Los Angeles, California.
would be far more interested in, and have ability to
impact, that which is of Nigerian (Africa) central focus. ALL OF EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW THE
CONNECTIONS OF THE BRITISH INTELLIGENCE
TAVISTOCK
INSTITUTE,
BROOKINGS
INSTITUTE,
THE
C0 NTR0 LLED
MEDIA, AND A
MYRIAD
OF
OTHER LESS-FOCUSED ITEMS.
However,
always realize that a
basically
UNKNOWING
AND
UNKNOWN player
will always be set
forth in places of
show but without insight and/or power
to actually CHANGE
anything until it is
too late. Here I refer
to such as Kofi
Annon, the new Secretary General of the
U.N. (pushed into
the slot by the U.S.).
“Yes,” you might

I AM
WNCERTAINTY,
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with a contact at EIR who works diligently to make
available, for further distribution, information on all
these interesting international topics. I spend hours, in
your counting, a day, just doing comparison of information resources so that you can consider what we offer
to be the best basic information available.
Does this mean that I totally .back Coleman,
Patterson, Carto, LaRouche or bunches of other of the
information brotherhood trying to get out quality information and investigation? No, it means I have looked
at the INFORMATION and see that some is better than
others. Since I’m not trying to SELL ANYTHING, I
don’t have any commercial hopes or intents and there
are not enough subscribers to do more than stay hopelessly in debt at CONTACT, so I’m told. I will suggest
and name one person who, if he speaks, you had better
listen and that is Eustuce Mullins.
That all aside and back to Nigeria, we would need
to talk about the World Bank and the Political and
Economic future of the country. We would have to talk
about money, loans, resources, oil and raw material
wealth. I would have to speak about Isaac Sam of the
World Bank and focus on the status of help from the
World Bank, et al.
I would offer a report, indeed, from EIR, January 3,
1997 from whence came so much of the African information-which
points out the overlapping integration
of a WORLD-not
just a slice off here in ‘America or
there in Africa.
-

on the part of the Nigerian Government.
Sam was followed by a couple of academics, including Dr. Pat Utomi from the Lagos Business School, who
whined that “only the free enterprise system” will help
Nigeria. Utomi avowed that the problem with Nigeria
was not the International Monetary Fund-dictated structural adjustment programs (SAPS) from 1985 to 1993
(which, in fact, destroyed the country), but rather, that
Gen. Ibrahim Babangida, who was then head of state,
had not had a strong enough commitment to the IMF’s
free market reforms.
During the question and answer period, Sam made
explicit the demands of the World Bank: Nigeria must
remove the cap on its interest rates-in
other words,
full deregulation; Nigeria must not centrally allocate
funds to any individual sectors for economic development; Nigeria must end all subsidies on petroleum fuel
and fertilizers; Nigeria must eliminate its dual exchange rate.
Concerning Nigeria’s $34 billion debt, Sam made
clear that for Nigeria to get investments from the
private sector, it must pay the debt: “Nobody forced
Nigeria to contract these debts.... You cannot continue
to have trade with other countries without paying the
debt.”

adopting a successful pragmatic return to the reform of
previous governments. At the same time, the Western
press has departed from its normal shrill complaints
about human rights violations in Nigeria, and has been
relatively quiet of late. There are also reports from
Nigeria indicating that General Abacha is being pressured to give major support to privatization in his 1997
budget. Unfortunately, at times Nigerians have shown
a weakness in occupying themselves in endless debate
over Chief Abiola and the June 1993 election, while
ignoring the real culprits responsible for destabilizing
Nigeria: the British oligarchy. This was disturbingly
evident at the Carnegie symposium, when none of the
Nigerians present even raised a challenge to the plans
by Shell, Chevron, Mobil, et al., to loot Nigeria’s oil
resources. If this lack of response reflects the prevailing attitude of the nation’s leadership, then the future
bodes ill for the Nigerian nation and its people.
After Nigeria’s long period of compromise with the
World Bank and IMF, which has led to nothing but
suffering and hardship for the Nigerian people, one
hopes that there are enough sane, patriotic forces in the
capital city of Abuja to reject these schemes.

‘DEMOCRACY’
MOVEMENT IS FIZZLING

But what would this have to do with someone who
was simply a “chief’ of one of the Nigerian States?
Wow, what a question! If you can get the “chiefs” all
under control through some guise or another, you will
have the plum ripe for picking off the tree. This just
becomes another simple task of Media presentation of
demanded ideas and mind control which moves right
into total control over the people by this hierarchy/
oligarchy. Further, if you can get a man steeped in
religious doctrines within limitation and without frcedom of expression other than as ordered by the censors-you have locked a man into a prison of containment. And, furthermore, these are all through simple
CHOICES. Get a man focused onto what is perceived
as God or doctrine, and you have a trained pers rr who
is then deleted from information flow otherwise.
Remember that the Church of the Crown of England set up a WHOLE mandatory RELIGION and they
call it the Church of England. So where does TRUTH
IN GOD present itself in all this maze of misinformation? NOWHERE! The POINT then becomes to KEEP
THE TRUTH FROM SURFACING AT ALL COSTS.
But you can’t copyright TRUTH-you can only present
cases in such a way that the judiciary persons in charge
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[QUOTING:]

WILL NIGERIA ACCEPT
WORLD BANK’S
DEMANDS?
by Lawrence K. Freeman.
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After Sam’s presentation went unchallenged, except by this author, the participants emotionally engaged themselves in what is by now a worn-out, empty
discussion, regarding the annulment of the June 12,
1993 election and the imprisonment of Chief Moshood
Abiola. The second panel, on Nigeria’s transition to
democracy, began with David Peterson from the National Endowment of Democracy (NED). He presented
a relatively mild attack on the current government of
Gen. Sani Abacha. He told the audience of almost 70
people that he had just returned from Nigeria the night
before after visiting friends in the “democracy movement” who, he emphasized, “were not demoralized”.
He then felt obligated to acknowledge that Abacha had
done some good things. Peterson said that he was told
by his friends that they expected it would take a generation for the “democracy movement” to build up enough
grassroots strength to challenge the government.
Peterson revealed that last year, the NED gave over
$400,000 to non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
and anti-Abacha “pro-democracy groups”. Chief Tony
Anenih, a respected political leader in Nigeria, who
formerly headed the Social Democratic Party of Chief
Abiola, asked: If the United States recognizes and
maintains relations with the Abacha Government,
how can it at the same time be funding groups that are
trying to overthrow the Abacha Government7
Dr. Jean Herskovitz, a well-known Nigerian expert, brought some reality into the discussion, pointing out that “without economic stability, political
stability can’t be bright”.
Adonis Hoffman, who convened the symposium
on behalf of the Carnegie Institute, questioned the
U.S. focus on “punitive measures”, such as sanctions,
while not even recognizing the nature of the transition process at all.

At a symposium in Washington, D.C. on Dec. 13,
1996, sponsored by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, entitled “Nigeria’s Political and Economic Future”, a propaganda barrage was launched to
justify the privatization of Nigeria’s telephone and
power companies, with the prime target being Nigeria’s
While the global
multibillion-dollar
oil industry.
economy is threatened with financial disintegration,
many financial insiders think that, through their control of oil and other raw materials, they will be able to
survive the financial blowout. With Nigeria’s oil industry generating approximately $16 billion a year and
with its oil reserves ranked fifth in the world, it is no
wonder that the financial oligarchy is drooling over the
opportunity to get their hands on Nigeria’s raw material wealth.
Leading off the first panel of the symposium, “Economic Adjustment, Reform, Privatization, and Investment in Nigeria”, was Isaac Sam of the World Bank.
Sam stated that the World Bank has not lent any money
to Nigeria in three-and-a-half years, and is not interested in lending any more money, but rather wants (1)
to advise Nigeria to develop the proper framework to
attract investment from the private sector, and (2) to
help Nigeria negotiate its debt with the Paris Club of
lenders. After acknowledging the modest success by
Nigeria in reducing inflation, reducing the budget
WILL NIGERIA
deficit, and creating jobs in the manufacturing sector,
he attacked the government for “wasting money” on
BE MANIPULATED?
public investment.
Sam insisted that unless Nigeria
allowed its gigantic state-run oil industry to be
The danger for Nigeria is that the current governprivatized, Nigeria would not develop, and would not
get any help from the world financial community. He ment would allow itself to be manipulated into buying
said that the oil industry has to be privatized, to get it into the financial oligarchy’s privatization schemes.
“into the market structure”.
He threatened that, to General Abacha’s Government is now being praised
continue to receive “assistance” from the World Bank, for dropping its opposition to the IMF “reforms,”
which he inherited from General Babangida, and
there would have to be “transparency and credibility”

[END OF QUOTING]
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of settling disputes, rule through lack of information.
EVERYBODY, including the Judge, has to realize
that in the US&P case against Green, Ekkers, et al.,
there WAS NEVER EVEN A HEARING, Books got
placed into a state of injunction-without
effective
dispute, and certainly the injunction would have never
stood in court had a hearing or TRIAL ever have been
accomplished.
This is why there was a settlement
agreement, not because of justice or injustice. Green
had sold out HIMSELF, HIS WIFE, AND HIS CORPORATIONS. Ekkers never even remotely agreed that
there was anything remiss or amiss, except the sell-out
as “partner, director and officer” of Phoenix Institutebecause of the idiocy of his team-maties, Mark Williams, et al., who were misleading at best, deliberately
destroying at worst, everything THEY HAD CLAIMED
TOSTANDFORINTRUTH ANDINFORMATIONFLOW.
This case with US&P is NOT an argument of or
over the rights of God or information flow -it is over
greed, cover the assets, and hide from truth at all costs.
How do you KNOW THIS? Because not ONE CENT has
been gleaned by Ekkers’ side of the dispute-and
the
writer herself who works for me has gained nothing but
a hell of a headache over the entire thing. US&P
demands an “accounting of all funds gained through
use of their material.” Well, that one is easy indeed:
NONE, NOTHING, ZIPPO, ZERO AND NEGATIVE.
What did Green gain? Who knows but we do know of
at least $18,000 he sidetracked from everyone and into
his pocket while breaking the injunction which is now
in another quarrel because of HIM.
Gosh, you would think that if you held a pi zsibility
of funding a Bonus Contract someday, you would play
with the players who could help pay off the insidiously
gained suit projections.
Obviously, if the contract
copies are still floating around-they
haven’t been paid
on--now have they?
So, bribery, threats, payoffs,
blackmail or any other means of entrapment are, by
sheer logic, impossible. Also, Ekkers don’t even KNOW
the players involved. Nobody ever shows up in court in
ANY case in which they are
involved-EVER,
and this
includes the lead player,
George Green.
George
Green, in addition, is THE
one who works with, has
the ear of, and has a profound impact on one Timothy Binder, who apparently
believes the garbage. However, since Mr. Green has
NOT met his own agreement contracts-how
is it
that the belief continues
even into another foolish
suit in Federal Court? Not
the least of which now includes input and conspiracy
of one Father Ed Cleary and
Steven Horn?
Do you
NEVER get tired of the
cheats and liars, readers?
It would behoove all
players to go back and
LOOK at the original case
in point. Why would Ekkers
settle if they were actually
winning7 Well, easy-we
didn’t care if the books were
banned because TRUTH
will OUT one way or another. And, it was obvious
that a “win” would simply
cost another $50,000 in legal fees and since the opposition was willing to end
the thing for a S42,OOO
agreement
which would
only be a “judgment” in lieu

of payment, it was the right thing to do. It was OK then
and it would be OK now-except ihat George Green, et
al., have misled, again, the Court and the players. And
readers, you might well look at some facts: SOMETIMES IT IS BETTER TO BE RULED AGAINST AND
HAVE THE ABILITY TO COME BACK IN THROUGH
A DIFFERENT DOOR OR WINDOW WHERE YOU
CAN WIN. In every case so far that becomes easy
because of the CONSPIRACY and PLAYER COALITIONS. You have Civil Rights Violations and RICO,
just to name two major opportunities available. And
moreover, these focus on the REAL CULPRITS ALONG
WITH BRINGING BACK IN ALL OF THE ORIGINAL
PLAYERS AS WELL. I think your enemies have
outsmarted themselves and they are not going to be
thanking Mr. Green, Ms. Beam, et al., for very much
longer. This drags back into the picture some pretty
toughcircumstancesforseveralATTORNEYSinvolved.
Mr. Green claims that one or two of these attorneys
STILL work with his operations-especially
overseas,
TRUST operations. Other attorneys then try to protect
the culprits from the Bar Association and further notice
of indiscretions and that, too, is “malpractice”, not to
be confused with poor judicial knowledge.
So what do we hope to gain? Well, the cockroaches
do their work in the dark and we are simply watching
the scattering as we turn on the lights.
By the way, readers, did you know that you can SUE.
THE BAR ASSOCIATION IN NEVADA7 It is not a
“Board” of quality assurance; it is a mere PRIVATE
CLUB. I would think that the Club in Nevada is
perpetrating some rather infamous malpractice tactics
on YOU-the-people while protecting the inane and
criminal activities of such as Horton and Abbott,
As I close this writing I am reminded that we began
this writing
with Super Bowl chili-dogs
and
“Newspeak”. It is all part of the same mind-control
program with the balloons being run past you to study
progress.
I am always reminded by some of you that “Orwell
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said it would be like this.” Like what, exactly?? Have
you even noticed that EBONZCS, this silly new language of the street-Blacks, is a major example of exactly what is “Newspeak”? Everything has to be reduced to the BASIC programming words and there is no
real ability to do this until you can get rid of ALL
CULTURAL integration lest the uneducated not ever
understanding enough to GET THEIR PROGRAMMING. And, readers, those who do not get their proper
programming are destined to be “gotten rid of’.
How do you think “Basic” computer language came
about? How is it that the vocabulary of WORDS gets
more and more simplified and accepted? What do you
know about “Basic English” and simply that which is
called, referring to English, “BASIC”? WHAT DO
YOUKNOWABOUTMINIFORM?
MINITRUE? Just
food for thought through a paragraph worthy of your
attention:
“Some historians
have claimed that
Orwell’s “Newspeak”, in his 1984, is a simple
parody of Basic. To the contrary: Orwell was
one of the most avid supporters of the Basic
concept of reduced language. What appealed
to him most was its simplicity and its apparent
ability to abolish “jargon”. He also thought
that anything without real meaning, when reduced to its Basic translation, would be easily
‘seen to be absurd. A utopian, Orwell, in his
letters, expressed concern over the power of the
Ministry of Information (Miniform, as it was
known) to control and manage the news. It was
that aspect of the process, not Basic’s degrading of the English language, that he parodied
in 1984 with his “Newspeak”, controlled by
Minitrue, the Ministry of Truth.”
Perhaps we can get to this short subject next time
and fill in the blanks.
Thank you and good morning.
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The Ekker
House

Editor’s note: We are reprinting Rick Martin’s
excellent research on this subject due to the number of
inquires about the history of the matter as a result of
the Ekkers ’ recent court challenges.
This was
originally published in CONTACT as Part 1 of a
series called: “The Valley Of Radiance I’.
S/10/95

RICK MARTIN

The story you are about to read is stranger than
fiction. Truth usually is. The names are real and have
not been changed out of concern for the honorable and
the innocent-and
to expose all others to the clear
light of Truth.
On June 16, 1987, Doris and EJ moved to
Tehachapi, located in Kern County, California off
Highway 58. Tehachapi, considered “high desert”,
sits at an altitude of 4,000’ with higher peaks surrounding it. Its population at that time was approximately 5,000. Tehachapi means land ofplenty acorns
and water, and offered promise to EJ as he further
explored possibilities in the wind business.
Doris and EJ’s home ,was nestled against the
mountain, overlooking the valley. It was purchased in
May, 1987 for $215,000 with a down payment of
$23,500 cash, $15,000 second trust deed, $6,500 to
the broker, still owed, and a land sale contract of
$170,000. The property was purchased from Zack T.
and Mary Ann Haynes, who have subsequently moved
to Texas. At the time of the purchase, there was an
outstanding encumbrance (mortgage) on the property
with Santa Barbara Savings and Loan Association in
the amount of $170,000.
The property located at 2 15 12 Adam Drive and is
“legally” described as:
‘Lot I30 of Tract No. 3224, in the unincorporated
area of the County of Kern, State of California, asper
map recorded May 9, 1969, in Book 17, Page 151, of
Maps in the ofJice of the Recprder of said county. *’
Tehachapi is in a beautiful valley and they looked
forward to peacefully enjoying their home in semiretirement.
Doris and EJ were by now comfortably
settled into their “retirement” home and life was
joyful. The Tehachapi valley was quiet and beautiful.
Little did they know of the events that were about to
take place to disrupt the stillness and throw their lives
into chaos.
At the time the Ekkers purchased their home from
Zack and Mary Haynes in the summer of 1987, for a
purchase price of $2 15,000, Zack agreed to a S 170,000
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land sale contract. Santa Barbara Savings & Loan, held
the mortgage on the $170,000, under the name of
Haynes. The Ekkers would make their payments directly to Haynes, who in turn made payments to Santa
Barbara Savings & Loan. Part of the verbal agreement
upon signing the land sale contract concerned the
possibility that some payments might not be timely. In
fact, the price was increased to compensate for the
“condition” of possible late payments. Zack Haynes did
agree. They had sufficient funds to cover the mortgage
payment for an interim period, should such a situation
arise. The Hayneses, as it turned out, were also particularly sensitive about their credit rating. Immediately
upon closing the sale, the Ekkers had the land sale
contract properly recorded, as required by law. This
was done on July 7, 1987.
During September Haynes was passing through
Tehachapi and EJ met with Zack. Contrary to the
verbal agreement made prior to the sale, upon being
informed that the October payment would be late, Zack
said he just might have to foreclose to protect his
interests and, “Payments need to be timely”.
Sometime during the month of October, Ekkers
did, in fact, receive a Foreclosure Notice from Zack
Haynes for the late house payments.
Immediately
following on the heels of this notice was a letter dated
October 22, 1987 from Susan Zuback with the loan
department of Santa Barbara Savings & Loan, addressed to the Ekkers. This letter was a Default Notice
giving them until November 22, 1987 to pay off the
note. EJ, of course, responded and then received a
letter from Santa Barbara Savings & Loan dated December 3, 1987, requiring EJ’s signature on a 160-day
extension agreement. After some discussion about the
signatures back and forth, EJ ultimately did sign the
document and returned it to Santa Barbara Savings &
Loan. He assumed the extension to be in effect.
On November 18, 1987, the Haynes received a
letter from Santa Barbara Savings ‘BtLoan granting a
160-day extension on the “acceleration proceedings”.
Acceleration proceedings (foreclosure) were to begin
on approximately April 2, 1988 if full payment was not
mad?.
The Ekkers had until mid-January to pay the outstanding balance
owed to Haynes. Doris and EJ were
fortunate enough to secure a loan to
cover the outstanding amount. The
money was paid to the Haynes.
Haynes then sent the funds to Santa
Barbara Savings & Loan; however,
they were not accepted. Immediately following this, Haynes received
a Notice of Default from Santa Barbara Savings & Loan, with a copy
also going to Ekkers. Santa Barbara Savings & Loan had not accepted the payment from Haynes,
using the rationale that Haynes had
sold the property without notifying
SBS. They were, therefore, justified in not accepting it and accelerating the $170,000 note. When
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Doris and EJ received their copy of this foreclosure
notice they were, understandably, alarmed! EJ then
found out that Zack Haynes had never signed nor
mailed in his portion of the extension agreement, therefore, there was no extension!
When you file a Notice of Default, there is an
automatic grace period or delay of 90 days. Then there
is an additional three weeks to publish the Notice of
Public Sale. In the Ekkers case the Notice was published by the California Newspaper Bureau, since renamed. The sale was set to be held at 10:00 A.M., May
24, 1988 at “the East Front Entrance of the Bakersfield
CityHallat
1501TruxtonAve.”
-By this time, Doris and EJ were determined not to
vacate their newly acquired retirement home, but rather,
they would go to the public sale and purchase their
home outright! They were able to secure a loan through
a close friend, and went to the auction early. Being a
wise real estate investor, the only condition their friend
placed on the loan was that, since it was a public
auction, they open the bidding low.
Between the hours of 9:50 A.M. until lo:30 A.M.,
either Doris or EJ Ekker had the entire lobby and
entrance area of the Bakersfield City Hall in full view
every minute. No one stopped in the area and only two
people entered the lobby, and only one exited in that
time period. One of the people was a man who went into
a side room upon entering the building. As it turns out,
this person was Larry Mitchell of the California Service Bureau, Inc. Larry entered the building, stepped
into a phone booth and made a call, then exited the
building without saying a word to anyone. There was
NO SALE!
During the forty minutes at City Hall, Doris and EJ
had witnesses to “the sale that never was”. The witnesses were both very credible; namely, the Bakersfield
City Treasurer, William Descary and the City Clerk,
Carol Williams.
Since there was no sale, there was nothing left for
the Ekkers to do but go home.
The next day, on May 25, 1988, EJ wrote a 1:tter to
Financial Corporation of Santa Barbara at 304U State
Street and said, [quoting:]
Your Notice of Trustee’s Sale, copy enclosed, announces that you would auction the property at 21512
Adam Drive, Tehachapi, California at 10:00 A.M. on
May 24, 1988 at “the East front entrance to the City
Hall, 150 1 Truxton Ave., Bakersfield, California.”
We were present at the appointed time and place
and no representative from your company or Specialized, Inc. or Santa Barbara Savings & Loan appeared.
Several City employes were witnesses to that fact.
The Hayneses sold the property to us on a Land
Contract and your foreclosure is a result of that clause
in their contract with Santa Barbara Savings giving
SBS the “right to accelerate”. We have delayed legal
action in expectation that a successful bid at the Public
Auction would be the most expeditious route to a clear
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title to the property.
Since you failed to appear for the Public Auction or
provide notification of any change of time or place, it is
our understanding that you are obliged to accept our
opening bid. Since there is also an “investor” in the
Haynes loan it would seem you have committed a
serious breach of your fiduciary duty by failing to
appear.
Before we take any further action that might result
in the long delays attendant to litigation in this matter,
we-offer you an opportunity to respond to this statement
of our position. [End quoting.]
With letters about to cross in the mail, EJ wrote a
letter to the President of Santa Barbara Savings &
Loan, Mr. Clyde Wagoner, dated June 23, 1988 explaining that they had not received a reply to their May
25 letter concerning the no sale and, therefore, invalid
Trustee’s Deed.
With EJ’s letter to Mr. Wagoner just mailed, a
letter arrived, addressed to Doris and EJ, dated June 17,
1988. In her letter Donna Yencer, Foreclosure Clerk
with Santa Barbara Savings $ Loan states, [quoting:]
On May 24, 1988, a trustee’s sale was held on
behalf of Santa Barbara Savings & Loan. The auctioneer advised us he did cry the sale and that three women
from the California Republic Bank were present at the
sale as witnesses.
Also at the sale that day was a
Realtor. Our Association is in receipt of a Certificate
of Sale stating that the trustee sale was held at the
scheduled time and place. [End quoting.]
In a state of shock and total disbelief, Doris and EJ
began to further discuss their situation and tneir options.
Then, on July 17, Doris and EJ were served with a
Notice To Quit dated July 12, signed by Steven J. Berg,
Litiga,ion Administrator for Santa Barbara Savings & Loan.
Upon receipt of the Notice To Quit, EJ telephoned
Mr. Berg and advised him to review the file prior to
initiating further action on the Notice. On August 2,
Steven Berg wrote a response to Doris and EJ, [quoting:]
I have contacted the service that conducted the
trustee’s sale concerning the property you continue to
occupy and they have provided me with the auctioneer’s
Certificate of Sale concerning said sale. A copy of the
certificate is enclosed. In light of this sworn certificate
the Association hereby makes final demand on you to
peacefully vacate the premises. This matter is-being
referred to local counsel to take the appropriate measures to regain possession of our property and place it
on the market for sale. [End quoting.)
On August 11. 1988, EJ responded in writing to
Steven Berg’s letter, [quoting:]
Thank you for your letter of August 1, 1988. We
returned yesterday from a business trip and are answering you as timely as possible.
It appears that the service that was supposed to
conduct the trustee’s .sale is going to “stonewall” the
situation.
They have perjured themselves and are
acting in a fraudulent manner which will injure us if we
allow it. If we take it to court it will injure SBS because
our action will have to be against you.
We have too much invested in this home to meekly
walk away. You have a choice of two courses of action
apparent to us. You can pursue the legal eviction
procedure and become a party to a lawsuit which may
take a long time to settle with very little chance of
winning.
Or you can join with us in placing the
responsibility,where
it belongs so that the damages are
borne by the guilty party.
To help you decide where to place your bet we will
enclose photocopiesof statements signed by two Bakersfield City officials, the Treasurer and Clerk, indicating
they saw us in their building at the time and on the day
in question and that there was no sale held. We arrived
at the building at approximately 9:45 A.M. and inquired of the Clerk where the sale would be held. She,
and others in her offrce, took the notice, checked the
time and date and directed us to the East front entrance
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to the lobby. We waited there till approximately 10: 15 have five days to answer it in legal form and typewritand, because no one came, I entered the Treasurer’s
ten. This is Thursday and I doubt if you can get an
office to again confirm that we had the correct address. attorney here on such short notice. But if you don’t
Most of the employees were on a break so Mr. Descary answer they’ll have a default which will cost you the
helped me himself. After verifying the time and place house and twelve, maybe sixteen thousand dollars.”
After the guests left it occurred to Doris and EJ that
on the notice he instructed an employee to make some
telephone calls to see if anyone at the County might Monday was a holiday and Tuesday was the deadline to
respond! How would they find a lawyer to represent
know if the time or place had been changed.
While those calls were being made I walked the few them, become informed about the case and write a
steps to the Lobby where Mrs. Ekker was waiting. She response in one day? What kind of cruel joke was being
then returned to the Clerk’s office where they also pla:yed on them and by whom?
After several hours of discussing business projects,
placed some calls while I waited in the lobby. When she
returned without any new information, I went back to the guests were settled in and comfortable on the living
the Treasurer’s office where I was informed they were room sofa at Doris and EJ’s house. This was a business
also unable to locate any information. At that point Mr. meeting, and it was now early evening. All of a sudden
Descary walked with me to the lobby to point the there was a knock at the front door. A Complaint for
direction to the local office of Santa Barbara Savings & Unlawful Detainer [an eviction notice!] was served on
Loan, suggesting that perhaps they might help us. We Doris and EJ on this day, October 6; 1988. The woman
started in that direction, but, due to the heat, decided to serving the Notice apologized for the lateness of the
drive and then decided we should get some legal advice. hour, but explained that-get this-she had been asked
We had come prepared to bid on the property, no sale to deliver this one last, that it would purposely be
was held at the place advertised and we were not sure delivered late in the day. When the meeting dispersed,
EJ quickly shuffled through the lawsuit to the last page
what we should do.
We were advised to write to SBS and inform you of and there, standing out in bold black ink, appeared the
the situation so that you would have an opportunity to name Steven J. Horn, Attorney for Santa Barbara Savinvestigate. From that point you have the file and can ings & Loan (SBS). But who was Steven Horn? Little
reconstruct the events. Your investigation, as demon- did they know, they would soon find out, in no uncerstrated by the recorded deed and the auctioneer’s Cer- tain terms. How would &y find a lawyer on such short
tificate, has uncovered perjury on the part of more than notice? After all, it had to be answered in five days, and
one person. We hope you share our outrage and will coming up was a long holiday weekend. And then, if all
work with us to shift the damage to the responsible else failed, where would they move to?
Pressure was beginning to mount, emotions were
parties. If you do not we must promise you a long and
high. The odds of finding legal help in time seemed
serious litigation. [End quoting.]
Once Doris and EJ had been served a 3-Day Notice impossible. Would they be evicted? When the Ekkers
To Quit on their “retirement” home, things began to got to court, would the case be heard on its obvious
feel very uneasy. There was an uncertainty in the air merits’? Would the fact that their house hadbeen put up
and while there was no intention to give up “posses- for public auction with no sale taking place cause a
sion”, there also wasn’t any direct knowledge about ruling on their behalf7 They just didn’t know. But in
legal procedure. Liz Kerzner, new to the area, had a the meantime the scramble was on to find a lawyer.
And now we find ourselves in the year 1997. The
close friend from Los Angeles named Jodi who was also
in the employment management business. Jodi and her legal battle between the Ekkers, their attorneys, and all
husband Steve would often came to Tehachapi to enjoy the parties involved in this property case, has continthe valley, see Liz and meet frequently at Doris and ued unceasingly. The legal documentation on this case
EJ’s house. Steve specialized in the eviction business. is now the largest in Kern County history. And to this
Upon receiving the Notice To Quit, Steve was immedi- very day, the Ekkers have not had their day in court,
ately consulted. Doris and EJ were informed that the and no jury has been allowed to hear the evidence to
next step would be receipt of a Complaint For Unlawful reach the inevitable conclusion that THERE WAS NO
Detained-which
-be
Ire:spondeh to in order to keep SALE!
possession of the house.
They were informed that
to receive a 3-Day NoZiGGY / By Tom Wilson
tice To Quit was serious
business and that if an
Unlawful Detainer was
served, they could &.y
the eviction, but for all
intents and purposes,
they were out of that
house.
At 5:30 P.M. on October 6, 1988, EJ was
“served” with a Summons and Complaint for
Unlawful Detainer. The
woman who delivered it
apologized for interrupting the meeting which
was taking place and for
coming so late in the day.
She commented that she
was specifically
requested to deliver this
one last.
One of the guests
present, a real estate broker, read the Complaint
and commented, “This
looksvery serious to me.
It appears that you only L
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then submitted to the original states. The original
states civil government for their own collective civil
government of the United States then entered agreements (treaties) with the subsequent territorial sovereign civil governments of those territorial states. At
that time stipulations for those territorial sovereign
civil governments (see messages and papers of the
President) were agreed to in writing, with terms and
conditions just like any other contract of treaty or of
purchase, etc. For that purpose, Article VI of the Constitution for the United States was ratified. Those treaty
provisions as contained therein apply to the territorial
sovereign civil governments of the states. Further extending into international treaty law ( in the XXXs section): “No treaty can be entered into which infringes
or impedes Article X of the Bill of Rights.” In more
specifics, no treaty on an international basis can impair, impede, dissuade or discourage those rights retained by the people (Bill of Rights, Constitution for
the United States). For this purpose, Article I, Sec. 10
was ratified.
Let’s use Illinois as an example. The Enabling Act
of 1818, before it could be acted upon, had to conform
with the laws pursuant to the Constitution for the
United States, Article VI (debts and engagement provisions). Illinois, by law, pursuant to the Constitution
for the United States, VIth Article, invoked the Act of
1787 (the Northwest Ordinance law), which itself was
predicated upon the 3rd Clause of the VIth Article; the
laws of the confederation of the original states which
invoked the Constitution for the United States. There
are those in political offices who are desirous of leading you to believe the Articles ofConfederation do not
exist. Check it out, it’s still there in the VIth Article,
Clause 1, last word.
Perhaps there is a reason for attempting to make
one think it no longer exists. The Articles of Confederation, at Article II states “each state retains its sovereignty, freedom, and independence, and every power,
jurisdiction and right, which is not by this confederation expressly delegated to the United States, in Congress assembled.” (The Vth Article, expressly shows
the intent “for the more convenient management of the
general interests of the United States,” stated in defined specifics.)
Constitutional confederation stipulations are stated
at Article VI, Clause 1. Articles of Confederation,
Article IX, Clause 6: “The United States in Congress
assembled shall never engage in a war, nor grant letter
of marque and reprisal in time of peace, nor enter into
any treaties or alliances, nor coin money, nor regulate
the value thereof, nor ascertain the sums and expenses
necessary for the defence and welfare of the United
States, or any of them, nor emit bills, nor borrow money
on the credit of the United States, nor appropriate
money, nor agree upon the number of vessels of war,
to be built or purchased, or the number of land or sea
forces to be raised, nor appoint a commander in chief
of the army or navy, unless nine states assent to the
same, nor shall a question on any other point, except
for adjourning from day to day be determined, unless
by the votes of a majority of the United States in Congress assembled.”
The nine states referenced are the original nine who
united under a common cause, for a common civil government, for management purposes of (a) protection
of commerce, manufacturing and production of goods,
(b) to provide for a common defence, and (c) to pay for
these services by imposing (I) taxes, (2) duties on imports, (3) post roads, (4) naval depots and warehouses,
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the Constitution restrains. Even the U.S. Congress is
restrained from giving such at libitum (at liberty) power
“Old age and treachery will overcome youth and to the President of the United States. The Congress
skill” is a sign which hung in my doctor’s offtce for and Senate, including the President, are restrained from
many years. Many are the times Dot and I talked about misconstruing and abusing those constitutional powthis old adage. On one of those days I said to Dot, ers.
-“that is one Hell of a statement and quite frankly I do
not know whether to be offended, or just how I am supposed to take that statement.”
To which he replied
Let’s go to the Federal Advisory Committee Act
“Well, I keep that there because it tells me why those (1972). Bit-by-bit, sound old laws were set aside (not
bastards stay in the Congress and the Senate until they done away with, but set aside and replaced). Our Presiseemingly grow moss. Didn’t you ever wonder why dent (through the collusive acts of American Bar Asthey stay in office until they are near Death’s door?” I sociation members) was given the powers which are
said, “No, I just thought it was because they had done only bestowed upon kings and dictators.
such a great job, they were continually being voted back
Now, let’s go back to the Nixon Presidency. (Go
into their respective Offices of Public Trust.” He coun- to your library and pull up Title 3, the President, Extered, “I took you for a half-way bright woman, do not ecutive Order 11490-F.R. Dot. 69-13005; filed Oct.
disappoint me in this fashion. They have to stay in 28, 1969, 2:19 p.m.) Take a good look at Sec. 3015’s
office to keep on covering up all that crap they did in revoked Orders. There are 23 in all. Especially, take
their tenure. Then they train their aides, and the aides a close look at the revocation of the defense mobilizarun for office when those old farts are ready to retire, tion orders.
and the aides continue on with the cover-up.” Well, I
Mr. Nixon’s Executive Order, Sec. 3011, Emersaid, “How does that constitute treachery?” He said, gency Actions, states:
“The better word is treason, but treachery is a kinder
“This order does not confer authority to put into
and gentler word. The treachery is when these elected effect any emergency plan, procedure, policy, program,
congressmen, senators, etc., know the aides are young or course of action prepared or developed pursuant to
and impressionable and they also know those youngins this order. Plans so developed may be effectuated only
don’t know sickem about the Constitution, because in the event that authority for such effectuation is produring that old fart’s tenure, the Constitution was taken vided by a law enacted by the Congress or by an order
out of the schools and replaced with Political Science. or directive issued by the President pursuant to statues
Therein comes the treachery. The youngins see how or the Constitution of the United States.”
the old guys are doing it and they automatically think
Mr. Nixon was no dummy. He realized, as eviit is the way to go. So the game of treachery is per- denced by his statement, what he did or was desirous
petuated by the continuation of the young ones keep- of doing must be pursuant to the Constitution for the
ing on with what they learned from the old guys in the United States. Then, along came’the Federal Advipolitical power seats. It’s sort of a protection racket sory Committee Act in 1972, which contained Sec. 6,
for treacherous political corruption.”
an escape clause for political misconstruction and abuse
Somewhere there is a message in that statement.
of powers of the Office of the President. This has acHowever, we must take into consideration that what tually abused the civil governments of the states and
has become the accepted is not acceptable, for it is the civil government of the United States.
destroying this nation. There is a remedy. The remFor some reason, no politician wants to acknowledy lies in the intestinal fortitude of the U.S. Congress’ edge that treaties are in existence between the civil
faithfulness to this nation and to their Oaths of Office, governments of the territorial sovereign states and the
for indeed they have the power to rescind all repug- civil government of the United States. Look at it this
nant acts.
way: The original states, in the realization of the need
Our troubles began when the final signatures to to protect commerce, have a common defense and a
the contract for the Reorganization of Europe was ac- method to pay a central government for its services for
knowledged in 1947 (Bretton Woods Agreement, In- those protections, did enter into a contractual treaty
ternational Monetary Fund Agreement, General Agree- agreement called a constitution. Each sovereign state
ment on Tariffs and Trades). This in turn was never retained their own constitution. The civil
ratified by Congress as mandated by the Constitution
government of the United States was forfor the United States, in two (2) years after the agree- bidden access to the powers of the laws of
ment was signed by all parties. Then the National Se- those constitutions retained by the states.
The
curity Act of 1947 was implemented in order to ac- Those rights were retained by the civil govcommodate the after reorganization plan no. 1 of 1958 ernment of the original states. When sub(ten years later-72
Stat. 1799). Subsequently, me- sequent territories .decided they wanted to
thodically, step-by-step, the powers of the Office of be included into the union, the sovereign
President were increased.
That power increase is a territorial civil governments put into effect
repugnancy to the Constitution. It allows power which enabling acts. These enabling acts were

illegal

we do immedi-
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etc.
With all these laws supported by the ConsCifution
for the United States, treaties with the territorial sovereign civil governments of the states with the caveat
of being “on equal footing with the original states when
entering the treaty for union of the republic firmly in
place”, so stated in the Articles of Confederation
(which is still in force even though amended), we must
ask ourselves:
How in the hey did we get into this
present mess?! Well, the answer is, relatively simple.
There are various causes which brought forth this current effect of a constitutional monarchy; (1) de-education of the masses by years of not teaching the Constitution of the United States and of the constitutions of
our respective states, (2) de-education of the masses
by not teaching American History as it occurred, (3)
the allowance of the Bar Association Members to make
laws which usurp the rights retained by the people to
make all laws necessary for the common man in a common community (state) of civil government, (4) misconstruction and abuse of powers of Offices of Public
Trust, (5) Roosevelt’s Enabling Act which by law can
only exist for a period of four (4) years, which federalized and set aside our constitutions of territorial civil
governments of the states, setting aside our constitutional common laws of the land, (6) ignoring and setting aside our treaty with the civil government of the
United States, whereupon (7) the civil government of
the United States was set aside and became the Federal Government of the United States.
What occurred here, in this time frame between
1916 and 1997, is that our constitutional civil common laws which are counteracted to us were overpowered by federal law (Maritime Law) which according
to R,+odian law can and will take every thing in its
pathv*ay unless there are laws to stop it.
These are the old Aechean and Amphictomony
leagues that the original states were so concerned about
while deciding on a central government.
Consequently, by and through misconstruction and
abuse of powers of Offices of Public Trust, albeit knowingly (de-education), this once great nation has been
overthrown from within. Nikita Khrushkhev stated that
to J.F.K. in his famous meeting with Mr. Kennedy.
Those perpetual, inviolable, inherent rights, liberties, and freedoms so hard sought, so hard fought
for, and as intended by the founding fathers, were overthrown by the very persons with whom we have a treaty/
to uphold, protect and defend us and our
contract:
constitutions.
Historically, every great nation, its constitution and
its people, has been systematically overthrown due to
ignorance or dumbing down of the peoples. Educated
populaces do not allow this sort of thing to occur. Deeducation or dumbing down creates a mass hysteria
attitude; people re-act by the inability of reasoning
thought. Psychology calls it the self-defense mechanism.
Recently, I was browsing the U.S.C.‘s disarmament
treaties. Curiously, these treaties call for the disarming of nations (super powers),’ not the disarming of the
populace of a nation. How simple would it all be. if
our government would cease and desist the manufacturing, selling, and giving away of armaments for alleged good behavior, such as evidenced in Mr. Clinton’s
instances. As stated in an earlier writing by me, “that’s
like giving Lizzie Borden a smack on the hand with
one hand, and giving her an axe in the other.” By such
acts, one must surely ask themselves: How in the world
can a sensible person do such a thing?
Also, recently, we watched as Peru and other nations went through a hostage crisis. Those nations now,
at this time, .are under martial law, their constitutions
having been set aside.
Concurrently, we here in the United States are experiencing letter bombs. Allegedly, these letter bombs
are sent through the mail, with all the security systems in place in our national and international airports.
This is highly dubious and doubtful, leading to the
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thought of these alleged letter bombs being brought in,
in diplomat immunity pouches, by special couriers.
Of course, the American people are going to cry
for more laws and more security, failing at each turn
to recognize a ruse being deployed at their constitutional expense. Bill Clinton did not get his Executive
Order 13018 passed, which contained his intent of
Martial Law in Sec. 5 (c). It was stated therein that
the powers of the Office of President would be turned
over to the Department of Defense. Good Heavens!
Has the whole Congress and Senate been dumbed down
to the point where they can not read the intent stated
in these executive orders which are allowed by the Federa1 Advisory Committee Act?! Perhaps it is time our
duly elected civil state governments uphold their Oaths
of Public Trust, adhere to 18 U.S.C., Public Policies,
Nos. 1, 2 and 3 (in the front of the book, boys and
girls), and challenge the Federal Advisory Committee
Act, carefully scrutinizing Sec. 1 and 2 of that act, to
the point of repealing the act based on Sec. 6. Sec. 6
is the escape clause for underhanded, undermining,
dirty; covert activities which extends the powers of the
Office of the President beyond those powers conferred,
enumerated and granted by the Constitution for the
United States, allowing for excessive misconstruction
and abuse of powers of the executive in violation of
the VIth Article’s treaty provisions as enumerated to
the sovereign civil governments of the states by their
own enabling act and by treaty with the civil government of the United States. This is also a breach of the
Xth-Article of the Bill of Rights, with full intent to
sorely test the Bill ofRights entirely.
We sit today without jobs, industry, manufacturing, and the ability to house and feed ourselves and
our loved ones, watching our courts function in conflict of interest and in opposition to the Constitution
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This update could be categorized as the good, the
bad and the ugly!
TEE GOOD: George Green, Betty Tuten and their
attorney, David Horton, received another blow in Court
this past week when their counter-claim attempts against
Mr. Brad Elley, attorney, were denied by a fair, nononsense judge,
With all the examples of lack of justice in the
courts, this is a fine example of justice and with the
hope that we all can continue to see justice.
THE BAD: Kern County Superior Court Judge
Sidney P. Chapin denied the Motion for Reconsideration of his Order denying the Ekkers the ability to
discuss anything that had to do with the “non-sale” of
their residence on May 24, 1988, at their upcoming trial.
The hearing on the motion was well attended on
January 7, 1997 and it was believed that the strong
points of law, as ably brought forth by the Ekkers
attorney, would cause Judge Chapin to change his
mind, but he did not and that is being studied.
THE UGLY: The same Kern County Judge Chapin
has just been publicly censured by the California Commission on Judicial Performance for his failure to
timely perform and render judgment on a one-day
bench trial he heard in September of 1993 in Ventura
County.
Please refer to accompanying article by
Bakersfield Californian staff writer, Tamara Koehler,
as published January 23, 1997 in the Bakersfield Cali-
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for the United States, denying the Laws of the Land to
the people who beg, cry and plead for their constitutional common laws in order that their rights and properties be protected per the treaty/contract of the Constitution (law), only to be turned away at every court,
suffering the indignities imposed upon them by the
courts refusal to employ the [state] civil laws of the
people. While the people stand helplessly by, their
equities in the United States are being undermined by
a government foreign to the [state] civil governments’
treaty with the civil government of the United States.
In the United States today no attorney general of
our respective states will uphold, protect and defend
the rights of the people. It is their contention (evidented on AG [Attorney General] letterhead, from AGs
across the nation): “We do not prosecute criminal matters, or get involved in public matters, etc., our jurisdiction is to protect and advise other state agencies.”
This is an outrage! We pay for their services by and
through the taxation process!
Over 80% (eighty percent) of equity (American
land) is foreign owned! Americans have systematically’become displaced persons in their own land. This
is an outrage!
Especially outrageous: These foreign aliens do not
conform nor comply with the treatied Alien Act! Our
President, and our duly elected, would rather take the
moneys from these aliens and sell this nation out than
to live by the Oath of Office to which they are bound.
There is no difference between those declared injuries
cited in the Declaration of Independence and those
suffered by Americans today in 1997; the only changes
would be changing the wording from King and He to
the President of the United States and the House and
Senate (we have gone full circle back to the beginning).
V.K. Durham

fornian [see next page].
What is ugly is that, in the Ekker case, the matter
was set for a jury trial after years of prosecution and on
the day it was assigned for trial before Judge Chapin,
and with a jury panel waiting to be selected, the Judge
heard a previously denied motion and then granted
judgment to the defendants and denied the Ekkers their
jury trial, basically. It would be all but impossible to
have a fair trial without the ability to discuss the day
that the alleged sale took place.
And even more ugly, Judge Gamble of Nevada, who
is known in Nevada to make rash decisions and selfsatisfying judgments, did it again!
On this particular occasion, Judge Gamble Ordered
a mother to bring her 12-year-old son before the Court
and in his courtroom Ordered the mother to spank the
child. Then after the spanking, the Judge ordered the
boy to turn and face the audience. When asked how he
(the boy) felt, the boy responded, “embarrassed.”
Please refer to the accompanying article by Tim
Anderson as published in the Reno Gazette-Journal on
January 23, 1997.
This is the same Judge Gamble who unilaterally
took it upon himself to categorize the parties in that
case (Phoenix Institute v. George Green, et al.), as
being basically anti-Christian and “...have perverted
the Gospel of Jesus Christ and I won’t have that in my
Courtroom.”
That’s it for now!
More updates to come.
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805-822-0202

This is a service for our
dedicated readers.
Today’s
War&
telephone
hotline
carries the latest news and
comments from Commander
Hatonn’s
most recent writThis
is our way of
ings.
keeping you informed aboul
fast-breaking news and events.
The message machine will
answer after 2. rings if there
are any new messages for that
day, and after 4 rings if I&@&
Thus daily callers can hang sq
after 2 rings and save top
charges if no new message has
been recorded. The message
update(s), if any, occur by 6
PM Pacific Time.

